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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The first private junior college was established circa 
1851; the first public one--l900. No one at that time 
could have foreseen the future growth in the junior college- 
turned- community col lege--especially the growth in the 
1970s. From approximately 2,3 million students in 1970 to 
approximately 4.3 million in 1980, the community colleges' 
growth in student numbers has been higher by far than any 
other Carnegie classification of higher education. Riesman 
(1980, p. 109) said; ” [I ]t is widely recognised that by far 
the fastest growing segment of postsecondary education in 
the last fifteen years has been the community college."
TABLE 1
c o m m u n i t y  c o l l e g e ENROLLMENT AND NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS
BY YEAR
Year EnrolIment Number of Institutions
1930 100,000 469
1940 210,000 610
1950 500,000 597
1960 700,000 656
1970 2 , 295,000 987
1980 4,265,000 1, 192
1
2Analysis of Table l ’s data reveals enrollments grew by 
almost 86 percent between 1970 and 1980 (Medsker, 1971, 
pp. 17-18 [for 1930-1960] and Pepin, 1982, pp. 20, 70-71 
[for 1970-1980]).
In contrast, the rest of American higher education had 
these enrollment growth rates for that same decade (Pepin, 
1982, pp. 63-71):
TABLE 2
COLLEGE GROWTH DATA
Carnegie Classification Enrol1ments % Chg
1970 198 0
Publ R e s . Univ I 8 3 6,562 887,754 + 6 . 1
Priv Res Univ I 287,362 285,067 - 0,8
Publ R e s . Univ II 606,380 693,567 + 14 . 4
Priv R e s . Univ II 113,092 134,207 + 18 . 7
Publ Doc. Gr. Univ I 527,573 590,808 + 13 , 5
Priv Doc, Gr. Univ I 207,308 211,863 2 . 2
Publ Doc. Gr. Univ II 220,159 235,435 + 6 . 9
Priv Doc. Gr. Univ II 71,297 72,407 + 1.6
Publ Comp Univ I 1,727,412 2,056,079 + 19 . 0
Priv Comp Univ I 503,026 608 , 676 + 2 1.0
Publ Comp Univ II 264,737 346,310 + 30.8
Priv Comp Univ II 180,913 243,938 + 34.8
Priv Lib Arts Coll I 148,204 158,536 + 7 . 0
Publ Lib Arts Coll II 6, 598 24,650 +373,6
Priv Lib Arts Coll II 349,397 392,90S + 12 . 5
Compared to the rest of higher education, the community 
college's 86 percent enrollment growth easily outdistanced 
all but the Public Liberal Arts College II's. If one views 
the Public Liberal Arts College II's almost +374 percent 
growth rate as the tyranny of small numbers, community 
college enrollment growth during the 1970s stands alone.
3Heed for the Study
Community college growth, both in numbers of 
institutions as well as enrollment per institution, may 
appear to be an unmitigated blessing. Medsker (1971, p, 11) 
believed community colleges to be the ’'most significant of 
all higher institutions in extending educational 
opportunity." He further claimed that community colleges 
extended this educational opportunity by:
1. Being located close to "homes of potential
students."
2. Possessing nonselective admissions policies.
3. Having a variety of programs, many of which 
lead to employment.
Thornton (1972, pp. 62-74) cited these reasons for society’s 
attraction to community colleges:
1. Develop learning skills
2. General education
3. Continuing education
4. Student guidance
5. Occupational education
6. Education for transfer to a four-year 
institution
Another explanation alludes to deficiencies in the 
four-year institutions. Clark Kerr (cited in Medsker, 1971, 
p. vii) wrote: "The uniquely American two-year colleges are
4called on to perform a greater variety of services for a 
more diverse clientele than any other category of higher 
education." Medsker (1971, p. 123) averred "the nation's 
needs are such that the services of the comprehensive 
community college are required for functions not fulfilled 
by the other types of institutions." Thornton (1982, p. 7) 
suggested "the very rapid growth in enrollments over recent 
years, and the projection for the future is both a cause and 
a consequence of the increase in numbers of community junior 
colleges. If the youth of the nation had not demanded 
education, new colleges would not have been needed? if new 
colleges were not provided, existing colleges would have 
been unable to accommodate the growth that has occurred." 
Echoing Medsker and Thornton, but on a more mundane level, 
Miller (1903, p. 67) stated: "Students are inclined to
select less expensive institutions unless they can see clear 
advantages for paying more, such as better job prospects or 
programs that can be tailored for their own special needs," 
This increase in enrollments, however, may not have 
resulted solely from forces external to the community 
college. Believing in the power of the institution's 
internal dynamics, Bowen (1980, p. 196) stated: "As
institutions grow they become increasingly visible. They 
loom large physically and they are seen and heard about by 
millions of people." Growth brings prestige, notoriety, 
newsworthiness, a large work force, alumni, student body,
5clients, influence, and power. Growth tends to generate 
more growth. Continuing from Bowen (1980, p. 197), a 
perhaps more potent motive exists for growth--a11ocating 
state funds based on enrollment figures. Stated succinctly, 
greater enrollment equals more money.
Regardless of its causes, growth may not be an 
unmitigated blessing. Economies of scale typically reduce 
unit costs as output increases? however, it is believed that 
at some point in the production process further increases in 
output raise unit costs. McKenzie (1983) claimed that 
Australian public school per pupil costs form a U-shaped 
pattern as enrollment increases, denoting that at some point 
on the enrollment continuum per pupil costs start to 
increase, Cohn (1979, p, 201) stated: " [T]he cost size 
relationship is U-shaped— that is, when other things are 
equal, as school size increases, per pupil costs decrease up 
to a point and then begin to increase,'1 He defined the 
U-shaped curve to be a parabola, the equation of which 
follows the form Y = a + bX + cXsq, where a is the Y 
intercept and b and c are regression coefficients. Maynard 
(1971, pp. 64-65} expected per student costs to "decline 
over some range of enrollments, become constant, and perhaps 
at some point start to rise as diseconomies of scale set 
in. 11 Studying 123 four-year public colleges in 13 states, 
Maynard's (1971, pp. 89-104) data points fit a parabola. 
Interestingly, Maynard's study suggested 5,363 FTE students
6as the optimum enrollment. Goishi (1971, pp. 52S7-52B8A) 
concluded from his study of 16 vo-tech schools in Missouri 
that enrollment squared, teacher's average salary, tax levy, 
and number of classes accounted for 81 percent of the 
variance in average current operating expenses per student. 
This suggests an equation of the form V = a + bQ + cR + d_T + 
eXsg, in which, ceteris paribus, the term affecting V the 
most is the squared term; that is, enrollment.
Drucker (1980, p. 63) stated; M [T]here may also be an 
upper limit to the optimal size in higher education in 
America,'' He stated that above 8,000 or 10,000 students 
there are no more economies of scale, but rather "increasing 
diseconomies" implying a U-shaped curve of per student costs 
versus enrollments. Boswell (1976, p. 112) defined 
efficiency as "the attainment of socially desired outputs, 
at minimum opportunity costs," and further stated "as 
organizations grow in size, so they become more efficient 
first at an increasing rate but then at a decreasing rate, 
and that there is a size beyond which they actually become 
less efficient"— suggesting unit costs start climbing at 
some point on the enrollment continuum, Bowen (1980, 
p. 176) implied a U-shaped per student cost versus 
enrollment curve--though he suggested no equations 
describing the curve. Ostrom (1968, p. 1726-A), studied the 
relationship of size to current expense of education in 
California single college public junior college districts.
7He concluded that the relationship between size and current 
expenses was "nonlinear."
The parabola appears to fit more than one type 
enterprise. TucKer (1975, p. 4 1) suggested a polynomial of 
the form Y = a + bX + cXsq to be the "more correct" fit for 
the retailing industry's unit cost-size relationship.
Pratten (1971, p, 7), though deriving no equations from his 
study of manufacturing industry economies of scale, 
described the "long-run average costs curve" as U-shaped,
In contrast to the parabola (or U-shape) adherents, 
McLaughlin's (1979) study of 1,347 public four-year colleges 
and universities revealed an L-shaped curve best fit the 
cost per student-enrollment relationship. This suggests 
that costs per student decline rapidly at first with 
increases in enrollment, but do not increase as enrollments 
increase further. Broomall (1978) studied 20 Virginia 
colleges and universities and 22 major public universities, 
and found "some form of costs related to the number of FTE 
students," but could not find a statistically significant 
regression coefficient for the squared term. Because the 
squared term produces the parabolic, or U-shaped curve, its 
statistically nonsignificant regression coefficient led 
Broomall to conclude a linear rather than curvilinear 
relationship existed between costs per student and 
enrollments. Thus, he deduced no U-shaped curve and 
concomitant diseconomy indicators. Carnegie Commission
8(1971, pp. 65—9 5) members investigated the optimum size 
issue; that is, at what enrollment size is the cost per 
student least. Their research revealed L-shaped curves. 
Though the Carnegie Commission's findings disclosed no 
parabolic relationships, thus failing to find that point on 
the enrollment continuum where diseconomies of scale (if 
any) set in, the Commission members were aware of the 
possibility, if not probability, of such diseconomies. They 
stated (Hew Students and New Places, 1971):
Although our economies-of-scale 
analysis is helpful in suggesting 
minimum enrollments, it does not provide 
a basis for determining appropriate 
maximum enrollments, because a campus 
may become too large to provide an 
intellectually challenging environment 
for its students before it reaches the 
point of diminishing economic returns to 
additional enrollment. For this reason, 
any suggestions the Commission maxes on 
maximum size must be largely judgmental 
and somewhat tentative (pp, 82-83).
Thus, it may be that community colleges have passed the 
point of decreasing unit costs; that is, costs per student, 
and are now in an enrollment position wherein costs per 
student are rising. Thus, society may be putting resources 
into inefficient institutions? that is, institutions 
requiring more resources for a given output than more 
efficient institutions.
Cautions have appeared regarding institutional size. 
Bowen (1980, p. 195) claimed that ,r[m]ost authorities who 
have investigated the matter of institutional size advise
9that it is prudent to restrict enrollments to the smallest 
size that is consistent with minimal cost," The Carnegie 
Commission £1971, pp. 82-83) recommended that "state plans 
for the growth and development of public institutions of 
higher education should in general incorporate both minimum 
and maximum enrollment objectives." Medsker (1971, p. 113), 
though silent on unit costs increasing at some point on the 
enrollment continuum, concluded that newer and smaller 
institutions had higher unit costs. Indeed, Medsker (1971, 
p. 113) surfaced a somewhat disquieting note in hie 
assertion that "costs may be lower in a four-year 
institution (at the freshman and sophomore levels) than at a 
community college,11 basing his views on the idea that 
four-year institutions possess a capability greater than 
that of two-year institutions to spread their fixed costs.
Though costs per student may appear to bear some 
immutable relationship to enrollments, the issue is clouded 
somewhat by Bowen's "revenue theory of costs." He argued 
that revenues drive costs, not vice versa* Thus, community 
college costs, and the resultant costs per student, may rise 
and fall in response to society's injection of tax funds 
into the community college system— rather than in response 
to economies of scale.
Support for Bowen's revenue theory of cost came from 
Keller (1983, pp. 4 - 2 6 ) who stated that William Jellema,
Earl Cheit, and others revealed that "despite unprecedented
10
increases in financial support for 20 years, many colleges 
and universities in the early 1970s were in as bad financial 
shape as they were at the beginning of the 'golden age.1" 
Keller cited these corroborating events: during the 1970s 
Columbia had to take $50 million from endowment, Brown $4 0 
million, and in 1981-82 Northwestern University "suffered a 
ballooning deficit of nearly $8 million." Michigan 
University's budget was cut $11*6 million* Princeton had to 
start a $275 million fund-raising campaign while the country 
was in a deep recession— not a propitious time for such an 
undertaking*
Keller (1983, p. 11) attributed these financial set 
backs to "the formation of the OPEC cartel in 1973, and the 
resulting higher prices for oil, [that] suddenly caused fuel 
bills to triple or quadruple. Double-digit inflation in the 
late 1970s brought rapid increases in the costs of library 
books and periodicals, educational and scientific equipment, 
and labor." Other increasing costs were: medical insurance, 
affirmative action implementation, increased tenure, legal 
staffs, and accounting functions answering the state and 
federal governments' call for more accountability in higher 
education (Keller, 1983, p. 11). The sum of these 
influences may be to obscure economies of scale 
relationships, if any, between unit costs and enrollments.
Regardless of the possible existence of a unit 
cost-enrollment relationship, it would appear that college
11
administrators of the past did not need to concern 
themselves with such matters. Eras of sustained growth and 
increasing revenues tend to generate optimism.
Concomitantly, these circumstances also tend to generate a 
measure of unconcern for rising costs, in all probability 
because of past experience that revenues would keep pace 
with costs. Unfortunately, however, for those having grown 
accustomed to the ways of the past, the future appears less 
salutary--suggesting that the time has come to reexamine 
economies of scale.
Cross (cited in Miller, 1983, p. 5) stated: "A major 
phenomenon confronting today's colleges and universities is 
the rapid decline in current and projected ’traditional1 
(ages 18-24) student populations." Maggarrell (cited in 
Miller, 1983, p. 5) stated: 11A recent Census Bureau report 
estimated there were 1.9 percent fewer 18 year-olds in 1981 
than in 1980 and 3.4 percent fewer than in 1979 when that 
age group reached its peak." Maggarrell continued (cited in 
Miller, 1983, p. 5): "While total collegiate enrollments set 
a new record at an estimated 12.3 million , . , the
increase was considerably less than the previous year's 5,1 
percent increase and the 3,4 percent average growth over the 
past decade." Thus, the past growth appears most unlikely 
for the future. An austere future suggests a need to place 
revenues where the input-output ratio will be minimized. 
Thus, it appears that the unit cost-enrollment relationship,
12
if any, should be reexamined thereby providing government 
authorities a tool with which to more effectively distribute 
resources.
Purpose of_the Study
Demographic factors? namely, the shortage of the 10 
year-old college resource, suggest that the future appears 
more fraught with uncertainty regarding college enrollments, 
hence revenues, than the past with its more abundant 
population of 18 year-olds. This, in turn, leads to the 
belief that government budgeting authorities will need to 
allocate their resources, or tax monies, to those 
institutions in which the cost per student represents an 
efficient input-output ratio. Though a taxing authority can 
choose wherever it wants to inject public funds, it seems 
reasonable to believe that a knowledge of institutional 
costs per student and their relationship to enrollments 
would aid the decision making process.
This study is not concerned with the validity of any 
claims regarding the reasons for the growth. The fact of 
the growth, by itself, makes the community colleges worthy 
of study, for their growth in student attendance and numbers 
of institutions makes this education segment a more powerful 
study vehicle for economies of scale than other segments 
whose populations have remained relatively static.
Though care must be exercised when generalizing to
13
other American education segments, it is of value to find if 
economies and diseconomies of scale operate in any segment 
of American higher education.
Hypothesis
There is a parabolic relationship between costs per student 
and enrollments.
Subsidiary Question
If the unit cost-enrollment relationship is not parabolic, 
what is it?
Terms
A more complete description of terms can be found in 
Chapter III (Methodology).
Community College. Any American public two-year 
college including branch campuses, junior colleges, 
technical and vocational schools above the secondary level. 
(N.B.: Private institutions are not included in this study 
because this group's data are not necessarily sent to the 
National Center for Educational Statistics.)
S i z e . The number of students (headcount) enrolled 
in the community college during a given year from 1976 
through 1985.
Control. The location of policy and decision
14
making authority for the institution; that is, state or 
1ocal.
C urriculum. The predominant degree awarded by the 
institution. If over half of the degrees awarded are of a 
vocational-technical nature, the institution's curriculum is 
"vocational," Similarly, if over half of the degrees 
awarded are of a college transfer nature, the institution's 
curriculum is "transfer."
Costs. Costs were grouped into 16 categories:
1. Instruction
2. Research
3. Public Service
4. Academic support
5. Libraries
6. Student Services
7. Institutional Support
8. Operation and Maintenance of plant
9. Scholarships and Fellowships
10. Educational and General Mandatory
Transfers
11. Mandatory Transfers for Auxiliary
Enterprises
12. Auxiliary Enterprises
13. Mandatory Transfers for Hospitals
14. Hospitals
15
15. Mandatory Transfers for independent
Operat ions
16. Independent Operations
Summary
Economies of scale operate in several different types 
of enterprises, including educational institutions. The 
"good" part of economies of scale is decreasing unit cost as 
size of enterprise output increases. The "bad1* part is 
diseconomies of scale. Both need to be considered, if an 
institution’s financial health is to be maintained.
Some researchers express little doubt that economies 
and diseconomies of scale operate for the educational 
enterprise. Other researchers, including the Carnegie 
Commission, suggest that diseconomies of scale are suspected 
but not unequivocably found. This study investigates these 
propositions using the American two-year college as the 
study object.
Chapter II is a review of the relevant literature. 
Chapter III details the investigative methodology used, 
while Chapter IV contains the investigation's findings. 
Finally, Chapter V is a summary of the entire study, and 
contains suggestions for further study as well as 
implications of this study.
CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature 
Introduction
Much of the literature on economies of scale in 
educational institutions deals with the four-year 
institutions. In contrast, this study deals with the 
two-year college because it was believed that the superior 
enrollment growth of the two-year college, compared to that 
of the four-year college, might bring to light a cost per 
student versus enrollment relationship not revealed by a 
study of four-year institutions.
Economies of scale have their "good" and "bad" sides. 
The good side deals with decreasing unit costs as enterprise 
size increases. The bad side deals with the potential 
problem of increasing unit costs as the enterprise size 
continues to increase. This study concerns itself with both 
sides; however, the more controversial and interesting of 
the two sides is diseconomies of scale.
Institutions increase in size in response to different 
stimuli. If the institution is profit oriented, demand for 
the organization's product may spur organization growth--to 
enable the organization to meet the increased demand.
16
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If the Institution is nonprofit, factors other than demand 
for its services may exert pressure for growth. Nonprofit, 
or service, institution growth is a ready made subject for 
any “manager" wanting to attack the "bureaucracy."
Therefore, it is of interest to examine some of the 
purported causes of growth and any evidence supporting or 
not supporting the concomitant economies and diseconomies of 
scale.
Factors Fostering Growth
Some authors believed service institutions will grow in 
size--if at all possible. Bowen (1980) suggested that 
colleges or universities may deliberately seek to grow 
beyond the optimum size. This is not necessarily because 
there are advantages of cost or of educational excellence in 
such growth, but because increased size may make the 
institutions more important and more visible--thus 
increasing their ability to attract money, students, 
faculty, and perpetuate the growth helix.
Prior to Bowen, but of similar views, Meeth (1975, 
p. 155) believed that "most" small liberal arts colleges 
desired to grow. More students is "good," and increased 
enrollments can help ease budgetary problems. Thus, growth 
becomes a primary purpose of the institution. Indeed, 
agreeing with Meeth, and Bowen, Drucker (19S5) 
stated: *' [S]ize is the one criterion of success for a
18
service institution, and growth is a goal in itself*'
(p. 177}*
Compensating for personnel inefficiency is another 
cause of growth. Some held that bureaucratic management 
views itself as an end and the institution as a means. 
Citizens complaining of bureaucracy in government means that 
the "government agency is being run for the convenience of 
its employees rather than for contribution and performance" 
(Drucker, 1974, p. 133).
Echoing Drucker, Friedman {1983, pp. 181-183) 
stated: "(I]n a market, we can pursue our self-interest only 
by persuading people to buy what we have to sell, hence we 
are driven to serve our customer’s interests." He suggested 
that bureaucracies, unlike market dependent institutions, do 
not concern themselves with their customers* interests 
because their customers are captive: that is, they have no 
other source of supply. Because customers are not necessary 
in the short term for bureaucratic survival, customers1 
interests are largely irrelevant to a bureaucrat. Hence, 
the "bureaucrat can serve his self-interest . . .  by 
expanding his empire and reducing his workload" (Friedman, 
1985, p. 183). Though Friedman did not use the terms 
"service organization" or "budget-based enterprise," his use 
of the term "bureaucracy*1 suggests both these organization 
types.
It is probably safe to say that Friedman would agree 
with Drucker*s (1974, p. 166) statement: "Few service
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institutions today suffer from having too few 
administrators; most of them are overadministered, and 
suffer from a surplus of procedures, organization charts, 
and management techniques*11 Holm {1969) alluded to 
Parkinson in suggesting that the number of persons 
associated with an enterprise increases nearly irrespective 
of the institution's workload.
Satisfying a manager's psychological needs is still 
another cause of institutional growth. Wood (1974, p. 4) 
believed that many administrators "empire build." This 
means larger staffs, more departments, plus other trappings 
of "bigness" accrue to those managers, who, irrespective of 
the need, possess the ability to expand their operations, 
Lorsch (1967) also argued that organizations grow in 
response to managers' needs, which are:
1. Achievement
2 . Affiliation
3 * Power
Managers satisfy these needs by "empire building," stated 
Lorsch (1967, p. 17).
Agreeing with Lorsch, and Wood, Boswell {1976, p. 161) 
wrote: rr[0]ne thing is clear; there are surging, and often 
clamorous pressures which cause many social enterprises to 
want to expand. Some are 'empire building1 of 
administrators and politicians, more social dependents,
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increasing standards of provisions expected in public 
services, new social wants „ . . , "
In a profit dependent organization, the presence or 
absence of profit effectively controls growth* In contrast 
to the profit dependent organization, the nonprofit service 
institution lacks this factor controlling its growth. It is 
not surprising, then, to find that in the absence of a 
market forcing a certain amount of financial rectitude on 
the organization, budget based institutions do not display 
the virtues of efficiency and cost control (Drucker, 1974).
Bowen (1980, p. 12) would probably agree with Drucker, 
judging from Bowen's claim that colleges and universities 
have no strong incentive to cut costs in quest of savings 
because they do not seek '’profit.11 Quite the contrary, the 
opposite motivation may exist: and that is for colleges to 
spend every cent of their budgets —  regardless of how much is 
given them (Bowen, 1980).
Recognizing the power in a large budget, service 
institutions possess the ability to make bigger budgets 
nearly self-perpetuating, Drucker (1985) claimed that 
institutions secure bigger budgets by maximizing rather than 
optimizing. ’’Curing world hunger" (maximizing) , for 
example, might be a service institution’s goal rather than a 
more achievable goal of reducing world hunger (optimizing) 
by 20 percent (Drucker, 1985, pp. 178-180).
There are several reasons, according to Drucker (1985), 
why an institution maximizes rather than seek the more
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attainable optimizing. For one, it is virtually impossible 
to know when the institution has reached its goal; that is, 
to know when world hunger has been cured. Because the goal 
defies precise measurement, an institution cannot be 
expected to render a precise accounting for the variance 
between goal and attainment.
Visualizing the process in terms of a unit cost curve 
suggests another reason for maximizing. The curve's slope 
becomes ever steeper as the last few percentage points short 
of the goal are reached. Institution personnel, no less 
than personnel of any other type enterprise, are motivated 
to stay on the payroll. Curing world hunger, or doing good, 
arms them with a "right" to spend public funds pursuing a 
socially acceptable goal--and get paid to chase an 
unattainable goal. Unfortunately, for the public treasury, 
each succeeding percentage point can require more resources 
than the preceding increment. The lesson: A socially 
desirable goal maximized to unattainability can have the 
practical result of giving the institution a pipeline to the 
public treasury. Once this link is established, it is not 
easily broken. Drucker (1980) stated it very well:
Service institutions are not want 
oriented? they are need oriented. By 
definition they are concerned with 'good 
works' and with 'social' or 'moral' 
contributions rather than with returns 
and results. The social worker will 
always believe that the very failure of 
her efforts to get a family off welfare 
proves that more effort and money are 
needed. She cannot accept that her
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failure— continuous and total over half 
a century— means that she had better 
stop doing what she is so valiantly 
failing in. The schoolmaster cannot 
accept that he has attained his age-old 
objective of getting all the children to 
attend school for long years, and that 
now he had better ask how to get more 
out of fewer years of schooling instead 
of continuing futile efforts to obtain 
even more years for even more students 
(p. 44) .
Furthermore, maximizing provides institutional 
personnel with a ready made explanation in the event no 
tangible results are produced: It is because the budget is 
too small to attain the goal. Indeed, Drucker (1985, 
p. 17B ) stated: "It is extremely difficult to measure the 
success of any institution in the business of doing good, 
for there is no higher yield than doing good." The 
corrective action for not attaining the goal is 
simple: Secure a bigger budget.
Bowen (1980) claimed institutions do not possess a 
clear picture of the relationship between where their funds 
go and any results obtained. Furthermore, according to 
Bowen, "it is easy to drift into the comfortable belief that 
increased expenditures will automatically produce 
commensurately greater outcomes" (1980, p. 15). 
Institutional personnel know that budget developers have a 
difficult time saying "no" to institution members "doing 
good." Thus, an institution cloaked in doing good can 
command a bigger budget--and then accrue the resources to 
continue growing.
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Sounding similar to the doing good argument for 
increased budgets is Bowen's view (198 0) that "[ejducators 
present legislators arguments in favor of increased funding, 
not causes of increased costs" (p. 23). The result of these 
types of argument is upward pressure on budgets and 
concomitant growth. Suggested, then, is that growth of any 
enterprise, including the educational, may be due not only 
to societal need, but also to human ego factors.
Though growth may appear to have its wasteful elements, 
there is still a practical economic reason for expanding an 
institution's size. Boswell (1976, p. 119) stated it 
clearly. As an organization "grows in size it may be able 
to exert a bigger leverage on supplies, to raise bigger sums 
of money on more favorable terms, to share common facilities 
over widening activities, to use marketing resources more 
fully" thereby helping to reduce unit costs.
Relationship of In3titutjon Size to Unit Cost
Beliefs
Though the literature contains economies of scale 
studies, there appears to be more theory than substantive 
evidence of that part dealing with diseconomies of scale. 
Drucker (1974), drawing an analogy to nature, stated: "[T]he 
surface of any object increases with the square of its 
diameter, the mass with the diameter's cube" (p. 638). He 
believed this to be of "profound" importance to management. 
This suggests a limit to size--at least in the animal
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kingdom. Whether this idea is transferrable to social 
organisms is debatable. Nevertheless, when viewed as an aid 
to reducing the complex to the simple, the idea has merit. 
The essence of Drucker1s statement is an organization's 
"weight11 increases faster than the ability of the supporting 
structure to bear the weight. Furthermore, an organization 
will expend increasing quantities of resources maintaining 
the weight's health. The consequence is less time and 
energy available to the organization to innovate, create, 
and seek more effective and efficient methods to conduct its 
affairs,
Boswell {1976, p. 112) stated: "As organizations grow 
in size, so they become more efficient first at an 
increasing rate but then at a decreasing rate, and that 
there is a size beyond which they may actually become less 
efficient.11 He (Boswell, 1976, p. 119) drew upon classical 
economic theory to suggest that as organizations grow 
larger, Ma U-curve of long term costs will probably apply."
Boswell (1976, p. 112) attributed these rising costs 
to: "Beyond a certain size internal diseconomies are assumed 
to set in, , . , related to the managerial and human
factor.11 In other words, the enterprise will reach that 
point in size where it is more difficult to manage, 
possesses more lines of communication, and requires more 
internal coordination to keep the requisite managers 
informed. This suggests, then, that unit costs will rise as 
the organization's size increases.
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Bowen (1980), however, had a more practical reason 
regarding why unit costs increase. in view of the belief 
that greater expenditures equals greater outcome, "unit 
costs of operating colleges or universities are set more 
largely by the amount of money institutions are able to 
raise , . . than by the . , . requirements of their
work" (Bowen, 1980, p. IB), Bowen’s views (1980) distill 
even further. When budgets increase, unit costs increase, 
and when budgets decrease, unit costs decrease.
Nevertheless, he held strong beliefs regarding economies of 
scale. "It is abundantly clear that particular unit costs 
of institutions decline with increasing size," he stated 
(Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, 
1980, pp. 414-415). Unfortunately, however, he did not 
settle any arguments regarding diseconomies of scale.
Bculding (cited in Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, 1975) suggested that being larger 
had its advantages in that larger institutions might be in a 
better position to withstand enrollment cuts.
Unfortunately, not mentioned was the possibility of 
diseconomies of scale associated with this larger 
organization size.
Bain (cited in Maynard, 1971, pp. 44-45) 
stated: "Economic theory of the producing entity (or firm), 
during a period in which the quantities of all factors of 
production can be varied, is dominated by the principle of 
internal economies, or returns to, scale." This principle
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suggests that "a very small firm is quite inefficient; as 
the firm becomes larger, it tends to become more efficient 
reaching a minimum cost per unit of output at some 
particular scale.*1 Bain fcited in Maynard, 1971, p. 46) 
also stated: r,It is thought that a point tends to be reached 
where unit costs begin to rise*'— which is the point where 
diseconomies of scale set in.
Drucker (1980, p. 63) also subscribed to diseconomies 
of scale theories, suggesting "there may . . . be an
upper limit to the optimal size in higher education in 
America," believing this figure to be "B,000 or 10,000 
students." Though he used the term "diseconomies" when 
writing of the 8,000 to 10,000 student figure, he offered no 
evidence to support his suggested size.
Cohn (1979, p. 163) stated: ’'The educational production 
function is, in principle, similar to any production 
function. The latter is a mathematical relation that 
describes how resources (inputs) can be transformed into 
outputs." He added (p- 171): "[E]ach factor of production 
should be subject to diminishing marginal returns, such that 
successive additions of any factor of production, when all 
other inputs are held constant, should result (at some 
point) in successively smaller increments to output." He 
wrote that the cost-size relationship is u shaped--that is, 
when other factors are equal, as school size increases, per 
pupil costs will decrease up to a point and then begin to
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increase: that is, exhibit both economies and diseconomies 
of scale.
Pratten (1971, p. 297J suggested these links between 
institutional size and costs.
1. Motivation of managers may change with the 
enterprise scale. Managers of large corporations may 
sacrifice profitability for growth— or other goals,
2, As tiers of management increase with firm 
size, quality of information may fall,
3, Large corporations may not be able to hire the 
large number of good managers required.
4. Controlling managers may decline as size
grows,
This suggests that these influences contribute to the 
cost of doing business. This further suggests that the cost 
of doing business may increase as institution size 
increases. Thus, to Pratten, there is a point at which 
diseconomies of scale set in.
The literature to this point possesses the strong 
suggestion that institutions, educational or otherwise, obey 
the laws of economics. This, in turn, suggests that 
economies of scale are real; that is, unit costs decrease up 
to a point as the institution gets larger. Diseconomies of 
scale, however, simply do not have the strength of belief 
engendered by economies of scale. Regardless of the 
existence of economies and diseconomies of scale, some 
authors hold views suggesting that educational institutions
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do not respond to economic laws as other institutions 
supposedly do.
Coombs injected more than a hint of doubt regarding 
educational enterprises and economic "laws," Writing about 
common behavior patterns of educational costs, Coombs (1972, 
p. 109) stated that educational costs vary greatly from one 
country to another and even within a country. Despite cost 
differentials, "behavior of costs is strikingly similar in 
virtually all educational systems." Coombs (1972, p. 110) 
went on to suggest that the education profession is labor 
intensive, a handcraft industry, that it does not benefit 
from technology, and has a secondary pattern of a long-term 
trend of rising unit costs.
Boswell had similar views--except for long-term rising 
costs. "Most social enterprise activities are highly labor 
intensive," claimed Boswell (1976, p. 161), He suggested 
that it is "not easy to increase the productivity of nurses, 
teachers, dustmen, or social workers without damaging 
quality or even destroying the product." Furthermore, 
claimed Boswell (1976, p. 161), "[u]nit costs would be 
unlikely to fall dramatically if, say, hospitals, schools, 
or residential homes were to increase significantly in 
size," Though he mentioned the lack of economies of scale 
associated with increasing organization size, of equal 
interest he did not mention diseconomies of scale associated 
with increasing organization size.
Bowen, writing of educational institutions, (Carnegie
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Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1980, 
pp. 414-415) stated: M[N]o significant relationship between 
size and unit cost [exists] except possibly that costs tend 
to be high in tiny institutions of a few hundred students." 
He claimed "cost is determined by the amount of money 
institutions can raise." He implied the existence of 
economies of scale in view of his assertion that "[i]f they 
{colleges] achieve economies of scale, they simply spend the 
savings through internal reallocations and overall costs are 
not reduced."
Dickmeyer (1982, pp. 51-52) stated: "[T]heory of 
economies of scale cannot be easily applied to higher 
education institutions because of the ability of many small 
colleges to design cost structures commensurate with the 
number of students enrolled."
Another disquieting note comes from Bowen’s (1971) 
implication that economies of scale might not be tied to 
institutional size. Alluding to the complexity issue 
promulgated by Blau (cited in Broomall, 1978), Bowen (1971, 
p. 88) suggested that proliferation of courses negated the 
effects of increasing class size. Continuing from Bowen 
(1971, p. 88): "In practice, the potential economy of growth 
is seldom realized. With growth, the curriculum tends to 
expand and average size of classes does not increase."
Thus, as can be seen, the issue appears to have no tidy 
resolution. From authors holding strong views that 
economies of scale exist: that is, decreasing unit costs, to
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authors suggesting that educational institutions differ from 
other institutions to such an extent that economies of scale 
do not operate, still another view is from Bowen (198 0) who 
implies that the educational institution's funding and cost 
habits are so fluid that economies of scale studies on 
educational institutions may be futile.
Bowen (198 0) suggests:
In the real world, the relationship 
between institutional size and cost per 
student unit is anything but close. As 
has been indicated repeatedly, the unit 
cost of any institution is determined 
more largely by its ability to raise 
funds than by its size, and any savings 
through economies of scale tend to be 
diverted to such purposes as higher 
salaries, new programs, and better 
equipment rather than to cost reductions 
(p. I S O ) ,
Bowen (19B0, p. 180), when referring to the Carnegie 
Commission's charts regarding institutional size and costs, 
said "hardly any relationship between size and cost could be 
discerned,"
Despite the foregoing, it is the work of the Carnegie 
Commission (1971) that sparked this study. Consequently, it 
seems appropriate to review exactly what the Commission 
believed.
In a search for the optimum size 
range for community colleges, the staff 
of the Carnegie Commission has been 
analyzing the relationship between 
instructional costs per full-time 
student and the number of full-time 
equivalent students. Our results 
indicate that costs vary widely among 
public community colleges, even within
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Studies
the same state, despite the presumed 
homogeneity of the institutions.
Although there appears to be no 
consistent tendency for instructional 
costs to decline as the number of 
students increases— -in other words, we 
have found little evidence of constantly 
increasing economies of scale--very 
small institutions tend to have high 
costs, and there is a slight tendency 
for costs to decline as the size of the 
student body rises until it reaches some
2,000 to 3,000 full-time equivalent 
students. On the basis of reasonable 
student faculty ratios, minimum faculty 
size for a comprehensive program, and 
size needed for a stimulating 
intellectual and social environment, it 
appears that a minimum of 1,500 to 2,000 
daytime students is needed for a 
reasonably effective operation. The 
Commission believes that, for the scale 
of quality of program, economy of 
operation, and easy availability, state 
plans should provide for community 
colleges generally ranging in size from 
about 2,000 to 5,000 daytime students, 
except in sparsely populated areas where 
institutions may have to be somewhat 
smaller, and in very large cities, where 
they may have to be somewhat larger 
(pp. 29-31).
McLaughlin (1979) studied a sample of 1,347 public 
four-year colleges and universities, using the following 
1975-1976 HEGIS data;
1. Institutional Characteristics of Colleges and 
Universities
2. Degrees and Other Formal Awards Conferred
3. Opening Fall Enrollment in Higher Education
4. Salaries, Tenure, and Fringe Benefits of
Full-time Instructional Faculty
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5. Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher 
Education for the Fiscal Year 
Purged from the group were:
1. Multi-campus institutions
2. Federally supported institutions? for example, 
the United States Military Academy
3. Medical schools and theology schools
4. Institutions with less than 200 or more than
40,000 enrollments
5. Apparent anomolies in the data
6. Institutions offering less than a bachelor’s 
and more than a doctorate
7. Institutions which did not award a degree in 
at least one curriculum at either the bachelor's, master's, 
or doctorate level
0. Institutions with less than five faculty 
His six variables were:
1. Faculty to student ratio
2. Ratio of the number of curriculums (in which 
bachelor's were awarded) to student enrollment
3. Ratio of the number of curriculums (in which 
master's were awarded) to student enrollment
4. Ratio of the number of curriculums (in which 
doctorates were awarded) to student enrollment
5. Exponential function of the enrollment which 
correlated with the multiregression residuals
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6, The ratio of instructional costs (from 
Educational and General Funds) to student enrollment 
McLaughlin (1979, pp. 3-4) suggested that larger 
facilities should produce lower unit costs. He wrote that 
specialization and improved management produce technical 
advantages, which should produce lower unit costs.
He concluded, inter alia, the following (McLaughlin, 
1979, pp. 10-11) :
1. The greatest savings? that is, change in the 
rate of decrease in unit costs, were between 2,500 and 7,500 
students.
a. This came from a nonlinear regression of 
costs per student on enrollment.
b. About 2,6 percent of the variance in cost
per student is explained by this equation. McLaughlin found
this to be statistically significant (pc.01), "but of 
questionable importance" (p. 11) .
2. Economies of scale influence student costs, 
though "complexity (as measured by curricular offerings) 
should be considered when investigating how costs per 
student might relate to size,"
3. Relative number of faculty has largest direct 
affect on costs per student,
4 . Institutions with more than average number of 
bachelor's degrees tend to have fewer graduate degrees.
This suggested to McLaughlin that if a department or
institution is blocked from adding graduate degrees, it
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responds by increasing courses or specialties at the 
bachelor's level. [This could suggest "empire building'1 on 
the part of those adding the bachelor's degrees.]
McLaughlin (1979) concluded that "economies of scale 
influence costs slightly but complexity influences them 
more." His calculated curve is a decaying exponential.
Thus, diseconomies of scale did not assert themselves in his 
study.
Hawley, Boland, and Boland (cited in Broomall, 19 78, 
p. 3), in a 1961 survey of four-year institutions, found 
enrollment size to be highly correlated (r = ,94) with 
expenditures for instruction. This indicates only that a 
near straight line was found when plotting data from these 
two subjects. Thus, nothing new was revealed regarding 
diseconomies of scale. It should be noted that unit 
costs; that is, instructional costs per student, were not 
used, but rather instructional costs. A practical view 
suggests that institutional costs are likely to rise with 
increasing enrollments unless the student:faculty ratio 
increases at such a rate as to keep institutional costs 
constant--an unlikely happening. Blau (cited in Broomall, 
1978)t based on his work on three projects sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation, reported operating costs tended 
to drop significantly in simple organizations as the size of 
the organization increased. However, as organizations grew 
in size, they tended to become more and more complex. Blau 
stated (cited in Broomall, 1978):
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Simple agencies exhibit an economy of 
scale, whereas complex ones do not.
Whether the division of labor or 
professionalization is taken as the 
indication of structural complexity, 
larger organizations tend to operate at 
lower costs than smaller ones if their 
structure is simple, but not if the 
structure is complex.
Blau's key point: "If the division of labor is rudimentary ,
operating costs tend to decline with expanding size
regardless of the management hierarchy, but if the division
of labor is advanced, costa tend to rise with expanding size
unless the hierarchy is centralized." Here, then, is the
suggestion that diseconomies of scale exist--but based on
complexity rather then enrollments.
Broomall, for his part, used regression analysis on 20 
Virginia colleges and universities and 22 major public 
universities. The Virginia institutions were:
1. Five doctoral granting institutions
2. Mine four-year institutions
3. A sample of six two-year colleges 
Broomall {1978, p. 6) used six classes of expenditures:
1 . Instruction
2 . Student Services
3 . Institutional Support
4 . Plant Operations and Maintenance
5. Libraries
6 . Total Expenditures
His expenditure function was:
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Expenditures=FO + FlfFTE Students) + F 2 (FTE 
students-sg).
The R (multiple correlation coefficient) ranged from 
.54 to .84 (Broomall, 1978, p. 6). In addition, all six 
classes lacked a statistically significant squared term. He 
concluded from this that there were no economies of scale. 
Inasmuch as he was working with costs rather than costs per 
student, it is not surprising that he found no economies of 
scale. Again, a practical outlook suggests that as an 
institution grows in size, its total costs are likely to 
increase. What is not likely to increase is unit costs— at 
least initially. This study, then, adds little to the 
diseconomies of scale discussion. Broomall 's reported 
(p. 6) lack of a statistically significant regression 
coefficient for the squared term also is not surprising.
This finding suggests only that the data plot in a fairly 
straight line or, if fitting a curvilinear relationship 
between data, the curve is rather gentle.
Frank Goishi (1971) studied 16 shared-time 
vocational-technical schools in Missouri to ascertain if any 
economies of scale were present. Size and cost were 
investigated through a parabolic relationship. Using 
stepwise multiple regression, and holding constant average 
teacher's salaries, tax levy, and number of classes, he 
found enrollment was the most important single 
factor; however, enrollment squared, average teacher's 
salaries, tax levy, and number of classes were all
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statistically significant. These factors accounted for 
about 81 percent of the variance in average current 
operating expense per student* He concluded that economies 
of scale were found. In addition, he found some support for 
diseconomies of scale.
Though he found his variables to account for 81 percent 
of the variance in the dependent variable, this does not 
necessarily confirm the existence of a parabolic 
relationship. It is typically true for regression analysis 
that the greater the number of independent variables entered 
into the calculations, the greater the possibility of 
accounting for more of the variance in the dependent 
variable* This does not mean that 81 percent is not good.
It merely means that caution need be exercised when taking 
the 81 percent at face value.
Ostrom (I960), in his study of 48 California 
single-college public junior college districts, using 
1966-67 data, came to these conclusions:
1. Relationship between size and current expenses 
is not linear.
a. Small colleges have highest mean costs,
b. Medium colleges have lowest mean costs.
2. There may be a point of diminishing returns in 
college growth.
3. Size is not the principal determinant of the
unit costs of operating a college.
Tickton (cited in Witmer, 1967, p. 2) came to the
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conclusion that in "higher education, the key to reducing 
costs is the elimination of small units, small classes, as 
well as small institutions," Elmore {cited in Witmer, 1967, 
p. 2) believed that "economies related to increases in the 
scale of activities is widely accepted, though less widely 
applied," Russell (cited in Witmer, 1967, p. 9) concluded 
that "larger universities have lower unit costs than smaller 
universities," Hanson (cited in Witmer, 1967, pp. 9-10] 
found the "economies of scale principle is applicable to 
education . . . the larger the school the lower the unit
costs." Furthermore, according to Witmer (1967, p. 32), 
Hanson suggested "there may be a point of diseconomy of 
scale in the 20,000 to 50,000 student level, although the 
evidence is inconclusive.11 witmer concluded (1967, 
p. 32): "Apparently, there is economy in large scale."
Harris (1967) stated: "The size of the educational
establishment also influences costs--if the unit is small,
costs per student tend to be high," Scales (1969, pp. 9-10)
in a study of 127 public and private two~year colleges in 11
southern states claimed:
As a rule, the small college spends a 
larger portion of its budget for 
administration and general expenses than 
does its larger counterpart. The 
assumption is that total college 
expenditures are related to size of 
student enrollment. However, regardless 
of enrollment size, every institution 
must provide an administrative structure 
that might well serve 1,000 to 1,500 
students (pp. 9-10).
He further suggested that costs per student should decrease
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as enrollment Increases, up to a point. This suggests that
he believed diseconomies of scale will set in at some point
on the enrollment continuum.
Maynard (1971) studied a sample of 123 four-year public 
colleges in existence in 1967-196B. (Note: 123 institutions
is approximately 40 percent of the then total for this type
of institution.) Using secondary data, questionnaires, and
regression analysis he found a parabola best fit the 
data; that is, Y=a + bX + cXsq, where V is expected per 
student costs, X is school size in FTE students, Xsq is FTE 
students squared, b and c are regression coefficients, and a 
is the Y intercept.
Furthermore, taking the first derivative of Y with 
respect to X and setting it equal to zero yielded the 
enrollment figure corresponding to the lowest unit, or per 
student, cost. Maynard found this point to be 5,3 63 FTE 
students. He suggested this was the point below which per 
student costs rose rapidly. If his figure of 5,363 students 
indeed represented the minimum point of the parabola, this 
same point is of necessity that point above which per 
student costs rise rapidly. Unfortunately, he did not 
mention rising unit costs as enrollments increased. Thus, 
diseconomies of scale questions were left unanswered,
Maynard (1971, pp. 64-B5) suggested these points:
1. On plant maintenanace and operations, there is 
tentative but weak evidence existing to indicate that 
economies of scale may be present.
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2. On libraries, publications collections require 
more money. Therefore, there are no economies of scale.
3. On general administration, general expense, 
and student services, these are "growing secularly at most 
schools."
4. On instruction and department research, he was 
somewhat vague regarding economies of scale. it appears, 
however, that the per student costs drop until the 
"threshhold faculty'1 level is hit. Then the per student 
costs remain constant as teachers are added to keep pace 
with the student enrollment growth.
5. On total educational and general activities, 
he expected per student costs to "decline over some range of 
enrollments, become constant, and perhaps at some point 
start to rise as diseconomies of scale set in,"
Despite having a parabola describe the data, his study only 
alluded to that point at which diseconomies of scale set in.
Bela Gold (cited in Baylon, 1975, p, vi) stated:
Economic theory has long held that 
increases in scale yield progressively 
lower average total unit costs— up to 
some optimum point beyond which they 
turn upward. But initial analysis 
reveals this theory to be devoid of 
substantive content, suggesting only 
that there is some optimal si He of 
production unit for any given technology 
without specifying what it might be, 
what determines it, or the magnitude of 
its presumed cost advantages as compared 
with larger or smaller units (p. v i ) ,
Robinson (cited in Johnston, I960, p. 23) stated: "If
the managerial optimum is exceeded, costs . . , begin to
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rise"— suggesting diseconomies of scale, or a U-shaped unit 
cost curve.
The matter is far from settled, however, Florence 
(cited in Johnston, I960, p. 23) dismisses the idea of 
diseconomies of scale as "utter nonsense," Florence 
suggests that many textbooks have been written on the 
subject, and many college professors have spent many hours 
at the blackboard drawing handsome unit cost curves trying 
to convince the students that diseconomies of scale are 
real--all a waste of time. Johnston (1960, p. 24) 
appropriately concluded that the argument is not 
settled: "Costs may go up— or they may not."
Brinkman and Leslie (19B6, pp. 1-28) sought to 
"integrate and synthesize the results of empirical studies 
of the size-cost relationship in higher education" (p. 1). 
The results were:
1. Positive returns to scale,
2. Low end of the enrollment range contains 
"substantive size related economies,"
3. "Evidence inconclusive whether large 
institutions typically experience diseconomies of scale."
CHAPTER III
Methods and Procedures
This research focusses on economies of scale in the 
American two-year college- Economies of scale typically 
assert themselves as an institution grows in size. This 
translates to a smaller cost per unit produced, be that unit 
an automobile, iron "pig," or college student. While this 
may appear to be an unmitigated boon, subject only to human 
limitations in raising capital and managing an ever larger 
enterprise, there is a dark side to the equation; namely, 
diseconomies of scale. This dark side suggests that further 
growth past a certain point results in increased costs per 
unit produced.
The American two-year sector has grown faster than any 
other segment of American higher education. It is this 
growth which made the two-year college a likely research 
subject for Investigating the relation between size as 
measured by student enrollment and cost as measured by 
current expenses per student.
The Sample
While the population for this study is the American 
two-year college, four factors weighed heavily in favor of
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reducing the number of colleges in the sample to less than 
the total population. One such factor was institutional 
age, which, in view of this study’s use of data covering a 
ten-year period, argued for selecting only those 
institutions in existence for the entire ten years.
Another factor, institutional control, also merited 
thought--primarily because of the possible affect of control 
on funding and, in turn, the influence of funding on costs. 
Privately controlled colleges typically look to themselves 
for funding, in contrast to publicly controlled colleges 
which can look to the public treasury for funds. The 
possible cascading affect of fund source on institutional 
size, or, more specifically, the possible restraint on 
private college size, argued for excluding from the study 
privately controlled colleges.
Somewhat analagously, though at the opposite end of the 
funding balance beam, are institutions affiliated with the 
federal government. Institutions which can avail themselves 
of that body’s ability to finance its own institutions, and 
in the process not be subject to the same degree of concern 
for finances as might be necessary for a less generously 
endowed institution, could produce a confounding factor in 
economy of scale studies. Accordingly, federal institutions 
seemed likely candidates for exclusion from the final 
sample.
Last, but not least, some institutions were missing 
enrollment figures. Considering that cost per student
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calculations require enrollment figures as the denominator 
in the cost to student ratio, the absence of the necessary 
enrollment data is equivalent to dividing by zero, thereby 
producing no usable data points. These institutions, 
therefore, were also excluded from the final sample.
The result of these population "parings*1 is a 
population sample consisting of 758 public two-year colleges 
affiliated with state, local, state/local, or state related 
governing bodies, and existing for the ten years from 197 6 
through 198 5 (Appendix A) . As a percentage of the total 
public two’year college population, 758 institutions is 79,9 
percent of the 948 institution population. Those 
institutions excluded from the sample are listed in Appendix 
B.
Data Source and Development
Data were procured from the National Center for 
Educational Statistics (NCES) , United States Department of 
Education, Washington, D.C.. Three different data tapes 
were secured:
1. Financial
2. Enrollment
3. Awards
Financial data were extracted from "Financial 
Statistics for Institutions of Higher Education" for each of 
the fiscal years 1976 through 1985. Enrollment data came 
from "Fall Enrollment and Compliance Report of Institutions
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of Higher Education" for each of the years 19*7 5 through 
1984. Data regarding degrees awarded came from "Degrees and 
Other Formal Awards Conferred Between Jul 1, 19XX and June 
30, 19XX" for each of the fiscal years 1976 through 1985.
The data deciphering tasks reduced to:
1. Extracting pertinent data from tape and 
storing them on disk.
2. Merging data from three separate files; that 
is, financial, enrollments, and awards, into one file for 
each of the years 1976 through 1985.
3. Merging the data from ten separate files; that 
is, 1976 through 1985, into one file thereby producing a 
single file covering ten years of financial, enrollment, and 
degree or diploma award experience.
Regression analysis was the main statistical test 
methodology. The dependent variable was cost per student 
(calculated by dividing an institution's total current 
expenses by total headcount), while the independent variable 
was institutional size as measured by headcount. The result 
is 75B0 data points (758 institutions for ten years each) 
available for relational analysis. Because this study's 
hypothesis is that the relation between costs per student 
and enrollment is parabolic, or U-shaped, it was deemed not 
likely that the data would fit an equation for a straight 
line. "Curve fitting," therefore, was seen as a probable 
requirement.
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Data Definitions
Financial
Instruction. Expenditures of the colleges, 
schools, departments, and other instructional divisions of 
the institutions, and expenditures for departmental research 
and public service which are not separately budgeted. 
Instruction costs exclude expenditures for academic 
administration where administration is the primary 
function; for example, academic deans. Instruction i n c l u d e s  
the following subcategories:
1. General academic instruction
2. Occupational and vocational instruction
3. Special session instruction
4. Community education
5. Preparatory and adult basic education
6. Remedial and tutorial instruction 
conducted by the teaching faculty for the institution's 
students
Research. Funds expended for activities 
specifically organized to produce research outcomes and 
commissioned by an agency either external to the institution 
or separately budgeted by an organizational unit within the 
institution. Excluded are nonresearch-sponsored 
programs; for example, training programs.
Public Service. Funds budgeted specifically for 
public service and expended for activities established
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primarily to provide noninstructional services beneficial to 
groups external to the institution. Examples are seminars 
and projects provided to particular sectors of the 
community. Included are expenditures for community services 
and cooperative extension services.
Academic Support. Expenditures for the support 
services that are an integral part of the institution's 
primary missions of instruction, research, or public 
service. Included are:
1. Expenditures for libraries
2, Museums
3. Galleries
4 . Audio/visual services
5. Academic computing support
6. Ancillary support
7. Academic administration
8. Personnel development
9. Course and curriculum development
Libraries. Though NCES includes these data in 
academic support, specific data are accumulated for this 
category.
Student Services. Funds expended for admissions, 
registrar activities, and activities whose primary purpose 
is to contribute to students' emotional and physical 
well-being and to their intellectual, cultural, and social 
development outside the context of the formal instruction 
program. Examples are:
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1. Career guidance
2. Counseling
3. Financial aid administration
4. Student health services (except when 
operated as a self-supporting auxiliary enterprise)
Institutional Support. Expenditures for 
day-to-day operational support of the institution, excluding 
expenditures for physical plant operation. Included are:
1. General administrative services
2 . Executive direction and planning
3. Legal and fiscal operations
4. Community relations
Operation and Maintenance of Plant. Expenditures 
for operations established to provide service and 
maintenance related to campus grounds and facilities used 
for educational and general purposes. Excluded are 
expenditures made from the institutional plant funds 
account.
Scholarships and Fellowships. Monies given in the 
form of outright grants and trainee stipends to individuals 
enrolled in formal course work, either for credit or not. 
Excludes Federal Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, 
Reserve Officer's Training Corps (ROTC) scholarships, or 
other programs where the institution is not allowed to 
select the recipient of the grant. Aid to students in the 
form of tuition or fee remissions is included. Excluded 
also are those remissions granted because of faculty or
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staff status or college work study programs.
Educational and General Mandatory Transfers. 
Mandatory transfers from current funds are those that must 
be made to fulfill a binding legal obligation of the 
institution. Included are mandatory debt-service provisions 
relating to academic and administrative buildings, 
including:
1. Amounts set aside for debt retirement and
interest
2. Required provisions for renewal and 
replacements to the extent not financed from other sources
Mandatory Transfers for Aux iliary Enterprises.
The amount transferred from current funds for mandatory debt 
service provisions relating to auxiliary enterprises. 
Examples include maintenance reserves.
A u x iliary Enterprises, This category includes 
those essentially self-supporting operations existing to 
furnish a service to students, faculty, or staff, and which 
charge a fee that is directly related to, although not 
necessarily equal to, the cost of the service. Examples 
are:
1. Residence halls
2. Food services
3. College stores
4. Intercollegiate athletics 
Includes mandatory transfers.
Mandatory Transfers for Hospitals. The amount
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transferred from current funds for mandatory debt service 
provisions relating to hospitals.
Hospitals. Expenditures, except depreciation, 
associated with the operation of the hospital. Includes:
1. Nursing expenses
2. Other professional services
3. General services
4. Administrative services
5. Fiscal services
6. Charges for physical plant operations 
Includes mandatory transfers.
Mandatory Transfers for independent Opera t ions.
The amount transferred from current funds for mandatory debt 
service provisions relating to independent operations.
Independent Operations. Funds expended for 
operations that are independent of or unrelated to the 
primary missions of the institution, although they may 
indirectly contribute to the enhancement of these programs. 
This category is generally limited to expenditures of a 
major federally funded research and development center, 
expenditures for operations owned and managed as investments 
of the institution’s endowment funds. Includes mandatory 
transfers.
These individual expense categories sum to total "Current 
Funds Expenditures and Mandatory Transfers."
5 1
Awards
Categories, 197 6 . NCES changed its reporting 
formats over the course of the 10 years. In fiscal year
1976, awards relating to two-year colleges were grouped in 
three major categories:
1. Arts and science or general programs not 
organized as occupational programs
2. Science-related or engineering-related 
organized occupational curriculums
3. Nonscience-related and 
nonengineering-related organized occupational curriculums
Categories, 1977 to 1980. Starting in fiscal year
1977, Formal Awards data began being sorted into a greater 
number of categories. In contrast to fiscal year 1976*s 
three categories, institutions were asked to submit award 
data grouped into 10 categories?
1. Associate degrees awarded to men and 
creditable toward a bachelor's degree
2 . Associate degrees awarded to women and 
creditable toward a bachelor's degree
3. Other formal recognition to men, but 
without an associate degree, and creditable towards a 
bachelor’s degree
4. Other formal recognition to women, but 
without an associate degree, and creditable towards a 
bachelor’s degree
5. Associate degrees awarded to men, not
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wholly or chiefly creditable toward a bachelor's degree
6, Associate degrees awarded to women, not 
wholly or chiefly creditable toward a bachelor's degree
7* Other formal recognition to men, but 
without an associate degree, and not wholly or chiefly 
creditable toward a bachelor's degree
8. Other formal recognition to women, but 
without an associate degree, and not wholly or chiefly 
creditable toward a bachelor's degree
9, Awards to men enrolled in a curriculum of 
more than one year but less than two
10* Awards to women enrolled in a curriculum 
of more than one year but less than two
Categories, 1981 to 1985, Starting in 19 81 NCES 
no longer asked for data regarding awards for programs not 
wholly or chiefly creditable toward a bachelor's degree.
Two years later, in fiscal year 1983, NCES again altered the
reporting format making the reporting procedures somewhat
more complicated even though the data categories declined.
Specifically, award data were requested by sex for programs 
whose curriculum was less than one year, greater than one 
year but less than four, and finally for associate degree. 
The more complicated aspect of the data accumulation process 
asserted itself in the form of the curricula groups. 
Specifically, data on 43 curriculae were requested from 
reporting institutions:
1. Agribusiness and Agricultural Production
Services
Technologies
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2. Agricultural Sciences
3. Renewable Natural Resources
4. Architecture and Environmental Design
5. Area and Ethnic Studies
6. Business and Management
7. Business and Office
8. Marketing and Distribution
9. Communications
10. Communication Technologies
11. Computer and Information Sciences
12. Consumer, Personal and Miscellaneous
13. Education
14. Engineering
15. Engineering and Engineering-Related
16. Foreign Languages
17. Allied Health
18. Health Sciences
19. Home Economics
20. Vocational Home Economics
21. Law
22. Letters
23. Liberal/General Studies
24. Library and Archival Sciences
25. Life Sciences
26. Mathematics
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27 . Military Sciences
28 . Military Technologies
29. Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies
30 . Parks and Recreation
31. Philosophy and Religion
32. Theology
33 . Physical Sciences
34 , Science Technologies
35 . Psychology
36 . Protective Services
37. Public Affairs
38 . Social Sciences
39 . Construction Trades
40. Mechanics and Repairers
41. Precision Production
42 . Transportation and Material Moving
43 . Visual and Performing Arts
Program Definitions. The National Center for 
Educational Statistics defines an "organized occupational 
program" as one which meets the following criteria;
1. High school graduation or equivalent, but 
no work beyond high school, is required for admission to the 
curriculum.
2. The curriculum is a series of required 
and elective courses constituting an integrated program 
designed to prepare students for immediate employment in a 
specific occupation or cluster of occupations. NCES
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cautions that a group of courses, even when all of them are 
in a given subject area, do not necessarily constitute an 
organized program.
3. Completion of the curriculum requires at
least one but less than four years of full-time attendance
or the equivalent in part-time attendance over a longer 
period. A "year" means an academic year of approximately 
nine months,
A . The curriculum leads to any type of
formal recognition (certificate, associate degree, diploma,
a transcript recognizing successful completion, a statement 
of completion from an administrator of the institution, or 
other formal recognition) signifying that the student has 
completed an organized curriculum, or the state grants a 
license or other formal recognition, upon examination, to 
all graduates of the curriculum.
5. NCES further notes that, for purposes of
this survey, organized occupational programs are not 
designed as the equivalent of the first one, two, or three 
years of a baccalaureate program. Furthermore, only 
college-level students taking work creditable toward a 
bachelor’s or higher degree or some other formal recognition 
below the baccalaureate are included in award data. 
Specifically excluded are:
1. Students in noncredit adult education
courses
2. Students taking courses at home by mail,
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radio, or television
3. Students enrolled only for "short courses
4. Auditors
5* Students studying abroad if their 
enrollment at the reporting institution is only an 
administrative record and the fee is only nominal
6. Students in any branch campus or 
extension center in a foreign country
7. High school students taking college
courses
8. Students known to be enrolled 
concurrently at another college or university, if the latter 
will report the student's enrollment
Enrollments
Basis. Headcounts were used for this study. The 
1975 total enrollment was the sum of total undergraduates 
and unclassified students categorized by status (full-time 
or part-time) and sex. Starting in 1976, total enrollment 
was the sum of full-time students categorized by 
undergraduates and unclassifieds, and part-time students 
categorized by undergraduates and unclassifieds. Because 
totals as reflected on the data tapes were typically not a 
single number encompassing all men, all women, part-time, 
and full-time students, calculating these "grand grand" 
totals required computer routines.
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Other
Basis* Selecting the final sample required a 
number of value judgments. No less important than the main 
data themselves, these data involved categorical codes such 
as:
1. Control Code. Three categories of 
control were delineated;
a . Publie
b. Private
c. Combination of both
Public was selected— for the reasons previously stated; that 
is, the control-funding-cost link,
2. Institution Type. Seven categories were
designated:
a. University
b. Other 4 year
c. Two year
d. Other four year branch campus of a 
multi-campus university
e. Two year branch campus of a 
multi-campus university
f. Two year branch campus of other 4 
year multi-campus institution
g. None of the above.
Note: Category c, two year, includes categories e and 
f; that is, two year branch campus of a multi-campus
5B
university, and the two year branch campus of other four 
year multi-campus institutions.
3. Affiliation/Control. of the 99 
categories, 93 are associated with a religious denomination, 
1 with the YMCA, and the remaining 5 with these governing 
bodies:
a . Federal
b . state
c . Local
d. State/Local
e . State related.
For the reasons previously stated, the final sample came 
from institutions affiliated with either state, local, 
state/local, or state related governing bodies.
4. Federal Interagency Committee on 
Education Code. This unique code identifying each 
institution in NCES’ data bank proved invaluable. It was 
this unique code which made file matches and merges 
possible, as well as various data identifications. A case 
in point is where institution names were logged differently 
in NCES1 data bank over the ten-year period, thereby 
injecting some confusion in the analysis process. The 
Federal Interagency Committee on Education Code was always 
available to clearly mark each institution, thereby 
resolving any doubt concerning which institution's data were 
being scrutinized.
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Preliminary Calculations
In view of inflation’s influence on the dollar's value, 
it seemed advisable to deflate the costs to a base year--in 
this case 1976* Using the Higher Education Price Index 
(Abstract of the U*S*, 1987) current dollars were converted 
into constant dollars; that is, 1976 dollars* The deflators 
are:
1 . 1976: 177
2 . 1977: 189
3 . 1978: 201
4 . 1979: 217
5 . 1980 : 238
6* 1981: 264
7. 1982 : 290
8 . 19B3: 309
9 * 1904: 325
10, 1985: 347
The base year for the Higher Education Price Index is 
1967? that isr 1967=100. Converting the above designated 
deflators into usable ratios required the following 
methodology:
1. 1977: Dollar figure multiplied by the ratio
177/189.
2. 1978: Dollar figure multiplied by the ratio
177/201.
3. 1979: Dollar figure multiplied by the ratio
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177/217, and so on through 1985 whoso dollar figures were 
multiplied by the ratio of 177 to 347. Thus, a 1985 dollar 
was worth 0.51 1976 dollars.
Accordingly, all dollar figures for all 10 years were 
multiplied by their respective deflator ratios.
Arts and science award data were calculated by summing 
the total awards for arts and science programs, while a 
similar methodology produced award totals for science or 
engineering-related occupational programs and nonscience and 
nonengineering-related occupational programs. The grand 
total for all awards for all programs revealed the total 
awards given by each individual institution. Ratios of the 
major groupings; that is, arts and science, 
science-engineering occupational and
nonscience-nonengineering occupational, to total awards 
formed the basis for designating a college curriculum as 
either occupationally oriented or arts and sciences 
oriented. If the arts and science ratio was greater than or 
equal to 0.5, the college was designated arts and science, 
whereas if this ratio was less than 0.5, the institution was 
designated vocational.
In fiscal year 1983 this process became somewhat more 
complicated--in view of the 43 curriculae used rather than 
the broad groupings of occupational and arts and sciences 
programs formerly used. Nevertheless, the basic practice of 
computing the ratio of arts and science awards to total 
awards, and occupational awards to total awards continued,
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made possible by some perhaps arbitrary designations. If 
the word "technology11 appeared in the curriculum, or if 
learning a trade seemed to be the objective, this curriculum 
was placed in the occupational category. Using this 
touchstone, the occupational curriculae for 1983-1985 were:
1. Business and Office
2. Communications Technology
3 . Consumer, Personal, and Miscellaneous Services
4. Engineering Technology
5. Allied Health
6. Vocational Home Economics
7 . Military Technology
8. Science Technology
9. Protective Services
10. Construction Trades
11. Mechanics and Repairers
12. Precision Production
13. Transportation and Material Moving
Slimming the awards for the 13 categories above and 
dividing by the total number of awards produced the 
"occupational1* total. If this ratio was more than 0.5, the 
institution was labelled "occupational." These basic 
calculations produced "dummy variables" of i and 0 for 
subsequent use in the regression formulae.
CHAPTER IV
Presentation of Results 
Ten years of data were collected and analyzed for 758 
public two-year colleges to determine if the institutions 
exhibited economies of scale and, perhaps of more interest, 
diseconomies of scale. The dependent variable is cost per 
student per institution and the independent variable is 
enrollment per institution. Regression analysis was the 
statistical methodology used.
Hypothesis
The relationship between cost per student and 
institutional enrollment is parabolic; that is, U-shaped, 
with the equation V = a + bx + cXsq describing the 
relationship between the variables. For this study, V is 
the dependent variable of cost per student and X is the 
independent variable of enrollment. Xsq is the enrollment 
squared. This study’s results did not support the 
hypothesis.
Plot
Plotting cost per student versus enrollment should 
reveal the general relationship between dependent and
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independent variables? that is, linear, curvilinear, or some 
other pattern. As can be seen (Appendix C} , the data plot 
in a curve with costs per student decreasing as enrollments 
increase. This pattern, sloping downward from left to right 
as enrollments increase from left to right, is typically 
referred to as an ML-shaped" curve- The lower left corner 
of the plot contains the most data points. This means that 
a rectangular area bounded by a cost per student of less 
than $ 2 ,500 and an enrollment of less than 5,000 students 
contains the heaviest concentration of data points. Of more 
importance, there is little indication, if any, of an upward 
turn in costs as enrollments increase. This suggests that 
diseconomies of scale are not present.
Regression Analysis Assumptions
Regression analysis methodology assumes the presence of 
at least three characteristics regarding the data to be 
analyzed (Zar, 1984, p. 268; Norusis, 1985, p. 14);
1. Y values are distributed normally for a given
X value.
2. Variance of the Y values for all values of X
are e q u a l .
3. The means of the Y values lie on a straight
line.
Data which deviate from these assumptions subject the 
analyst to error in interpreting statistical test results, 
and cast doubt on the validity of any conclusions drawn. It
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would seem, then, that any rigorous analysis should include 
those statistical measures which reveal assumption 
violations. Furthermore, though finding statistically 
significant relationships supporting or not supporting a 
study’s specific hypothesis may be the goal of statistical 
analysis, unless the relationship between the dependent and 
independent variable(s) is determined, the study is 
incomplete. Stated another way, it is not enough to merely 
determine whether a model, or equation, describes or does 
not describe the data. Required is a model, or equation, 
which describes the data as well as it can be described.
This suggests "curve fitting" to be a necessary process for 
this type of study. Accordingly, the subsequent pages 
document 20 models, ranging from least "fit" to best fit, in 
an attempt to determine the "best model" describing the cost 
per student-enrollment relationship.
Results of Analyses
The Equations
Equation l: Y = a + bX. The first equation tried 
was Y = a + bX. Possessing a multiple R, or correlation 
coefficient, of .357, this straight-line equation was not 
expected to fit a curving data plot. Hence, the .357 
correlation coefficient was not unexpected. More telling, 
however, is the R square of .128. An R square this low 
suggests that only 13 percent of the variance in V values
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is accounted for by this model. Stated another way, 
approximately 87 percent of the variance in Y values can be 
attributed to a variable(s) not in the equation. This model 
does not appear to be a good fit of the data.
As stated previously, regression analysis assumes three 
requirements are satisfied,* namely, normality, linearity, 
and equal variance. A search for assumption violations 
yielded additional evidence to support rejecting this model 
as a fit. The initial search (for normality violations) 
centered on a histogram of Studentized residuals; that is, 
the Studentized difference between a Y value predicted by 
the regression line for a specific X value and the actual Y 
value associated with that X value. A plot of standardized 
residuals on axes representing observed versus expected 
values calculated by using probabilistic methods (Appendix 
D) aids the search for normality violations.
If the residuals are normally distributed; that is, 
satisfy the normality requirement, the histogram will be 
bell-shaped, or mesokurtic, characteristic of the normal 
distribution. To help detect nonnormality, a normal curve 
is superimposed on the histogram. As can be seen from 
Appendix D, the histogram is leptokurtic; that is, "thinner" 
than the normal distribution, does not fit under the 
superimposed-normal curve, and has 132 data points, called 
outliers, exceeding 3.16 standard deviations (Norusis, 1965) 
from the residual mean. This finding of nonnormality is 
further supported by a normal probability plot of
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standardized observed versus expected residuals that, 
instead of forming a straight line (denoting normality), 
forms a sinusoidal curve typical of leptokurtic 
distributions (Norusis, 1985).
The second part of the search for assumption violations 
centered on the question of linearity; that is, do the means 
of the Y values lie in a straight line. Examining a 
standardized plot (Appendix D) of Y values versus X values 
reveals a pattern similar to that found on a nonstandardized 
plot of Y versus X values; that is, a curving pattern.
Thus, the linearity assumption is also violated.
The third part was a search for equal variance 
violations. A plot of Studentized residuals versus 
standardized predicted Y values reveals a pattern wherein 
the Studentized residuals* spread increased as the magnitude 
of the predicted Y values increased. If the equal variance 
assumption is met, the Studentized residuals versus 
predicted Y values plot forms a horizontal band through the 
center of the plot square. Inasmuch as the plot of values 
forms a pattern rather than being nondescript (as would be 
the case of a random plot}, it must be concluded that this 
model violates the equal variance requirement.
This is not to suggest that there is no relationship 
between the variables. Indeed, analysis of variance shows a 
statistically significant F ratio; that is, regression mean 
square to residual mean square of F (1, 7578) - 1113.24, 
p < .0001. This suggests a null hypothesis of no relationship
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between the variables can be safely rejected. Furthermore, 
the regression coefficient of the independent variable is 
statistically significant: t (7578) = -33.37, pc.ODOl. This 
suggests a null hypothesis of the population's beta, or 
slope, equalling zero can be safely rejected. Regardless, 
in view of the violation of all three required assumptions, 
caution must be exercised when looking at these results. 
Under no circumstances should it be concluded that these 
statistically significant findings have determined the 
specific nature of the cost per student-enrollment 
relationship.
Using simulation methods, it is possible to compare a 
computed curve (using the constant [Y intercept] and 
regression coefficient determined by regression analysis) to 
the cost per student versus enrollment plot. In this case, 
the constant term (Y intercept), or a in the equation Y = a 
+ bX, is 1710.65, while the coefficient of X is -.047233. 
Thus, a simulation equation is Y = 1710,65 - .047233X. A 
plot of this equation is at Appendix D. Not unexpectedly, 
it does not conform to the "real" plot (Appendix C ) , but 
rather tend3 to conform to a pattern dictated by the 
heaviest concentration of data points in the "southwest" 
corner of the plot. Inasmuch as the computed equation has 
no constituents permitting a curved plot, such as would be 
the case if exponential or inverse constituents existed, the 
computed equation produces a straight line.
Equation 2: 1/Y - a + b X ,
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(Transformed Equation 2: R = a + bX)* When 
dealing with data that plot in a curve, and trying to 
identify an equation, or model, to fit that data, using 
transforms may be necessary to produce a relationship 
satisfying regression analysis' linear, normality, and equal 
variance requirements. For example: if an inverse
relationship between variables is suspected, it may very 
well be that 1/X will provide a better fit than X,
Therefore, computing a new variable; for example, Z, to take 
the place of 1/X can materially aid the curve fitting 
process. The process involves setting Z = 1/X, Typically, 
when using a computer, "compute" statements are used. In 
the case of SPSSx such a statement is:
Compute Z = 1/X
The regression analysis variables are now V and Z. The 
dependent variable remains Y, but the independent, or 
entering, variable is 2. Thus, a constant (Y intercept) and 
a regression coefficient for the equation Y = a + bZ will be 
calculated. As can be seen, Y = a + bZ is a linear equation 
as is Y = a + bX. This ability to use transforms is indeed 
useful, and can be the difference between manipulating and 
not manipulating a curvilinear relationship into a linear 
relationship amenable to regression analysis methods.
Equation 2 marks the first of several transforms used 
in this study. In this instance, R was set equal to 1/Y
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giving a transformed equation of R = a + bX. compared to 
the first equation, the histogram of Studentized residuals 
(Appendix E) more nearly approximates a normal distribution, 
while the normal probability plot of standardized observed
versus expected residuals is more nearly a straight line.
Somewhat more indicative of a better fit is the smaller 
number of outliers, reduced from 132 to 71. This model, 
then, appears to more nearly satisfy the normality
requirement than Equation l.
Linear and variance requirements, however, are not met 
as well as the normality requirement (Appendix E ) . stated 
succinctly, linearity and variance requirements appear 
violated. Nevertheless, it is instructive to examine this 
equation's multiple R and R square values as well as its F 
and t ratios.
The multiple R increases to .3B611, and the R square to 
,14908. This appears to be a slightly better fit, as nearly 
15 percent of the variance in Y values is "explained” 
compared to Equation l's 13 percent. This is due to the 
inverse relationship between the variables now being taken 
into consideration. The ratio of the mean square regression 
to mean square residual is statistically significant: F 
(1,7570) = 1327,69, p<.00Ql, while the regression 
coefficient's t ratio is also statistically significant: t 
(7 5 7 8 ) = 3 6.44, g<.oooi, This suggests that two null 
hypotheses can be rejected.
l. There is no relationship between the
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variables.
2. The population’s beta, or slope, is zero.
Equation 3: 1/Y = a + b(l/X),
(Transformed Equation 3: R = a + b S ) . Multiple R 
values continue to increase, as do R squared values. This 
suggests more of the variance in V values is being accounted 
for by these inverse relationships. This also suggests this 
equation is a slightly better fit than Equations 1 and 2. 
Multiple R is up to .38897, while the R squared is up to 
.15130. This still leaves about 85 percent of the variance 
“unexplained," but nevertheless suggests the value of the 
inverse relationship.
The F ratio of regression mean square to residual mean 
square is statistically significant: F (1, 7578) = 1350.95, 
p<.0001, as is the regression coefficient t (7578) = -38,76, 
p < .0001. A null hypothesis of no relationship between the 
variables can be safely rejected as well as a hypothesis 
that the population's slope, or beta, is equal to zero. 
Stated another way, there is a relationship between the 
variables, while the slope of the relationship not equalling 
zero is further evidence that a relationship exists.
This model is leptokurtic, as revealed by the histogram 
of Studentized residuals and the sinusoidal probability plot 
of standardized observed versus expected residuals (Appendix 
F) . It should be noted that the number of outliers has been 
reduced from 71 to 68. The standardized variables' plot to 
detect linearity does not lie in a straight band and the
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plot of Studentized residuals versus standardized predicted 
Y values expands as predicted values increase. This 
suggests that linearity and equal variance requirements are 
not satisfied. In essence, all three regression analysis 
requirements are violated. This model, though a better fit 
than the previous two, does not end the search for a best 
fit.
Equation 4 : 1/SqrtY = a + b X ,
(Transformed Equation 4: T = a + bX^. Judged by a 
.40208 multiple R and .16167 R Square, this is a slightly 
better fit than seen heretofore. The regression coefficient 
is statistically significant: t(7578) = 10,29, p<.0001, as 
is the F ratio; that is, regression mean square to residual 
mean square F (1,7578) = 1461.41, p<,0001. Thi3 suggests 
rejecting a null hypothesis of no relationship between the 
variables, as well as a null hypothesis that the
population's beta, or slope, equals zero.
The normal probability plot of standardized observed 
versus expected residuals lies nearly in a straight line, 
while the Studentized residuals' histogram fits better under 
the superimposed normal curve (Appendix G ) , The number of
outliers decreases to 42 with 4 being on the negative side
of the histogram. This development is new, suggesting that 
this equation produces not only fewer outliers, but is very 
slightly more balanced than the three previous histograms. 
Despite improvement in one factor, the standardized plot of 
1/SgrtY versus X still does not show a good linear pattern
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and the plot of Studentized residuals versus standardized 
predicted V values still shows a pattern rather than the 
desired horizontal band of data points plotting 
randomly? that is, having no pattern. Thus two of the three 
regression analysis assumptions are violated.
Equation 5: ¥ - a ■+ bX + c X s g ,
(Transformed Equat ion 5: Y = a + bX + c X Z ) . 
Equation 5 is the basic hypothesis equation? that is, a 
parabola. Evidence is mounting that any model lacking an 
inverse relationship between the variables will not fit.
This notwithstanding, Equation 5 has some interesting 
points. In view of the independent variables being entered 
singly, it is not surprising to find the first entering of 
an X value producing the same F and t ratios as Equation l 
(Y = a + bX). Indeed, it does.
It is the Xsq variable, however, that is the most 
interesting--for it is this variable which will produce the 
"upswing" in the cost per student versus enrollment curve, 
if there is to be an upswing. At first glance, the equation 
appears promising. The F ratio (regression mean square to 
residual mean square) changes by slightly in excess of 414, 
a statistically significant changer F (2, 7577) - 434.08,
pc.0001. This suggests that the Xsq term should not be 
ignored. The overall F ratio indicates that a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the variables can be 
rejected: F (2, 7577) = 805,47, g<.Q00l. Both regression 
coefficients are statistically significant. The t ratio
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for the x variable's regression coefficient is t <7577) = 
-32.87, £<.0001, while the t ratio for X s q 1s regression 
coefficient is t (7577) = 20.83, £<.0001, suggesting that
the slope of the population's plane does not equal 
zero; that is, a null hypothesis of a slope, or beta, equal 
to zero can be safely rejected.
Despite this statistical finding, however, as stated 
previously a parabola was not expected to fit--once the 
initial plot of cost per student versus enrollments was 
seen. With this as a backdrop, it is not surprising to find 
a small regression coefficient for the Xsq term 
(.00000308702). This small coefficient suggests that only 
large enrollment values are influential in changing the 
curve's pattern. This small relative importance is 
buttressed by Xsq * s partial correlation coefficient of 
.232777 being smaller in absolute value than the partial 
correlation coefficient for the X value (-.353225). This 
suggests, regardless of the statistical significance of the 
regression coefficients, one should not infer a parabola 
"buried" under the values plotted. The most that should be 
said at this point is two null hypotheses; that is, no 
relationship between the variables, and the slope (beta) of 
the population's plane equals zero, can be safely rejected
(p<.0001).
It is perhaps this equation that underscores the value 
in detecting assumption violations (Appendix H ) . The normal 
probability plot of standardized observed versus expected
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residuals is definitely sinusoidal, coinciding with the 
leptokurtic histogram of studentized residuals. The number 
of datapoints exceeding 3.16 standard deviations from the 
mean is among the highest— 127. The standardized plot of Y 
versus X values does not plot in a straight band, and 
neither is the required randomness in the plot of 
Studentized residuals versus standardized predicted Y 
values. Thus, all three assumptions necessary for 
regression analysis to apply effectively are violated, yet 
the multiple correlation coefficient and R square are the 
highest of the first five equations and the F and t ratios 
have a very small probability of occurring by chance 
(pc.OOOl) .
In view of these violations, one can only conclude that 
the statistically significant findings suggesting that the 
relationship between cost per student and enrollment is 
parabolic are suspect. Therefore, the basic hypothesis of 
this study? that is, the relationship between costs per 
student and enrollments is parabolic, does not possess the 
requisite supporting evidence. This suggests that though 
economies of scale may exist in one sense, (costs per 
student decrease as enrollments increase) , the other part of 
the hypothesis (diseconomies of scale begin to operate as 
enrollments increase) does not find support in this study. 
Accordingly, the hypothesis of a parabolic relationship 
between cost per student and enrollment is not accepted.
Interestingly enough, "plugging11 the computed values
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for X, X s q , and the Y intercept back into the model, and 
letting a computer plot this equation produces a saucer 
shaped curve. This should not be viewed as support for this 
study's hypothesis, however, in view of the leverage exerted 
by Xsq values. For example: Miami-Dade Community College
has an enrollment of nearly 40,000 students. The square of
40,000 is 1,6 billion, which means that institutions of this 
size exert considerable influence on any plot that includes 
X and Xsq values. Even though the regression coefficient of 
Xsq is a small number {.000003087), it would be unwise to 
state categorically that a multiplier of magnitude 1.6 
billion would have little affect.
Comparing the computed plot (Appendix H) to the real 
plot of values (Appendix C) highlights this assertion. As 
can be seen from Appendix H, any institution in the 4 0,000 
student range should have a cost per student of roughly 
$2,250. Similarly, any institution at the lower end of the 
enrollment range should have a cost per student in the 
$1,750 range. Reviewing the real plot (Appendix C ) , 
institutions in the 40,000 student category have costs per 
student of approximately $1,400, while costs per student at 
the lower end of the enrollment range can be as high as 
$8,000. This suggests, again, that a parabola does not fit 
the data.
Equation 6: 1/Y = a + b(l/SqrtX),
(Transformed Equation 6: R =■ a + b Z ) . Possessing 
a multiple R of .44836 and an R square of .20103, this is a
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slightly better fit than the parabolic form used in the 
previous equation, it should be noted, however, that this 
model is of the inverse type. The F ratio (regression mean 
square to residual mean square) suggests a null hypothesis 
of no relationship between the variables can be safely 
rejected: F (1,7578) = 1906,68, £<.0001. The regression 
coefficient is also statistically significant: t (7578) — 
-43,67, p<,oooi, suggesting a null hypothesis of the 
population's slope equalling zero can be safely rejected.
The histogram of Studentized residuals (Appendix I) 
contains 75 outliers, down from Equation 5's 127. Still 
existing, however, is the leptokurtic distribution. This is 
substantiated by the normal probability plot of standardized 
observed versus predicted residuals with its sinusoidal 
curve rather than the desired straight line. The 
standardized plot of l/Y versus 1/SqrtX does not appear to 
be linear, and the plot of Studentized residuals versus 
standardized predicted Y values displays the familiar 
expanding pattern existing when the variance in cost per 
student increases as predicted costs per student increase.
This model, though possessing statistically significant 
F and t ratios, violates all three of the assumptions 
necessary for accurate regression analysis. Hence, it 
cannot be assumed that this equation is the best fit.
Equation 7: Y - a + bfl/X ) ,
(Transformed Equation 7: Y - a + b V ) . The 
multiple R is ,45292 and the R square is .20513. The F
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ratio is statistically significant: F (l, 7578) = 1955.67, 
g<.0001. The t ratio also is statistically significant: t 
(7578) = 4422, p < .oooi. Again, two null hypotheses can be 
rejected: no relationship between the variables, and the 
population's slope equals zero.
Examining the plots for assumption violations (Appendix 
J) reveals the familiar leptokurtic histogram of Studentized 
residuals (with 130 outliers), and sinusoidal curve on a 
normal probability plot of standardized observed versus 
expected residuals. Therefore, normality is not present.
The standardized plot of Y versus l/X (checking for 
linearity) shows a paint splotch pattern; that is, a 
spreading pattern of data points plotting at 4 5 degrees to 
the horizontal. The plot of Studentized residuals versus 
standardized predicted Y values, surprisingly, shows a broad 
horizontal band. These two results suggest that the 
linearity assumption is violated, whereas the equal variance 
assumption appears very nearly met. This suggests, again, 
the basic goodness of fit associated with the variables' 
inverse relationship embodied in this equation. Indeed, the 
plot of computed values fits reasonably well at the upper 
end of the enrollment continuum. In other words, around
40,000 students the cost per student should be around 
$1,400. The computed plot shows about $1,250-— not an 
unreasonable plot for so complex a data set. The lower end 
of the enrollment continuum does not do as well. Instead of 
$8,000 for a figure, our computed plot shows about $5,500
va
as the cost per student.
Equation a: 1/Y — a +■ b(1/SqrtX) + c X s q ,
(Transformed Equation a: R = a _+■ bZ + c X 2 ] . This 
equation uses three transforms: for Y, X and Xsq. The
transformed equation is R = a + bZ ■+ cX2. Though it is 
suspected that an Xsq term does not fit the data, this model 
is another attempt to find if an Xsq term may have an affect 
when used in still another combination of X and Y 
values; namely, 1/Y and 1/SqrtX. Entering the Xsq term as 
an independent variable, along with 1/SqrtX, produces a 
multiple R of .45394 and an R square of .20606. Adding the 
Xsq term to the equation also "absorbed" a few more squares. 
The change in the R square is statistically significant: F 
£2, 7577) = 48.06, pc.OOOl, suggesting that the Xsq term has 
some value. The overall F ratio is statistically 
significant: F (2,7577) - 983.29, pc.0001. Thus, a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables can be safely rejected. The 
regression coefficients are also statistically 
significant: t (7577) = -35.20 for b, and t (7577) = 6,93 
for c, with pc.0001 for each coefficient.
Answering the question of whether one regression 
coefficient is more important than the other; that is, is 
Xsq* s regression coefficient more important than the 
regression coefficient of the 1/SqrtX term, is made easier 
by using independent variables measured in the same units, 
in this case enrollment data. Problems are avoided that
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arise if disparate units are used; for example, enrollment 
and degress of heat. One indication of the relative 
importance of the variables can be found by examining the 
partial correlation coefficients. In this case, the partial 
correlation coefficient of the l/Sqrtx term is -.374857, 
while the partial correlation coefficient of the Xsq term is 
.079393. This suggests that the 1/SqrtX term is more 
important to the equation than the Xsq term. This statement 
is buttressed by the t ratios. Though both t ratios 
indicate both regression coefficients to be statistically 
significant (pc.oooi), the t ratio for the 1/SqrtX term is 
-35.20, whereas the t ratio for the Xsq term is 6.93. This 
finding is added evidence that the Xsq term does not appear 
to have the impact originally posited in the basic 
hypothesis of a parabolic relationship between cost per 
student and enrollment.
This equation has only 74 outliers, as seen on the 
histogram of studentized residuals (Appendix K) . Still, the 
Studentized residuals' histogram shows a leptokurtic 
formation rather than a mesokurtic normal formation. The 
normal probability plot of standardized observed versus 
predicted residuals, with its characteristic sinusoidal 
curve, bears out this assertion. Thus, normality is not 
present in this model.
Linearity assumptions are also violated somewhat, as 
can be seen by viewing a standardized plot of the dependent 
variable (1/Y) versus the independent variables of 1/SqrtX
BO
and Xsq (Appendix K ) • Neither of the plots forms a 
recognizable straight band.
The equal variance assumption also appears to be 
violated. Instead of the straight horizontal band depicting 
a stabilized variance, or homoscedasticity, plotted is a 
band whose studentized residuals expand as the standardized 
predicted Y values increase— suggesting that the spread in Y 
values increases as cost per student increases. Concluded 
is that equal variance is not present.
Examining the Xsq term by itself, a possible question 
is does it add anything to the equation in terms of fit. It 
has been suggested previously that the Xsq term is not as 
important to the model as the 1/SqrtX term— based on the t 
ratios. Checking the plot for linearity violations reveals 
l/Y versus Xsq to be less linear than 1/Y versus 1/S q r t X . 
This assertion is buttressed by the standardized partial 
regression plots which "control” for the affects of the 
other independent variable. This means that when 1/Y and 
1/SqrtX are the variables of interest, Xsg does not enter 
the calculations. Similarly, when 1/Y and Xsq are the 
variables of interest, 1/SqrtX is not allowed to "confound" 
the calculations. As can be seen (Appendix K) , the partial 
regression plot of l/Y versus 1/SqrtX appears more linear 
than 1/Y versus X s q .
The equal variance assumption for Xsq appears to be no 
more nor less violated than that for 1/SqrtX. Expanding 
Studentized residuals as standardized predicted Y values
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Increase, suggests that variability in costs per student 
increases as costs per student increase. Variance is not 
stabilized. With this check for stabilized variance, then, 
it is now reasonably clear that this model violates all 
three regression analysis assumptions. The
conclusion: though appearing to fit the data better than any 
model heretofore, this model violates the requisite 
assumptions and therefore cannot be said with certainty to 
be a better fit. As in earlier models, the Xsq term, though 
producing a statistically significant change in the F ratio, 
and possessing a statistically significant regression 
coefficient, does not assume an importance commensurate with 
that required of a parabolic relationship between dependent 
and independent variables.
Equation 9: 1/Y = a + b(1/Cube Root X) ,
(Transformed Equation 9: R = a ■+ b V ) . Possessing 
a multiple R of .45752 and an R square of .20933, this model 
is a slightly better fit than any previous. The F ratio 
(regression mean square to residual mean square) suggests 
that a null hypothesis of no relationship between the 
variables can be rejected: F (1,7578) = 2006.23, pc.0001,
The t ratio suggests that a null hypothesis of the 
population's slope equalling zero can also be rejected: t 
(7578) ---44.79, £<,0001.
All three regression analysis assumptions appear 
violated. The histogram of Studentized residuals shows a 
leptokurtic distribution with 75 outliers, while the normal
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probability plot of standardized observed versus expected 
residuals shows the familiar sinusoidal curve, also 
indicative of a leptokurtic rather than the desired 
mesokurtic distribution. Linearity is not present, though 
with some imagination one might see data points plotting in 
a more or less straight band (Appendix L) . In addition, the 
plot of Studentized residuals versus standardized predicted 
Y values expands as predicted values increase. This 
suggests that the spread in cost per student increases as 
the cost per student increases. In essence, normality and 
linearity are not present and the variance i3 not 
stabilized.
Equation 10: SqrtY = a + b(l/X ) ,
(Transformed Equat ion 10: S *= a + bU) . A multiple 
R of .45972 and an R square of .21134 mark this model. A 
slightly better fit than the models previous to this one, 
but is it indeed better? The F ratio suggests that a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the variables can be 
rejected: F (l, 7578) = 2030.73, p<.000l. The regression 
coefficient’s t ratio is statistically significant: t (7578) 
ss 45,06, p< . 0001.
This is not a better model, however, in view of 
assumption violations. The histogram of Studentized 
residuals (Appendix M) has 92 outliers and is 
leptokurtic-^moreso than Equation 9. Attesting also to the 
leptokurtic distribution is the normal probability plot of 
standardized observed versus expected residuals forming the
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characteristic sinusoidal curve. Normality, then, is not 
present in this model.
Linearity, also, is not present. Though a pattern 
could be seen in the standardized plot of SqrtY versus 1/X, 
it is not linear.
Surprisingly, the variance appears to stabilize, or at 
least change its behavior. Instead of the familiar 
expanding pattern of Studentized residuals versus 
standardized predicted Y values, the pattern suggests that 
the spread in cost per student may decrease with increasing 
costs per student. This is due to the interaction of the 
dependent variable's square root transform with the inverse 
of the independent variable. Regardless, with two of the 
three required assumptions violated, this is not a best fit 
model.
Equation 11: Y — a + b(i/Logx>,
(Transformed Equation 11: Y = a +- b H J . Possessing 
a multiple R of .48232, and an R square of .23263, this 
model is supposedly a better fit than heretofore seen. The 
F ratio of regression mean square to residual mean square, F 
(1, 7578) = 2297.27, p<.0001, suggests that a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the variables can be 
safely rejected. The regression coefficient's t ratio 
indicates the regression coefficient to be statistically 
significant: t (7578) = 47.93, p<.000l. The histogram of 
Studentized residuals shows a leptokurtic pattern with 127 
outliers and the normal probability plot of standardized
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observed versus expected residuals is sinusoidal.
The check on linearity (Appendix N), however, reveals a 
pattern approaching linearity. The pattern might be 
described as a paint splotch pattern. Checking for variance 
assumption violations, the plot of Studentized residuals 
versus standardized predicted Y values expands as predicted 
Y values increase. This suggests that the spread in Y 
values, or cost per student, increases as cost per student, 
itself, increases--a familiar pattern. Variance, then, is 
not stabilized. Assumption violations decrease the value of 
the statistically significant findings, correlation 
coefficients, and R squared values.
Equation 12: l/Sqrty = a + b(l/SqrtX),
(Transformed Equation 12: T = a + hZ). This 
model's multiple R is .48356 and its R square is ,23364.
The F ratio of the regression mean square to residual mean 
square suggests that a null hypothesis of no relationship 
between the variables can be safely rejected: F (1, 7578) - 
2312.82, pc.OQOl. The t ratio for the regression 
coefficient suggests that the regression coefficient is 
statistically significant: t (7578) = -4B.09, pc.OOOl, 
meaning that a null hypothesis of the population's beta, or 
slope, equalling zero can be safely rejected.
The histogram of Studentized residuals (Appendix 0) is 
among the better looking patterns. Possessing only 46 
outliers, it is not surprising to find the normal 
probability plot of standardized observed versus predicted
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residuals to lie nearly in a straight line- Thus the 
normality assumption, for all practical purposes, is met. 
Unfortunately, however, linearity and variance 
assumptions do not fare as well. As can be seen from the 
standardized plot of 1/sqrtY versus 1/SgrtX, a pattern is 
present, though not clearly linear. The expanding plot of 
Studentized residuals as standardized predicted Y values 
increase suggests the familiar increase in the spread in Y 
values (cost per student) as costs per student increase. 
Hence, linearity and variance requirements are not met. 
Equation 13: Y = a + b(l/cuberootx),
(Transformed Equation: Y = a + bQ) ■ This equation 
demonstrates, inter alia, the risk in not checking for 
assumption violations. According to the multiple R and R 
square figures of .49404 and .23429 respectively, this is a 
better fit than Equation 12. A histogram of the Studentized 
residuals (Appendix P), however, shows 127 outliers to be 
present. The normal probability plot of standardised 
observed versus expected residuals with its sinusoidal curve 
verifies the highly leptokurtic distribution of residuals. 
Therefore, normality is not present.
The linearity check displays the familiar paint splotch 
pattern. The variance check shows the familiar expanding 
pattern of Studentized residuals as the costs per student 
increases. This is probably to be expected in view of the 
variables' curvilinear relationship. This expanding pattern 
suggests that when the line of best fit is used to predict a
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Y value for a given enrollment, the predicted Y values will 
be farther from the actual values as more positive 
standardized Y values are encountered. Regardless, this 
model does not stabilize the variance. In essence, though 
it appears to be a better fit based upon its correlation 
coefficient and R square, it is not.
Some support for this assertion might be found in a 
plot of Y values using the computed Y intercept and 
regression coefficient. Examining extreme values of 
enrollments, the highest cost per student is approximately 
$3,300 for the lowest enrollments and a cost per student for 
an institution with the highest enrollments runs 
approximately $750. Examining the cost per student versus 
enrollment plot (Appendix C) , it can be seen that the 
highest cost per student for the lowest enrollments is 
around $8,000 and that the cost per student associated with 
the highest enrollments is around $lt400. Thus, the 
computed curve is not a good fit. Performing the same 
exercise with Equation 12, we find the highest cost per 
student to be around $8,000 and the cost per student 
associated with the 40,000 student institution to be around 
$1,OQO. This does not suggest that Eguation 12 is the best 
fit possible, what is suggested is that Equation 12 
produces cost per student figures closer to Appendix C ’s 
cost per student than does Equation 13. Thus, Equation 12 
is a better fit than Equation 13, even though Equation 1 3 's 
multiple R and R square are higher than Equation 1 2 's. This
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merely underscores the need to check for assumption 
violations before deciding the merits of a particular 
equation.
Equation 14i Y = a + b(l/SqrtX) ,
(Transformed Equation 14: Y = a + bZ). The 
correlation coefficient is ,4847s and the R square is 
,23501, The F ratio (regression mean square to residual 
mean square) suggests that a null hypothesis of no 
relationship between the variables can be safely rejected: F 
(1, 7570) = 2328.07, p<.0001. The t ratio suggests that the 
regression coefficient is statistically significant: t 
(7578) = 48,25, £<.0001. This further suggests that a null 
hypothesis of the population's slope equalling zero can be 
safely rejected.
Normality assumptions are violated as can be seen from 
the histogram of Studentized residuals and the normal 
probability plot of standardized observed versus expected 
residuals (Appendix Q) . Both exhibit the telltale nonnormal 
marks: residuals distributed leptokurtically, and sinusoidal 
plot of standardized observed versus expected residuals. 
Furthermore, the outliers equal 128--up from Equation 12's 
46 outliers, but essentially the same as Equation 1 3 's 127, 
The linearity and equal variance assumption check 
explanations are essentially the same as for Equation 13.
The essence is that both requisite assumptions are 
violated--as well as the normality assumption.
Equation 15: Y = a + bf l/sqrtX) + cXsq,
SB
(Transformed Equation 15; Y = a + bz + cX2). When 
all variables are entered, the multiple correlation 
coefficient is .48490 and the R square is .23512. The F 
ratio (regression mean square to residual mean square) 
suggests that a null hypothesis of no relationship between 
the variables can be safely rejected: F (2, 7577) = 1164.59, 
P<,0001. The interesting part to this equation, though, is 
the relative importance of the independent variables 
entered.
Several methods exist to gauge the relative importance, 
one is to examine the partial correlation coefficients. In 
this case, the partial correlation coefficient of the 
1/SqrtX term is .433B51 while the partial correlation 
coefficient of the Xsq term is -.011990. Clearly the 
1/SqrtX1s regression coefficient is such that 1/SqrtX 
appears to be of greater importance in predicting Y values 
than does Xsq.
Though partial correlation coefficients offer one clue, 
further evidence can be found to gauge a regressor's 
relative importance. The t ratio of 1/Sqr tX1s regression 
coefficient suggests that its regression coefficient is 
statistically significant: t (7577) = 41.92, p<.0001, The t 
ratio of X sq's regression coefficient is -1.04. In contrast 
to 1/Sgrtx*s regression coefficient, X s q "s regression 
coefficient is not statistically significant: t (7577) =
-l.04, p>.29) ,
Another clue that the Xsq term is of little importance
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is the statistical significance of the change in the P ratio 
when the Xsq terra is entered F (2,7577) = 1-09, p>.29. This
should not be too surprising in view of the evidence now 
accumulating that a parabola, or an equation with an Xsq 
term, will not fit the data.
Regardless of any findings, assumption violations need 
checking {Appendix R) - The familiar leptokurtic histogram 
of Studentized residuals and the sinusoidal curve on a 
normal probability plot of standardized observed versus 
expected residuals are clearly evident. It should be noted 
that 129 outliers exist--again attesting to the lack of 
normality in the distribution of residuals.
The standardized plots checking for linearity and 
variance assumption violations confirm that this equation 
does not meet these two additional requisite assumptions. A 
standardized partial regression plot buttresses the 
assertion that the Xsq term is not important. Whereas the 
plot of the V and 1/SqrtX term has a broad band of data 
points (suggesting randomness), the plot of Y versus the Xsq 
term has a definite pattern--indicating nonrandomness, In 
essence, all three assumptions are violated- This suggests, 
despite the highest correlation coefficient and R square 
seen to this point, this is not the best model.
Equation 16: Y = a + b(l/SgrtX) + c X ,
(Transformed Equation 16: Y = a + bZ + cX}. When 
all variables are entered, the multiple correlation 
coefficient is .48506 and the R square is .23520. The
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overall F ratio suggests that a null hypothesis of no 
relationship between the dependent and independent variables 
can be safely rejected: F (2,7577) = 1165.62, pc.0001.
Examining the partial correlation coefficients and the 
t ratios for the regression coefficients reveals the 
relative importance of the two terms? that is, 1/SqrtX and 
X. The partial correlation coefficient for the 1/SqrtX term 
is .350631, while the partial correlation coefficient for 
the X term is -.018715. Thus it is not surprising to find 
the statistical significance of the terms so disparate. The 
1/SqrtX regression coefficient is statistically significant, 
t (7577) = 32.59, p<.0001, whereas the X term's regression 
coefficient is not statistically significant: t (7577) = 
-1,63, p>,10. Thus, the X term does little to describe the 
fit.
Not only is the equation basically a Y = a + b(1/SqrtX) 
type, but it also violates all three assumptions of 
regression analysis (Appendix S ) , Not met are the 
normality, linearity, and stabilized variance requirements. 
Hence, though possessing a multiple correlation coefficient 
and an R square superior to those seen so far, assumption 
violations and an independent variable whose regression 
coefficient is not statistically significant, necessitate 
further curve fitting.
Equation 17: Y - a + p {1/SqrtX ) + cX + dXsq, 
(Transformed Equation 17: Y = a + bZ + cX +_dX2 ) . 
This equation demonstrates the power of additional variables
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to absorb squares and give an equation the appearance of 
being a better fit than another equation with fewer 
variables. With all three independent variables entered, 
the multiple correlation coefficient is .48525 and the R 
square is .23547. The overall F ratio (regression mean 
square to residual mean square) suggests that a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables can be safely rejected: F (3, 7576) = 
777.77, p< .0001. It should be noted, however, that the 
change in the F ratio when X was entered was not 
statistically significant: F (2, 7577) = 2.65, p>.l0. 
Neither was the change in the F ratio statistically 
significant when the Xsq term was entered: F (3,7576) =
1.83, p>.17.
Additional evidence regarding regression coefficient 
significance can be found in their respective t ratios. 
Neither X's nor Xsq1s regression coefficient's t ratios are 
large enough to be considered statistically significant: t
(7576) = -1.84, p > .06 for X's regression coefficient, and t
(7576) = 1.35, p>.17 for X s q 's regression coefficient. The 
partial correlation coefficients show a similar disparity 
between the 1/SqrtX term and the X and Xsg terms.
Specifically, the partial correlation coefficients are *27 
for the 1/SgrtX term, and -.02 and +.01 for X and Xsq 
respectively. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the 
variables X and Xsq do little to describe the relationship 
between cost per student and enrollments when entered in
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conjunction with 1/SqrtX.
Assumption violations are present (Appendix T ) . The 
leptokurtic histogram of studentized residuals (129 
outliers), and the normal probability plot of standardized 
observed versus expected residuals with its sinusoidal 
curve, reveal nonnormality. other standardized plots of 
residuals and variables disclose that linearity and variance 
assumptions also are not met- This suggests, again, that a 
parabolic relationship does not appear to be present. 
Equation I S : SqrtY - a + b (1/SqrtX),
(Transformed Equation 18; U = a + bZ ) . This 
equation possesses a correlation coefficient of ,50189 and 
an R square of .25189. The F ratio suggests a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables can be rejected: F (1,7578) = 2551.56, 
jDC.0001. The t ratio suggests that the regression 
coefficient is statistically significant: t (7578) = 50.51, 
p < .0001, A t with this value also suggests that a null 
hypothesis of the population’s slope equalling zero can be 
safely rejected. This suggests that this is the best fit up 
to this point. Mote that an inverse relationship again 
exists— which is probably why it is a reasonable fit as 
least as gauged by the correlation coefficient and the R 
square values.
Possessing 89 outliers, this model exhibits the 
familiar leptokurtic histogram of Studentized residuals, and 
the sinusoidal curve on a normal probability plot of
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standardized observed versus expected residuals (Appendix 
U ) . Thus, the normality requirement is not met.
Though a standardized plot of cost per student versus
enrollment indicates a slightly expanding plot as the 
standardized values increase, the linearity requirement is 
met fairly well. The equal variance assumption is also met 
relatively well. The plot is reasonably homoscedastic.
Thus, it appears that this model satisfies the variance 
requirement of regression analysis fairly well. Though not 
satisfying all the requirements of regression analysis, this 
model adds more support for the conviction that there is no 
parabolic relationship between the cost per student and 
enrollment. If there is no parabolic relationship, then 
there appears to be no easily defined and located point on 
the enrollment continuum at which diseconomies of scale 
begin to show.
Equation 19; Sqrt¥ = a + b(l/Cube RootX),
(Transformed Equation 19: S — a + bV) . The
correlation coefficient is .50405 and the ft square is
.25407. The F ratio suggests that a null hypothesis of no 
relationship between the variables can be safely rejected: f 
(1,7578) = 2581.07, pc.0001. The t ratio for the regression 
coefficient suggests that the regression coefficient is 
statistically significant: t (7578) = 50.80, p<.0001.
Checking for assumption violations reveals 89 outliers. 
The model produces a leptokurtic histogram of Studentized 
residuals, and a sinusoidal curve on a normal probability
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plot: of standardized observed versus expected residuals 
(Appendix V) . Linearity and variance assumptions appear to 
be met fairly well. This model, then, seems to violate only 
one of the three assumptions— -and that one is the normality 
requirement. Notice that this equation possesses an inverse 
relationship of Y to X, and a gentler slope from a cube root 
compared to a noncube root. For example: 1/1000 equals
.001, whereas 1/Cube root 1000 equals .1 0 . If plotting Y 
values based on these X values, the Y values would have 
consistently higher values, and consequently a gentler 
slope, than the inverse of the values themselves.
Regardless, further efforts are required to find a better 
fitting equation fitting the data.
Equation 20: Y ~ (a ) (X**-b)(EXF(c k )),
(Transformed Equation 2 0 t Ln¥ = Ln(a) - b (LnX)_+_ 
c X . Equation 20 uses natural logarithms to produce a 
transformed version of an equation expressing a decaying 
exponential relation between the variables. Its multiple 
correlation coefficient and R square are .50552 and .25555 
respectively. The overall F ratio suggests that a null 
hypothesis of no relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables can be safely rejected: F (2, 7577) = 
1300.45, p < .000l . It should be noted that bringing in the X 
term produced a statistically significant change in the F 
ratio: F (2,7577) = 49.81, pc.0001. This suggests that a 
null hypothesis of no change can be safely rejected.
The t ratios for the two independent variables (LnX and
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X respectively) show that both regression coefficients are 
statistically significant: t (7577) = -30*99, p<.0001 and t
(7577) - 7.06, £<*0001 for LnX and X respectively. Is one 
regression coefficient more important than the other? The 
partial correlation coefficients would seem to indicate 
such. L n X 1s partial correlation coefficient is -.335442, 
while X's partial correlation coefficient is .000015. of 
the regression coefficients is ,008 for LnX This equation, 
then, has the best multiple correlation coefficient and R 
square yet produced*
Normality is among the best (Appendix W ) . The 
histogram of Studentized residuals is only slightly 
leptokurtic. The plot shows 4 3 outliers on the positive 
side of the histogram and 17 outliers on the negative side. 
This is certainly the best distribution of any of these 
formulae.
Unlike other plots seen heretofore that check for 
linearity, this plot of standardized values for LnY versus 
LnX possesses a definite broad band of values falling in a 
fairly straight line. The plot of Studentized residuals 
versus standardized predicted Y values shows a broad band of 
randomly plotted values. The absence of a pattern suggests 
that this model does a fairly good job of stabilizing the 
variance.
The same cannot be said for the X term. Plotting 
standardized values for LnY versus X does not show a linear 
pattern. I tend to view these findings, however, to be a
further buttress to the relative importance of the two 
independent variables-"LnX or X, with Lnx more important.
Following is a table of values for the 20 equations. 
Read the regression coefficient t ratio column in this 
fashion: The first, second, or third t ratio shown is for 
the first, second, or third regression coefficient 
respectively.
TABLE 3
TABLE OF VALUES
Equation Mult R Rsq Overal1 
F
Y°a + bX
df
. 35789 
1,7570
Regres
Coeff
t
.12809 
-33.37
1113.24
1/ Y=a + bX .3B611 
1,7578
.14908 
+36.44
1327.69
1/Y=a + b(l/X) .3B897 
1,7578
.15130 
-36.76
1350.95
1/SqrtY = a + bx .40208 
1,7578
.16167 
+38.29
1461.41
Y-a + bX + cXsq .41073 
2,7577
.17533 
-32.87 
+20.84
805.47
1/Y=a + b(1/SqrtX) .44836 
1,7578
.20103 
-43 . 67
1906.60
Y=a + b(l/X) .45292 
1,757a
.20513 
+44.22
1955.67
1/Y=a + b(1/SqrtX) + cXsq .45394 
2 ,7577
.20606 
-35.20 
+ 6 .93
983.29
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TABLE 3— CONTINUED
1/Y=a + b {1/CuberootX) .45752
1,7578
.20933 
-44.79
2006.23
SqrtY==a + bfl/X) .45972 
1,7578
.21134 
+45.06
2030.73
+II>< b(i/LogX) .48232 
1,7578
.23263 
+ 47 .93
2297.27
1/(SqrtY)=a + b(1/SqrtX} .48356 
1,7578
.23384 
-4 8.09
2312 .82
II + b(l/CuberootX) .48404 
1,7578
.23429 
+48.15
2 318,76
Y = a + b(l/SqrtX) .48478 
1,7578
. 23501 
+4 8.2 5
2328.07
Y=a + b(l/sqrtX) + cXsq .48490 
2,7577
.23512 
+41.92 
-1. 04
1164.59
Y-a + b{1/SqrtX) + cX .48506 
2,7577
.23508 
+32.59 
-1 .63
1165,62
Y=a + b(iysqrtX) + cX + dXsq .48525 
3,757 6
.23547 
+ 24 .41 
-1.84 
+ 1.35
777.77
SqrtY==a + b( 1/SqrtX) .50189 
1,7578
.25189 
+50.51
2551.56
SqrtY-=a + b( 1/CuberootX) .50405 
1,7578
.25407 
+50.80
2581.07
LnY^Lna + b(LnX) + cX .50552 
2,7577
.25555 
-30.99 
+7 . 06
1300.48
Curriculum Affect
This sample's breakdown by occupational and 
nonoccupational groups reveals 53*3 percent of the data 
points to be associated with occupational programs, 3 8.1
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percent with nonoccupational, and 8.6 percent lacking data 
for a valid calculation. S P S S x ’s weighting factor's 
routines balanced the two valid groups to remove the 
occupational programs' numerical superiority. Other SPSSx 
routines redressed the balance of weighted cases nearly back 
to the original total of valid cases.
Dummy variables of zero and one, for occupational and 
nonoccupational programs respectively, make possible 
assessing the affect of a college's curriculum on the cost 
per student. Using Equation 20, but adding in the dummy 
variable, revealed curriculum's regression coefficient to be 
statistically significant: t (7016) = *7.422, pc.OOOl. 
Curriculum's regression coefficient, itself, is -.059551, 
suggesting a depressing affect on cost per student when 
entering the dummy variable associated with nonoccupational 
programs.
This suggests that nonoccupational programs produce 
lower costs per student than do occupational programs. By 
using the calculated regression coefficients for all three 
independent variables (LnA, LnX, X, and Curriculum), a 
predicted cost differential between occupational and 
nonoccupational programs can be calculated. The equation 
is:
LnY = LnA + b(LnX) + cX + d (Curriculum)
With the computed regression coefficients, this equation 
simplifies to:
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LnY = 9.482293 - ((.287611)(LnX))
+ (.0000148350)(X) - <.059551)(Curr)
At the 500 student level, the predicted cost per 
student for occupational programs is $2,213, and for 
nonoccupational programs $2,085— a difference of $128. At 
the 40,000 student level, the respective figures are $1,127 
and $1,062— a difference of $65.
The figures are only indications. Equation 20 is an 
imperfect fit to the data, and the two curriculum groups are 
unequal in number of data points, though nonoccupational 
programs were weighted to counteract the preponderance of 
occupational programs. Nevertheless, the indication has 
merit that community college occupational programs appear to 
be more costly than nonoccupational.
Summary
Twenty equations were developed in the course of fitting a 
model to the data. The multiple correlation coefficients 
ranged from .3 58 to ,506, while the R squares ranged from 
.13 to .26. Regression analysis is predicated on data 
meeting three assumptions. Checking each equation, or 
model, for assumption violations helps reveal each 
equation's merits as a describer of the fit between 
criterion and predictor variables.
Those equations in this study possessing an inverse 
relationship appeared to fit the data better than equations 
lacking an inverse relationship. Furthermore, the inverse
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relationship equations possessed a better record in terms of 
meeting regression analysis assumptions.
The equation with the best multiple correlation 
coefficient, R square, and best total agreement with 
regression analysis assumptions is a decaying exponential 
model.
This model, plus an accumulation of results from the 
other 19 equations, suggests that a parabolic relationship 
between dependent and independent variables is not present 
in sufficient strength to accept the parabolic as that 
equation representing the relationship. Though hypothesized 
was a parabolic relationship between costs per student and 
enrollment, insufficient evidence was found to support the 
hypothesis in view of the strength of the decaying 
exponential relationship.
A final calculation to assess the affect, if any, of an 
institution's curriculum persuasion suggests that community 
college occupational programs are more costly per student 
than are nonoccupational programs.
CHAPTER V
Summary
The American two-year college has had the largest 
growth rate of any segment of American higher education. 
Responding to different pressures from different sources, 
growth has been in numbers of students as well as in numbers 
of institutions.
One pressure source has been the American people 
themselves, who exhibited the need for an alternative to the 
four-year institution. Medsker (1971) and Thornton (1972) 
offered several reasons for the growth of this alternative:
1. Not everyone could afford the four-year 
institution.
2 . People will attend an institution closer to 
home in preference to an institution some distance from 
home, all things being equal.
3. Some people cannot compete effectively in the 
four-year institutions. The two-year college offers a path 
to college-level work.
A. Some people want to learn a trade. Typically, 
a four-year institution does not teach the trades.
In contrast to those who ascribe growth to societal 
needs, others believe growth may be spurred by more personal
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reasons. Bowen (I960) writes of college personnel's ego 
needs, such as prestige, notoriety, influence, and power, 
that are more likely satisfied by large institutions. Meeth 
(1975) suggested that, to college personnel, more students 
is "good." Drucker (19B5) wrote of the value in big 
budgets, suggesting that people associated with institutions 
possessing big budgets believe themselves to be important 
and successful. Size is the measure of success, according 
to Drucker (1985).
Friedman (1983) wrote of the tendency for bureaucratic 
institutions to grow in size because the institution itself 
becomes the reason for being, rather than the institution's 
customer. Holm (19 69) alluded to Parkinson regarding 
institutional growth in suggesting that size growth occurs 
regardless of the workload. Lorsch (1967) wrote of 
managers' needs for power, achievment, and affiliation.
Wood (1974) wrote of managers* ego needs--to empire build. 
Boswell (1976) also wrote of managers tending to empire 
build.
Underscored, then, is the suggestion that the American 
two-year college may have grown in response to something 
other than societal need. This prologue on growth is not to 
suggest that this study is concerned with the validity of 
the claims concerning why the American two-year college has 
grown. Neither does this study concern itself with how much 
growth is in response to societal need and how much, if any, 
possibly due to empire building. What is being suggested is
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that if to the growth in response to societal need is added 
the growth possibly caused by empire builders, the result is 
a growth environment that lends itself to studying economies 
and diseconomies of scale. Stated another way, if economies 
and diseconomies of scale supposedly operate based on 
growth, then it seems reasonable to expect even more 
indication of their existence in an environment containing 
the supposedly wasteful costs of those ego satisfying 
trappings.
This study, then, investigates the relationship between 
unit cost? that is, cost per student, and institution size 
as measured by enrollments. Though other studies exist, few 
studies of educational institutions use more than one year's 
data. Brinkman and Leslie (1906), in their research of 
studies performed during the last 60 years on economies of 
scale in higher education institutions, reported one study 
(a time series) that used data covering five years. 
Consequently, this study appears to be unique in one 
respect: data covering 10 years.
Financial, enrollment, and award data for the years 
1976 through 1985 were matched and merged on 758 public 
two-year institutions associated with state, local, or 
state/local governing bodies. These 10 years of data 
produced 7580 data points, each data point representing the 
confluence of cost per student per institution and 
enrollment per institution.
Various equations were used to determine the
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relationship between cost per student and enrollments— with 
special interest in the validity of a parabolic 
relationship; that is, the relationship typically used to 
determine not only the existence of economies of scale, but 
perhaps of more interest, diseconomies of scale.
Background
The concept of unit costs decreasing and then 
increasing as enrollments increase is known as economies and 
diseconomies of scale respectively. The curve that 
describes the path of unit costs decreasing and then 
increasing is a U, also known as a parabola. Decreasing 
unit costs; that is, economies of scale, in which unit costs 
decrease up to a point as enrollments increase, appears to 
be an accepted principle. Unfortunately for those 
attempting to find support for diseconomies of scale 
theories, the literature does little to settle the matter. 
Authors exist on both sides of the question.
McKenzie's (1983) study of Australian public schools 
disclosed a parabola fitting the data. Cohn (1979) claimed 
a U-shaped cost curve in hi3 studies. Maynard (1971), from 
his study of 123 four-year colleges was somewhat firm 
regarding the presence of a U-shaped unit cost curve, but 
the evidence was not overly convincing. Goishi (1971), 
based on his study of 16 Missouri vo-tech schools, found a 
parabolic cost pattern, leading him to suggest that 
economies of scale were in evidence, however, he was less
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firm regarding the certainty of diseconomies of scale.
Drucker (1990) offered no evidence to support any 
diseconomies of scale, but nevertheless suggested that he 
believed them to be real. Boswell (1976) suggested that 
unit cost curves were U-shaped. Bowen (1980) believed that 
unit cost curves had an implied U-shape. Ostrom (1968), 
based on his study of certain California public junior 
colleges, claimed that unit cost curves were nonlinear. 
Tucker (1975) claimed that certain segments of the retailing
industry had U-shaped unit cost curves. Pratten (1971)
suggested that certain segments of the manufacturing 
industry had U-shaped cost curves.
Not everyone, of course, was of the U-shaped school.
McLaughlin (1979) found L-shaped unit cost curves in his 
study of 1,347 public four-year colleges and universities. 
(An L-shape suggests that unit costs decrease— up to a 
point--taut do not then increase as size increases further.) 
Broomall (1979), though he searched for a parabola in his 
study of certain Virginia colleges and 22 major public 
universities, ended with what is essentially an L-shaped 
cost curve. The Carnegie Commission (1971), though 
believing the unit cost curve to be L-shaped, went further 
by suggesting that there was some point on the enrollment 
continuum at which diseconomies of scale would probably set 
in,* that is, unit costs would begin to rise. In essence, 
the Commission was suggesting the reality of U-shaped unit 
cost curves, despite the lack of evidential support.
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Still others had their views. Bain suggested that the 
unit cost curve was probably U-shaped, Scales (1969) was 
thoughtful regarding diseconomies of scale, suggesting that 
"maybe11 they were there. Brinkman and Leslie (19B6) were 
noncommittal, suggesting that the evidence was inconclusive.
Some were unequivocal in their viewpoints. Robinson 
was firm in his belief that unit cost curves were U-shaped. 
Florence's views were equally firm; Re believed such ideas 
were rubbish.
This Study
As can be seen, the argument is far from settled.
Though economies of scale arguments seem to be 
accepted; that is, unit costs decrease up to a point as size 
increases, diseconomies of scale arguments remain. These 
disagreements, then, became the motivation for this 
study--to take the past's fastest growing segment of 
American higher education as the study vehicle for economies 
and diseconomies of scale.
The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) 
annually receives reports from individual higher education 
institutions on a host of subjects. National Center for 
Educational Statistics personnel reduce this report data to 
computer compatible data and then store it.
Three types of data were used in this study:
1, Financial
2, Enrollment
3, Award
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Financial data provided current expense figures. Enrollment 
data were used in conjunction with financial data to provide 
cost per student figures; that is, this study's dependent 
variable. Enrollment data, of course, also provided the 
independent variable. Award data were used to establish the 
liberal arts or occupational persuasion of each institution 
in the sample.
The initial step in building a file was to merge 
financial, enrollment, and award data. This process was 
repeated for each of the year's 1976 through 1905. Thus, 
each year's computer file contained the requisite financial, 
enrollment, and award data.
The next major step was to put each of these year's 
data into another computer file such that the requisite 
three data types for each year formed one file containing 
data for the years 1976 through 19H5. In essence, 1977 's 
file was added to 1976's, then 1978's was added to the 
1976-1977 file and so on until one grand file emerged 
containing 1976, 1977, 1970 . . . 1985 data. The end
result was data on 758 institutions, or 75B0 data points 
covering public, nonfederal, two-year institutions in 
existence for the entire 10 year period.
This study's final sample has some quite disparate data 
points. There is a temptation to eliminate any data points 
which plot seemingly too far from the rest, believing that 
outliers complicate the relationship detection process. 
Indeed, they do; however, if the judgment is held that only
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incorrect rather than disparate data should be expunged, 
then correct data, even if disparate, should remain to 
contribute to the analysis. Accordingly, no attempt was 
made to delete data based on appearance.
Two other calculations were performed; accounting for 
inflation and determining whether a particular institution's 
curriculum was occupation oriented or liberal arts oriented.
Results
Unit costs decreasing with increasing enrollments 
appears to be a widely accepted principle. Diseconomies of 
scale, however, are another matter. Though data plots 
clearly depicted decreasing unit costs, the real point of 
interest was that point at which diseconomies of scale, if 
any, set in.
The fact that there was no definite upswing in the raw 
data plot cast doubt at the outset regarding finding that 
point where diseconomies of scale begin to operate. Though 
the data plotted in the familiar L-shaped pattern, which 
would seem to rule out parabolic relationships, the data's 
complexity and range virtually dictated curve fitting as a 
necessary process to detect any relationships not visible to 
the eye. Twenty equations, or models, were eventually 
tried— ranging from a simple V = a + bX to a more complex 
decaying exponential using natural logarithm transforms.
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Each equation tried had its own correlation 
coefficients, R squares, F ratios, and regression 
coefficients. Though multiple correlation coefficients and 
R squares provide some information as to the goodness of fit 
between equation and data, of concern was different 
equations perhaps producing the same goodnesses of fit, same 
or similar statistically significant F ratios and regression 
coefficients--thus making it difficult if not impossible to 
ascertain that equation best describing the relation between 
cost per student and enrollment.
Dealing with this concern led to examining data plots 
whose purpose is to disclose violations of regression 
analysis assumptions; that is, linearity, normality, and 
equal variance. If the assumptions are violated upon which 
are determined the multiple correlation coefficients, R 
squares, F ratios, regression coefficients, and t ratios, 
then caution is called for when rendering judgments 
regarding the findings. Accordingly, then, assumption 
violation checking became part of the study in conjunction 
with curve fitting.
As mentioned before, the basic plot of unit costs did 
not have a definite upsweep as enrollments increased. 
Therefore, uncovering a parabolic relationship between the 
dependent and independent variables seemed unlikely. 
Nevertheless, several equations with an Xsq term were used 
to determine if various combinations of X and Y values could 
produce a parabolic fit to the data.
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The result of the 20 equation’s fitting process ended 
with a decaying exponential equation (suggested by 
A , E . Hoerl [cited in Daniel, 1954, pp. 19-24]) best 
expressing the relationship between cost per student and 
enrollment. Not only does a decaying exponential equation 
make intuitive sense (when looking at a plot of cost per 
student versus enrollment) , but the decaying exponential 
(after linearizing the equation by using natural logarithm 
transforms) also has the advantage of meeting the regression 
analysis assumptions rather well. Furthermore, the decaying 
exponential possessed the best multiple correlation 
coefficient and R square of the 20 equations.
In contrast, the parabolic equation (Equation 5 in 
Chapter IV) does not appear to fit the data, possesses one 
of the poorer multiple correlation coefficients and R 
squares, and more telling, violates all three regression 
analysis assumptions. This strongly suggests that the 
relationship between unit costs and enrollments is not 
parabolic, but rather is a decaying exponential.
Analysis
McKenzie (1983), Cohn (1979), Maynard (1971), Goishi 
(1971), and Robinson (cited in Johnston, 1960) found 
evidence of U-shaped cost per student curves, Drucker 
(1980), Boswell (1976), and Bowen (Carnegie Council on 
Policy studies in Higher Education, 1980) suggested that 
U-shaped per student cost curves existed. McLaughlin
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(1979), and Broomall (197B) found L-shaped cost curves. The 
Carnegie Commission (1971) found L-shaped unit cost curves, 
but believed that educational quality would deteriorate 
before diseconomies of scale revealed themselves. Hence, 
the Carnegie Commission recommended a community college size 
of from 2,000 to 5,000 students, believing this to be a size 
able to benefit from economies of scale and yet, at the same 
time, avoid that larger size at which quality deterioration 
has unknowingly already set in. The Carnegie Commission 
offered no evidence, however, to support its suggestion. 
Drucker, also offering no substantive support, believed the 
minimum size for an undergraduate college to be 
approximately 2,500 students and the maximum to be 8,000 to
10,000 students.
Despite attempts during this study to find evidence of 
both economies and diseconomies of scale, there was 
insufficient support for diseconomies of scale. In 
retrospect, the initial plot of raw data clearly suggested 
an inverse relationship between costs per student and 
enrollments. Thus, to find that a decaying exponential 
equation would finally surface to better describe the data 
plot possesses not only the support of statistical analysis, 
but meets the common sense test as well. It should be 
noted, however, that had regression analysis assumptions not 
been checked, there could have been other, perhaps 
erroneous, conclusions reached. It was the examining 
process; that is, the search for assumption violations, and
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finding them, that impelled further search for models, or 
equations, that would adequately describe the data.
Herein may lie a possible flaw in other economies of 
scale studies: the lack of analysis regarding assumption 
violations. This lack subjects the student of economies and 
diseconomies of scale to a somewhat incomplete picture on 
which to form his own judgments. Hence--parabolas could be 
induced in the data in the absence of assumption 
verification. This, then, suggests that this study 
possesses some rigor not found in other studies of economies 
and diseconomies of scale in America's higher education 
institutions,
Though Chapter II contains some views (Bowen [1980], 
Meeth [1975], Drucker [1974], Friedman [1983]) that service 
institutions grow almost irrevocably; that is, regardless of 
need, the current college revenue environment may, in fact, 
be such as to restrain budget and concomitant institution 
growth. Today's colleges are forced by market conditions to 
be conscious of the need to be cost competitive. A college 
cannot set its own fees in a vacuum, unless its preeminence, 
or market niche, allows it to do so. Perhaps a Stanford or 
a Harvard may be able to do so, but few colleges today can 
ignore the competition. All things being equal, it would 
seem that people will go to that institution with the 
smaller price.
This suggests that institutions of higher learning are 
indeed aware of the cost of neighboring institutions, and
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though not necessarily reducing their costs, are forced to 
be competitive. This may account for the lack of pronounced 
diseconomies of scale.
What does this bode for the legislator trying to figure 
where to spend educational money? It seems reasonable to 
believe that colleges have a minimum economic size; that is, 
an enrollment below which the costs per student are 
relatively high due to the institution being of insufficient 
size to take advantage of any economies of scale.
There are several ways to approximate that minimum 
size, denoted by that point on the cost curve at which a 
change of one student equals a change of one dollar in cost 
per student. This point is important because it is here 
that fewer enrollments equate to increasingly higher costs 
per student, and higher enrollments equate to lower costs 
per student--though the rate of decrease slows as 
enrollments continue to increase.
One method is to slice the enrollments into segments, 
find the mean cost per student per segment, and through an 
iterative process determine the segment where a change in 
enrollment of one student approximates a change of one 
dollar in cost per student. This t echnique’s result 
suggests that the minimum economic size lies somewhere 
between 500-1,000 students.
The calculations are fairly simple. Based on this 
sample's data, the mean cost per student in institutions of 
0-500 students i3 $2,476, while the mean enrollment is 377
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students. The mean cost per student in institutions of 
501-1,000 students is $2,093, while the mean enrollment is 
766 students. This suggests a change of $383 in mean cost 
per student while undergoing a change of 389 students in 
mean enrollment. The ratio is $383/389 students, or a 0.98 
dollar change for each student change. Thus, the breakpoint 
appears to be between 500 and 1000 students.
Another method is to take the computed curve's 
equation; that is, Y = (a)(X**-b)(EXP**(cX)), and calculate 
values of Y for various values of X. (See Appendix W for 
the values of a, b, and c. ) This method produces almost a 
dollar change per student change for an enrollment between 
500-600 students. For example: for an enrollment of 500 
students,
Y = (10840.14878)(X**-.264652}(EXP**{,0000112004)(X))
equals $2,104. An enrollment of 600 students produces a Y 
value of $2,007. Thus, a change of 100 students occurs 
while a change of $97 in cost per student takes place, or 
0.97 dollars per student. Calculating the change in cost 
per student from 400-500 students and from 600-700 students 
results in a change farther away from the sought one dollar 
to one student ratio. This suggests, then, that the 
breakpoint occurs between 500 and 600 students.
It must be stressed that these are approximations only. 
Using means and slices involves uneven sample sizes and
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unequal variance— and conclusions requiring caveats. 
Similarly, the computed cost curve is far from a perfect 
fit. Nevertheless, both methods produce a figure that, in 
conjunction with that point on the cost curve at which the 
cost curve nearly levels out, suggests the Carnegie 
Commission's figure of 2,000 student minimum to be sound.
Drunker*s (1980) minimum suggested size of 2,500 
students may be somewhat higher than necessary.
McLaughlin's (1979) four-year college "greatest saving's" 
between 2,500 and 7,500 students does not appear to fit the 
two-year college experience, though in fairness, he did not 
suggest it would. Likewise, Maynard's (1971} minimum point 
of 5,363 FTE students for his sample of 123 four-year public 
colleges also does not appear to fit the two-year college 
experience— and neither did he suggest it would.
In view of the data showing that half of this study's 
institutions possess enrollments of less than 1,000 
students, the suggestion of a cost breakpoint at less than
1,000 students may account for the ability of some two-year 
colleges to remain cost competitive.
The suggested cost breakpoint could be of value to 
legislators faced with knowing whether injecting tax money 
into an existing institution might require more on a per 
student basis than injecting tax money into another 
institution with more than a 1,000 students.
If establishing a new institution where enrollment is 
expected to be less than 1,000 students, legislators may be
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helped by studies suggesting costs per student are likely to 
be relatively high. On the other hand, if the option exists 
to expand an existing institution whose student population 
is greater than 1,000 students, the suggestion of relatively 
lower unit costs may make this option more attractive.
If politics enters the decision making process, then 
colleges will probably receive tax monies based on political 
considerations rather than cost effectiveness. The 
suggestion is that society should not confuse political 
issues with economic issues. If given a choice based on 
economics, it would seem to make sense to put the college 
where unit costs would be as low as economies of scale could 
determine.
What about the high enrollment end of the enrollment 
continuum? Should society put more students in the large 
institutions? People subscribing to the classical 
diseconomies of scale theories would claim that unit costs 
will begin to rise at some point. In other words, to the 
theorists it might initially be less costly to put more 
students into a larger institution, but might become more 
costly as the institution reaches that enrollment point at 
which diseconomies of scale presumably set in.
Though this study's findings do not support 
diseconomies of scale based on enrollments, it is still of 
interest to calculate a curve's minimum point--if such a 
point exists. The first derivative of Equation 20 with 
respect to X produces a minimum cost point at some value of
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X— in this case 23,630 students. (Interesting, also, is the 
first derivative of Equation 5 yielding a minimum cost per 
student enrollment figure of 18,255 students.) This figure 
seems high relative to the Carnegie Commission’s suggested 
upper figure of 5,000 students and Drucker's upper figure of 
8,000 to io (ooo students.
Again, caveats are in order in view of the cost curve 
being an imperfect fit to the actual data. This point
suggests the enrollment figure at which cost per student
starts climbing, be It ever so slowly, as enrollments 
increase. In this case, at the 23,630 enrollment figure 
(the low point) the cost per student is $983. At the 40,000 
student range, the cost per student calculates to be $1,027. 
This student figure agrees fairly well with Hansen (cited in 
witmer, 1967, p. 10), who suggested that diseconomies of 
scale begin to assert themselves in the 20,000 to 50,000 
student range, but further suggested that the evidence was 
"inconclusive."
It could be argued that the computed cost curve is 
simply too inaccurate to be used for calculating costs. It 
would be hard to refute this assertion. Hence, the computed 
cost equation is intended only as an indication. If the
computed cost equation is thought to be too much of an
approximation, then the fundamental question comes to the 
fore: do diseconomies of scale exist.
Inasmuch as the parabolic equation violated all three 
of the regression analysis assumptions and did not possess
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the best multiple correlation coefficient and R square, 
there is simply too little evidence coining from this study 
to subscribe to the diseconomies of scale arguments. This, 
in turn, suggests that loading up an existing institution 
with students makes more economic sense than any alternative 
whose purpose is to avoid the supposed diseconomies of scale 
problem.
It would appear that more students could be put at 
larger institutions without triggering off increasing unit 
costs. This is said advisably, because there may be some 
hidden costs associated with the large institution which 
analytical methods cannot readily find. The Carnegie 
Commission believed this to be the case, in view of their 
comment about quality eroding before the up turn in unit 
costs appears. The Carnegie Commission may or may not be 
correct. In any case, this study does little, if anything, 
to support unit costs increasing as institutional size 
increases; that is, diseconomies of scale based on 
enrollments.
Areas to Research
There was some indication that diseconomies of scale 
would appear in relation to the complexity issue. This 
statement suggests that as an institution grows larger, it 
is not institutional size that will result in higher unit 
costs. Rather, it is growth in numbers of departments or 
curricular offerings that will drive up unit costs (Blau,
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cited in Broomall, 1978); Broomall, 197fl; McLaughlin,
1979).
The complexity idea fits in with Presthus' (1962) work 
in which he suggested that one method devised by bureaucrats 
for getting promoted despite organizational blocks is to get 
their subordinates promoted. The typical
superior-subordinate relationship demands that the superior 
possess a higher grade than the subordinate. Thus, if the 
subordinates have been elevated in grade to where they equal 
or approach the superior's grade, it then becomes 
quasi-necessary to promote the superior--to keep the lines 
of authority clear between superior and subordinate.
The complexity issue appears to have merit. If larger 
institutions perforce have more departments, curricular 
offerings, and so forth, it seems possible that diseconomies 
of scale attributed to large enrollments may have settled on 
the wrong cause of these supposed diseconomies of scale. If 
the real culprit is complexity, then complexity can occur in 
small institutions as well as large— if empire building is 
accepted as a part of the bureaucratic environment.
Therefore, further study of this issue appears warranted, 
using path analysis to help isolate direct and indirect 
a ffects.
In this regard, the suggested finding of a cost per 
student differential between occupational and 
nonoccupational curriculums may be linked to the complexity 
issue. Perhaps occupational programs have more departments,
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faculty, as well as equipment, than nonoccupational 
programs. The issue merits further study.
Though this study used regression analysis, there may 
be merit in slicing the data into equal size groups and 
studying the problem of diseconomies of scale through some 
other method of statistical analysis. This method would 
present problems due to the variance of Ys for a given X 
being so disparate. Nevertheless, given enough patience, a 
researcher might locate that grouping balance in which the 
groups contained the same number of institutions and the 
variances of the dependent variable in the groups are 
roughly equal.
This study's findings do not support the existence of 
diseconomies of scale attributable to enrollments. 
Nevertheless, the nagging question remains. How can an 
institution grow in size, an action that typically requires 
more faculty and staff, and not have an increase in total 
current expenses? Are the costs being absorbed somewhere 
else in the budget? Is building maintenance being deferred?
Answering these questions would require considerable 
tenacity in ferreting out those practices in which funds are 
transferred intra-institution, and thereby perhaps 
camouflaging the fact that a cost has occurred.
On the other hand, it does not seem likely that 758 
institutions have been carrying on covert financial 
transactions for 10 years just for the purpose of masking 
their true current expenses. Thus, if diseconomies of scale 
exist, this study fails to find them related to enrollments.
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APPENDIX A
INSTITUTIONS IN SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1007 ALEXANDER CITY STATE JC AL STATE NON
1015 ENTERPRISE ST JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1017 GADSDEN STATE JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1018 GEO C WALLACE ST CC-DOTHN AL STATE OCC
1021 JEFFERSON DAVIS STATE JC AL STATE NON
1022 JEFFERSON ST JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1030 S. D. BISHOP ST JC AL STATE NON
1031 NTHEST ALA ST JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1032 NTHWST ALA ST JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1034 PATRICK HENRY STATE JC AL STATE NON
1038 SNEAD STATE JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
104 G 5THN UNION ST JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
1059 LAWSON STATE CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE OCC
1060 FAULKNER STATE JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
8988 LURLEEN B WALLACE ST JC AL STATE NON
9134 BREWER STATE JR COLLEGE AL STATE NON
9980 GEO C WALLACE ST CC-SEIMA AL STATE OCC
12182 CHATTAHOOCHEE VALLEY CC AL STATE NON
1071 ARIZONA WESTERN COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
1072 COCHrSE COLLEGE AZ LOCAL NON
1073 EASTERN ARIZONA COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL OCC
1076 GLENDALE CMTY COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
1077 MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
1078 PHOENIX COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL OCC
1079 YAVAPAI COLLEGE AZ LOCAL NON
7266 PIMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
7283 CENTRAL ARIZONA COLLEGE AZ LOCAL OCC
8246 NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE AZ LOCAL NON
0303 MARICOPA TECH CC AZ STATE/LOCAL OCC
8304 SCOTTSDALE CMTY COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
11862 NORTHLAND PIONEER COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL OCC
11864 MOHAVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL NON
1104 PHILLIPS CO CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE/LOCAL OCC
1110 WESTARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE AR STATE/LOCAL NON
12105 GARLAND CO CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE/LOCAL NON
12860 MISS CO CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE/LOCAL NON
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS IN SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1111 ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1113 ANTELOPE VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
111B BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1119 BARSTOW COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1124 CABHILLO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1161 CERRITOS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1163 CHAFFEY COMMUNITY COLL CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1166 CITRUS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1176 WEST HILLS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1178 M A R I N ,COLLEGE OF CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1181 SAN MATEO,COLLEGE OF CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1182 DESERT,COLLEGE OF THE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1185 REDWOODS,COLLEGE OF THE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
118 6 SEQUOIAS,COLLEGE OF THE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1187 SISKIYOUS,COLLEGE OF THE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1188 COMPTON CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1190 CONTRA COSTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1191 DIABLO VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1192 CUESTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1193 CYPRESS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1197 EL CAMINO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1199 FOOTHILL COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1201 FULLERTON COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1202 GAVILAN COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1203 GLENDALE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1206 GOLDEN WEST COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1208 GROSSMONT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1209 HARTNELL COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1214 IMPERIAL VALLEY COLLEGE CA LOCAL NON
1217 LASSEN COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1219 LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1222 EAST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1223 LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1224 LOS ANG HARBOR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1226 LOS ANG PIERCE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1227 LOS ANG TR TECH COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1228 LOS ANG VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS IN SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1233 SACRAMENTO CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1237 MERCED COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1239 MIRA COSTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1240 MODESTO JUNIOR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1242 MONTEREY PEN COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1245 MOUNT SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1246 MT SAN JACINTO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1247 NAPA VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1250 ORANGE COAST COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1259 PALO VERDE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1260 PALOMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1261 PASADENA CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1266 LANEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1267 MERRITT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1268 PORTERVILLE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1269 RIO HONDO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1270 RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1272 SN BERNARDINO VLY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1275 SAN DIEGO HESA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1280 SAN JOAQUIN DELTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1282 SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
12B4 SANTA ANA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1285 SANTA BARBARA CTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1286 SANTA MONICA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1287 SANTA ROSA JUNIOR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1289 SHASTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1290 SIERRA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1292 SOLANO COUNTY CC CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1294 SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1307 FRESNO CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1308 KINGS RIVER CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1309 TAFT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1334 VENTURA COLLEGE CA LOCAL NON
1335 VICTOR VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
13 38 WEST VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1344 YUBA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
4460 DE ANZA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL *
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE n a m e STATE CONTROL CURR
4481 OHLONE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
6973 CANADA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
7047 LOS ANG SOUTHWEST COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
7115 MOORPARK COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
7536 COSUMNES RIVER COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
7707 COLUMBIA C-COLUMBIA CA STATE/LOCAL NON
7713 SKYLINE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL A
8073 BUTTE COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
8306 ALAMEDA,COLLEGE OF CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
8596 WEST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
8597 FEATHER RIVER COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
8895 SAN DIEGO CITY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
8903 CANYONS,COLLEGE OF THE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
8918 SADDLEBACK COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
9272 CRAFT ON HILLS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL OCC
9552 AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
10111 CERRO COSO CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
10340 LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
11672 MENDOCINO COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
11730 INDIAN VALLEY COLLEGES CA STATE/LOCAL NON
12550 LOS ANGELES MISSION C CA STATE/LOCAL NON
12842 OXNARD COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
12907 LAKE TAHOE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL NON
1346 ARAPAHOE CMTY COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
1355 LAMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE CO STATE NON
1359 COLORADO NORTHWESTERN CC CO STATE/LOCAL OCC
1361 NORTHEASTERN JR COLLEGE CO LOCAL NON
1362 OTERO JUNIOR COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
1368 TRINIDAD STATE JR COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
7502 AIMS COMMUNITY COLLEGE CO LOCAL OCC
7933 FRONT RANGE CC CO STATE OCC
8896 PIKES PEAK CMTY COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
9542 DENVER AURARIA CMTY COL CO STATE NON
9543 RED ROCKS CMTY COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
9981 MORGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE CO STATE OCC
1308 HARTFORD ST TECH COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
1392 MANCHESTER CMTY COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
* = HISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1398 NTHWSTN CONN CMTY COLLEGE CT STATE NON
1399 NORWALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE CT STATE NON
1400 NORWALK ST TECH COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
1413 THAMES VLY STATE TECH C CT STATE OCC
1423 WATERBURY ST TECH COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
4513 HOUSATONIC CMTY COL CT STATE OCC
6982 MATTATUCK CMTY COLLEGE CT STATE NON
7635 GREATER HARTFORD CC CT STATE NON
8037 SOUTH CEN CMTY COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
9764 TUNXIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
9765 MOHEGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE CT STATE NON
10530 QUINEBAUG VALLEY CC CT STATE OCC
11150 ASNUNTUCK CMTY COLLEGE CT STATE OCC
7053 DEL TECH £ CC STHN CAM DE STATE OCC
11387 DEL TECH CC STAN-WIIMGTN DE STATE OCC
11727 DEL TECH St CC TERRY CAM DE STATE OCC
1470 BREVARD CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1471 CENTRAL FLA CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1472 CHIPOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE FL STATE/LOCAL NON
1475 DAYTONA BCH CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL OCC
1477 EDISON COMMUNITY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1464 FLA JR COLLEGE JACKSONVL FL LOCAL NON
1485 FLORIDA KEYS CMTY COLLEGE FL STATE/LOCAL NON
1490 GULF COAST CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1493 INDIAN RIVER CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL OCC
1500 BROWARD CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1501 LAKE CITY CMTY COLLEGE FL STATE NON
1502 LAKE-SUMTER CMTY COLLEGE FL STATE/LOCAL NON
1504 MANATEE JUNIOR COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1506 MIAMI-DADE CMTY COLLEGE FL STATE NON
1508 NORTH FLORIDA JR COLLEGE FL STATE/LOCAL OCC
1510 OKALOOSA-WALTON JUNIOR C FL LOCAL NON
1512 PALM BEACH JUNIOR COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1513 PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1514 POLK COMMUNITY COLLEGE FL STATE NON
1519 SANTA FE CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1520 SEMINOLE CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1522 SOUTH FLORIDA JR COLLEGE FL LOCAL OCC
1523 SNT JOHNS RIVER CMTY COL FL STATE/LOCAL NON
1528 SAINT PETERSBG JR COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
1533 TALLAHASSEE CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
6750 VALENCIA CMTY COLLEGE FL LOCAL NON
7870 HILLSBOROUGH CMTY COLLEGE FL STATE NON
10652 PASCO-HERNANDO CC FL STATE NON
1541 ABRAHAM BALDWIN AGRL C GA STATE NON
1543 ALBANY JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
1558 BRUNSWICK JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE OCC
1562 DEKALB COMMUNITY COLLEGE GA LOCAL NON
1567 GAINESVILLE JR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
1575 GORDON JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
1581 MIDDLE GEORGIA COLLEGE GA STATE NON
1592 SOUTH GEORGIA COLLEGE GA STATE NON
3956 DALTON JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
7728 MACON JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
8976 CLAYTON JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
9507 FLOYD JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
10997 EMANUEL CO JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE *
11074 BAINBRIDGE JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE OCC
12165 ATLANTA JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE NON
1612 HONOLULU COMMUNITY COL HI STATE OCC
1613 KAPIOLANI CC HI STATE OCC
1614 KAUAI CC HI STATE OCC
1615 MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE HI STATE OCC
4 54 9 LEEWARD CC HI STATE NON
10390 WINDWARD CC HI STATE NON
1619 SOUTHERN IDAHO,COLLEGE OF ID LOCAL OCC
1623 NORTH IDAHO COLLEGE ID LOCAL NON
1636 BELLEVILLE AREA COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
1638 BLACK HAWK C QUAD-CITIES IL LOCAL OCC
1640 PRAIRIE STATE COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
1643 SPOON RIVER COLLEGE IL LOCAL OCC
1648 CITY C CHGO TRUMAN C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1649 CITY C CHICAGO DALEY C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
1650 CITY C CHGO MALCOLM X C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1652 CITY C CHICAGO LOOP C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1654 CITY C CHGO KENNEDY-KING IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1655 CITY C CHICAGO WRIGHT C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1669 DANVILLE AREA CMTY C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1675 ELGIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE IL LOCAL NON
1681 HIGHLAND CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/ LOCAL NON
1699 JOLIET JUNIOR COLLEGE IL LOCAL NON
1701 KASKASKIA COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1705 ILLINOIS VLY CMTY COLLEGE IL LOCAL OCC
1728 MORTON COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1742 ILL ESTN CC OLNEY CEN C IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1747 ROCK VALLEY COLLEGE IL LOCAL NON
1752 SAUK VALLEY COLLEGE IL STATE OCC
1757 SOUTHEASTERN ILL COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1769 THORNTON CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
1773 t r i t o n  c o l l e g e IL LOCAL OCC
1779 ILL ESTN CC WABASH VLY C IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
3961 W M  RAINEY HARPER COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
6656 DUPAGE,COLLEGE OF IL STATE/LOCAL NON
6753 ILLINOIS CENTRAL COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
6931 WAUBONSEE CMTY COLLEGE IL LOCAL NON
7118 PARKLAND COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7119 r e n d  l a k e  COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7170 LINCOLN LAND CMTY COLLEGE IL LOCAL NON
7265 CARL SANDBURG COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7538 BLACK HAWK C EAST CAMPUS IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7644 LAKE LAND COLLEGE IL STATE/ LOCAL OCC
7684 KISHWAUKEE COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7690 KANKAKEE CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
7691 MCHENRY COUNTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7692 MORAINE VLY CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
7693 SHAWNEE COLLEGE IL LOCAL OCC
7694 LAKE COUNTY,COLLEGE OF IL STATE/LOCAL NON
8076 JOHN A LOGAN COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
9332 STATE CC AT EAST ST.LOUIS IL STATE OCC
9767 CITY C CHGO OLIVE-HARVEY IL STATE/LOCAL NON
* = MISSING DATA
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9786 IL ESTN CC LINCOLN TRAIL IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
9896 OAKTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL NON
10020 LEWIS AND CLARK CC IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
10879 RICHLAND CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL OCC
1843 VINCENNES UNIVERSITY IN STATE NON
8423 IND VOC TE C-NTHCEN TE IN IN STATE OCC
8547 IND VOC TEC C-WB VY TE IN IN STATE OCC
9917 IND VOC TEC C-CE IN TE IN IN STATE OCC
9925 IND VOC TEC C-5W TEC IN IN STATE OCC
9926 IND VOC TEC C-NE TE IN IN STATE OCC
10038 IND VOC TEC C-COLUM TE IN IN STATE OCC
10039 IND VOC TEC C-LAF TE IN IN STATE OCC
10041 IND VOC TEC C-KOKO TE IN IN STATE OCC
1857 SOUTHWESTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE NON
1862 ELLSWORTH CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL NON
1865 IOWA CENTRAL CC IA LOCAL NON
1875 MARSHALLTWN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL NON
1877 N IOWA AREA CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL NON
4076 KIRKWOOD CMTY COLLEGE IA LOCAL OCC
4587 NTHEST IA TECH INSTITUTE IA LOCAL OCC
4595 HAWKEYE INST TECHNOLOGY IA STATE/LOCAL OCC
7316 WESTERN IOWA TECH IA STATE/LOCAL OCC
8739 IOWA WESTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL OCC
1901 ALLEN CO CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
1902 COWLEY CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
1906 BUTLER CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
1909 CLOUD CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL OCC
1910 COFFEYVL CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
1911 COLBY COMMUNITY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
1913 DODGE CTY CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
1916 FT SCOTT CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL OCC
1919 GARDEN CITY CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
1921 HIGHLAND CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
1923 HUTCHINSN CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
1924 INDEPENDENCE CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL 4
1925 KANSAS CITY KANS CMTY C KS LOCAL NON
1930 LABETTE CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
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1936 NEOSHO CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
1938 PRATT CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
4608 BARTON CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
4611 KANSAS TECHNICAL INST KS STATE OCC
8228 SEWARD CO CMTY COLLEGE KS STATE/LOCAL NON
8244 JOHNSN CO CMTY COLLEGE KS LOCAL NON
4626 DELGADO CMTY COLLEGE LA STATE/LOCAL OCC
9271 SAINT BERNARD PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL NON
5525 SOUTHERN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE OCC
2057 ALLEGANY CMTY COLLEGE MD LOCAL OCC
2058 ANNE ARUNDEL CMTY COLLEGE MD STATE/LOCAL NON
2061 BALTIMORE,CMTY COLLEGE OF MD STATE/LOCAL OCC
2063 CATONSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2064 CHARLES CO CMTY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2070 ESSEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2071 FREDERICK CMTY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2074 HAGERSTOWN JUNIOR COLLEGE MD STATE/LOCAL NON
2075 HARFORD COMMUNITY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2081 MONTGOMERY C TAKOMA PARK MD LOCAL OCC
2082 MONTGOMERY C ROCKVILLE MD LOCAL OCC
2089 PRINCE GEORGES CC MD STATE/LOCAL NON
4650 CHESAPEAKE COLLEGE MD STATE/ LOCAL OCC
8175 HOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE MD STATE/LOCAL NON
8308 CECIL COMMUNITY COLLEGE MD STATE/LOCAL NON
9935 DUNDALK CMTY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
10014 GARRETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE MD LOCAL NON
2167 BERKSHIRE CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2169 GREENFIELD CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2170 HOLYOKE COMMUNITY COLLEGE MA STATE OCC
2171 MASS BAY CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE OCC
2172 MT WACHUSETT CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2173 NORTH SHORE CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2174 NTHN ESSEX CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2175 QUINSIGAMOND CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2176 BRISTOL COMMUNITY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2177 MASSASOIT CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE NON
2205 QUINCY JUNIOR COLLEGE MA LOCAL OCC
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8078 SPRINGFIELD TECHNICAL CC MA STATE OCC
9936 MIDDLESEX CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE OCC
112 10 BUNKER HILL CMTY COLLEGE MA STATE OCC
11930 ROXBURY COMMUNITY COLLEGE MA STATE OCC
2237 ALPENA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2240 BAY DE NOC CMTY COLLEGE Ml LOCAL OCC
2251 DELTA COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2261 CHAS S MOTT CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
2263 GLEN OAKS CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2264 GOGEBIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
2267 GRAND RAPIDS JR COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2270 HENRY FORD CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2271 HIGHLAND PK CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
2274 JACKSON COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2276 KELLOGG COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
2277 LAKE MICHIGAN COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2278 LANSING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2294 MONROE CO CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2295 MONTCALM CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2297 MUSKEGON CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2299 NORTH CEN MICH COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2 3 02 NORTHWESTERN MICH COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
2310 SNT CLAIR CO CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2315 SCHOOLCRAFT COLLEGE MI LOCAL NON
2317 SOUTHWESTERN MICH COLLEGE MI STATE/LOCAL NON
2328 WASHTENAW CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
6768 MID MICHIGAN CMTY COLLEGE MI STATE/LOCAL OCC
6949 KALAMAZOO VALLEY CC MI LOCAL OCC
7171 KIRTLAND CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
7950 WEST SHORE CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL OCC
8760 OAKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE MI STATE/LOCAL NON
9230 WAYNE COUNTY CMTY COLLEGE MI STATE/LOCAL NON
2332 ANOKA-RAMSEY CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2335 AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2339 BRAINERD CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2352 FERGUS FALLS CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2362 MINNEAPOLIS CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
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2370 N HENNEPIN CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2373 ROCHESTER CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2305 NORTHLAND CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2392 WILLMAR CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2395 WORTHINGTON CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
6774 LAKEWOOD CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
7954 NORMANDALE CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
9740 INVER HILLS CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE NON
2401 COAHOMA JUNIOR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL OCC
2402 COPIAH-LINCOLN JR COLLEGE MS STATE NON
2404 EAST CENTRAL JR COLLEGE MS LOCAL NON
2405 EAST MISS JUNIOR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL NON
2407 HINDS JUNIOR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL NON
2 4 00 HOLMES JUNIOR COLLEGE MS LOCAL OCC
2 4 09 ITAWAMBA JUNIOR COLLEGE MS LOCAL OCC
2411 JONES CO JUNIOR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL NON
2413 MERIDIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE MS LOCAL NON
2416 MISS DELTA JUNIOR COLLEGE MS LOCAL OCC
2426 NORTHEAST MISS JR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL OCC
2427 NORTHWEST MISS JR COLLEGE MS STATE NON
2430 PEARL RIVER JR COLLEGE MS STATE/LOCAL OCC
2436 SOUTHWEST MISS JR COLLEGE MS LOCAL NON
2445 UTICA JUNIOR COLLEGE MS STATE OCC
2470 SNT LU CC-FLORISSANT VLY MO LOCAL NON
2471 SNT LU CC-FOREST PARK MO LOCAL OCC
2472 SAINT LOUIS CC-MERAMEC MO LOCAL NON
2484 PENN VALLEY CMTY COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
2406 MINERAL AREA COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
2491 MOBERLY AREA JUNIOR COLLE MO STATE/LOCAL NON
2514 TRENTON JUNIOR COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
4713 THREE RIVERS CMTY COLLEGE MO STATE/LOCAL NON
7102 JEFFERSON COLLEGE MO STATE/LOCAL OCC
8000 STATE FAIR CMTY COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
8B62 EAST CENTRAL COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
9139 MAPLE WOODS CMTY COLLEGE MO LOCAL OCC
914 0 LONGVIEW CMTY COLLEGE MO LOCAL NON
2528 MILES COMMUNITY COLLEGE MT STATE/LOCAL NON
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2529 DAWSON COMMUNITY COLLEGE MT STATE/LOCAL NON
6777 FLATHEAD VLY CMTY COLLEGE MT LOCAL NON
11667 NORTHEAST TECH CC AREA NE LOCAL OCC
125B6 METROPOLITAN TECH CC AREA NE LOCAL OCC
6977 NORTHERN NEV CMTY COLLEGE NV STATE NON
10362 CLARK CO CMTY COLLEGE NV STATE OCC
10363 WESTERN NEVADA CMTY COL NV STATE NON
2501 NH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE NH STATE OCC
2583 NH VOC-TECH C STRATHAM NH STATE OCC
5291 NH VOC-TECH C BERLIN NH STATE OCC
7555 NH VOC-TECH C LACONIA NH STATE OCC
7560 NH VOC-TECH C CLAREMONT NH STATE OCC
9236 NH VOC-TECH C NASHUA NH STATE OCC
2596 ATLANTIC CMTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
2601 CUMBERLAND COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
2615 MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
2624 OCEAN COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
4736 BERGEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
4740 MERCER CO CMTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
5461 SALEM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL OCC
6865 CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL OCC
6901 GLOUCESTER COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
7107 ESSEX COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
7729 COUNTY COLLEGE OF MORRIS NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
7730 BURLINGTON COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
7731 SOMERSET COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
8404 BROOKDALE CMTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
9994 PASSAIC CO CMTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL NON
2655 NEW MEXICO JUNIOR COLLEGE NM LOCAL NON
2691 CUNY BORO OF MANHATTAN CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2692 CUNY BRONX CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2694 CUNY KINGSBOROUGH CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2697 CUNY QUEENSBOROUGH CC NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2854 SUNY AGRL £ TECH C ALFRED NY STATE OCC
2855 SUNY AGRL £ TECH C CANTON NY STATE OCC
2856 SUNY AGRL TECH C COBLESKL NY STATE NON
2057 SUNY AGRL £ TECH C DELHI NY STATE OCC
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2858 SUNY AGRL TECH C FARMNGDL NY STATE NON
2859 SUNY AGRL TECH C MORRISVL NY STATE NON
2860 ADIRONDACK CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2861 CAYUGA CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2062 BROOME COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2863 CORNING COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2864 DUTCHESS CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2865 ERIE CC NORTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2867 FULTON-MONTGOMERY CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2868 HUDSON VLY CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2869 JAMESTOWN CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2870 JEFFERSON CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2871 MOHAWK VLY CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2872 MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2873 NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2874 NIAGARA CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2875 ONONDAGA CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2876 ORANGE CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2877 ROCKLAND CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2878 SUFFOLK CO CC SELDEN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2879 SULLIVAN CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2880 ULSTER CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
2881 WESTCHESTER CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
478B HERKIMER CO CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
6782 GENESEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
6785 SCHENECTADY COUNTY CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
6787 CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
6788 TOMPKINS-CORTLAND CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
6789 COLUMBIA-GREENE CC NY STATE/LOCAL NON
7111 N COUNTRY CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
7532 FINGER LAKES,CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
8611 CUNY HOSTOS CMTY COLLEGE NY STATE/LOCAL NON
10051 CUNY LA GUARDIA CC NY STATE/LOCAL OCC
2915 CEN PIEDMONT CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2917 ALBEMARLE COLLEGE OF THE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2919 DAVIDSON CO CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2934 ISOTHERMAL CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
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2940 LENOIR CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2947 MITCHELL CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
2958 ROCKINGHAM CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL NON
2961 SANDHILLS CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
2964 SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE NON
2970 SURRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE NC STATE NON
2973 GASTON COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2980 WAYNE COMMUNITY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2982 WESTERN PIEDMONT CC NC STATE OCC
2983 WILKES COMMUNITY COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
4033 ASHEVL BUNCOMBE TECH C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
4062 PITT CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
4835 CALDWELL CC AND TECH INST NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
4838 GUILFORD TECHNICAL CC NC STATE OCC
4844 WAKE TECHNICAL COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
4845 WILSON CO TECHNICAL INST NC STATE OCC
5317 FORSYTH TECHNICAL INST NC STATE OCC
5318 CATAWBA VALLEY TECH C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5320 CAPE FEAR TECHNICAL INST NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5447 RANDOLPH TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5448 DURHAM TECHNICAL INST NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5449 CEN CAROLINA TECH C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5463 TECH C OF ALAMANCE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5464 RICHMOND TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
5754 ROWAN TECHNICAL COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
7031 PAMLICO TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
7640 FAYETTEVILLE TECH INST NC STATE OCC
7687 JAMES SPRUNT TECH COLLEGE NC STATE NON
7892 SAMPSON TECHNICAL INST NC STATE/LOCAL NON
7985 ANSON TECHNICAL COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
7986 HALIFAX CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
7987 BLADEN TECHNICAL INST NC STATE OCC
7988 MARTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
8081 CARTERET TECHNICAL COL NC STATE/ LOCAL OCC
8082 CLEVELAND TECH COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8083 HAYWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE NC STATE OCC
8084 COASTAL CAROLINA CC NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
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8085 MCDOWELL TECHNICAL COL NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8086 CRAVEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8466 SOUTHWESTERN TECH C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8557 NASH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8558 BEAUFORT CO CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8612 ROBESON TECHNICAL COL NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
0613 ROANOKE-CHOWAN TECH C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
8855 EDGECOMBE TECH COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
9336 JOHNSTON TECHNICAL COL NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
9430 TRI-COUNTY CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE NON
9646 PIEDHONT TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
9684 BLUE RIDGE TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
9903 VANCE-GRANVL CMTY COLLEGE NC STATE RELAT OCC
11194 STANLY TECHNICAL C NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
11197 MAYLAND TECHNICAL COLLEGE NC STATE/LOCAL OCC
2988 BISMARCK JUNIOR COLLEGE ND STATE OCC
2991 LAKE REGION CMTY COLLEGE ND STATE/LOCAL OCC
2996 ND STATE SCHOOL SCIENCE ND STATE OCC
3068 LORAIN CO CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE/LOCAL NON
3119 SINCLAIR CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE/LOCAL NON
4852 CLARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
5313 NORTH CEN TECH COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
5753 OWENS TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
6804 LAKELAND CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE/LOCAL NON
6867 COLUMBUS TECHNICAL INST OH STATE OCC
7275 JEFFERSON TECHNICAL C OH STATE/LOCAL NON
7598 HOCKING TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE NON
8133 MUSKINGUM AREA TECH C OH STATE OCC
8278 TERRA TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
8677 NORTHWEST TECH COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
9941 BEIMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
10027 LIMA TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
10345 CINCINNATI TECH COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
10453 WASHINGTON TECH COLLEGE OH STATE OCC
10736 MARION TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE NON
10801 STARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE OH STATE/LOCAL OCC
11046 CENTRAL OHIO TECHNICAL C OH STATE NON
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12270 EDISON STATE CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE NON
3146 WESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE C OK STATE NON
3153 CONNORS STATE COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3155 EASTERN OKLA ST COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3156 EL RENO JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL NON
3158 MURRAY STATE COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3160 NTHESTN OKLA AGRL-MECH C OK STATE NON
3162 NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3168 ROGERS STATE COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3176 CARL ALBERT JR COLLEGE OK STATE NON
3178 SEMINOLE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL NON
9185 ROSE STATE COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL NON
9763 TULSA JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE OCC
10391 OKLAHOMA CITY CMTY COLLEG OK STATE/LOCAL NON
3186 BLUE MTN CMTY COLLEGE OR STATE/LOCAL OCC
3188 CENTRAL OREG CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3189 CLATSOP COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR STATE/LOCAL NON
3196 LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3 2 04 MOUNT HOOD CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3213 PORTLAND CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3218 CHEMEKETA CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3220 STHWSTN OREG CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3221 TREASURE VLY CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL NON
3222 UMPQUA COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR LOCAL NON
4870 CLACKAMAS CMTY COLLEGE OR LOCAL NON
6938 LINN-BENTON CMTY COLLEGE OR STATE/LOCAL NON
10182 ROGUE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR LOCAL OCC
3239 BUCKS COUNTY CMTY COLLEGE PA LOCAL NON
3240 BUTLER CO CMTY COLLEGE PA LOCAL OCC
3249 PHILADELPHIA, CC OF PA STATE/LOCAL NON
3273 HARRISBURG AREA CC PA STATE/LOCAL NON
3395 WILLIAMSPORT AREA CC PA LOCAL OCC
4051 ALLEG CO ALLEG CAM, CC PA LOCAL OCC
4052 ALLEG CO BOYCE CAM, CC PA LOCAL OCC
4 4 52 MONTGOMERY CO COMMUNITY C PA LOCAL NON
6807 BEAVER CO,CMTY COLLEGE OF PA STATE/LOCAL OCC
6810 LEHIGH CO CMTY COLLEGE PA STATE/LOCAL OCC
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6811 LUZERNE CO CMTY COLLEGE PA LOCAL OCC
7110 DELAWARE CO CMTY COLLEGE PA STATE/LOCAL NON
7184 ALLEGHENY CO SOUTH CAM,CC PA LOCAL OCC
7191 NORTHAMPTON CO AREA CC PA STATE/LOCAL OCC
10176 WESTMORELAND COUNTY CC PA LOCAL OCC
10388 READING AREA CMTY COLLEGE PA STATE/LOCAL OCC
3408 RHODE ISLAND, CC OF RI STATE NON
3990 FLORENCE DARLINGTON TECH SC STATE/LOCAL OCC
3991 GREENVILLE TECH COLLEGE sc STATE OCC
3992 PIEDMONT TECH COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL OCC
3993 MIDLANDS TECH COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL OCC
3994 SPARTANBURG TECH COLLEGE sc STATE OCC
3995 SUMTER AREA TECH COLLEGE SC STATE OCC
3996 YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE OCC
4925 HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECH C SC STATE/LOCAL OCC
4926 TRI-COUNTY TECH COLLEGE SC STATE OCC
6B15 ORANGEBURG CALHOUN TECH C SC STATE OCC
7602 CHESTERFLD-MARLBORO TECH SC STATE OCC
9910 BEAUFORT TECH COLLEGE SC STATE OCC
10056 AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE OCC
3483 COLUMBIA ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
3998 CHATTANOOGA ST TECH CC TN STATE OCC
3999 CLEVELAND ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
4937 JACKSON ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
6835 DYERS BURG ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
6836 MOTLOW STATE CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
7105 STATE TECH INST MEMPHIS TN STATE OCC
814 5 NASHVILLE STATE TECH INST TN STATE OCC
8863 WALTERS ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
9912 VOLUNTEER ST CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
9914 ROANE STATE CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
10439 SHELBY STATE CMTY COLLEGE TN STATE NON
3539 ALVIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3540 AMARILLO COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
3546 BEE COUNTY COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
3549 BLINN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3553 CISCO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE OCC
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3554 CLARENDON COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3558 COOKE COUNTY COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
3563 DEL MAR COLLEGE TX LOCAL OCC
3560 FRANK PHILLIPS COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3 57 0 GRAYSON CO COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3572 HENDERSON CO JR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3573 HILL JUNIOR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3574 HOWARD CO JC DIST TX s t a t e /l o c a l OCC
3580 KILGORE COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3582 LAREDO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX LOCAL OCC
35B3 LEE COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
3590 MCLENNAN CMTY COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3593 NAVARRO COLLEGE TX l o c a l NON
3596 ODESSA COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3600 PANOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3601 PARIS JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
3603 RANGER JUNIOR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3608 SAINT PHILIP'S COLLEGE TX LOCAL OCC
3609 SAN JACINTO C CENTRAL CAM TX LOCAL NON
3611 SOUTH PLAINS COLLEGE TX STATE OCC
3614 SOUTHWEST TEX JR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3627 TEMPLE JUNIOR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3628 TEXARKANA COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3634 TEX ST TECH INST WACO CAM TX STATE OCC
3643 TEXAS SOUTHMOST COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3648 TYLER JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3662 VICTORIA COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
3664 WEATHERFORD COLLEGE TX LOCAL OCC
3668 WHARTON CO JR COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
4003 CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
4453 EL CENTRO COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
6661 ANGELINA COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
6662 GALVESTON COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
7096 MAINLAND,COLLEGE OF THE TX LOCAL NON
7857 BRAZOSPORT COLLEGE TX LOCAL OCC
8503 MOUNTAIN VIEW COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
8504 RICHLAND COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
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8510 EASTFIELD COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
9163 SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
9549 WESTERN TEXAS COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
9797 MIDLAND COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
10060 VERNON REG JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
10387 EL PASO CMTY COLLEGE TX LOCAL NON
10633 HOUSTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL OCC
11145 NORTH HARRIS CO COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
12015 AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL NON
3 671 DIXIE COLLEGE UT STATE NON
3676 EASTERN UTAH, COL OF UT STATE NON
3679 SNOW COLLEGE UT STATE NON
4027 UTAH TECH COLLEGE PROVO UT STATE OCC
5220 UTAH TECH COLLEGE SALT LK UT STATE OCC
3698 VERMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE VT STATE OCC
11167 VERMONT, COM COL OF VT STATE NON
3712 TIDEWATER CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
3727 NORTHERN VA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE NON
3740 ESTN SHORE CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
3751 PATRICK HENRY CC VA STATE OCC
3758 DANVILLE CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
3759 J SARGEANT REYNOLDS CC VA STATE OCC
3760 VA WESTERN CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
3761 WYTHEVILLE CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
4004 JOHN TYLER CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
4988 CENTRAL VA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
4996 DABNEY S LANCASTER CC VA STATE OCC
5223 NEW RIVER CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
6819 BLUE RIDGE CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
6871 THOMAS NELSON CMTY COL VA STATE OCC
7099 VA HIGHLANDS CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
7260 SOUTHWEST VA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
8659 LORD FAIRFAX CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE NON
B660 GERMANNA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE NON
8661 SOUTHSIDE VA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
9159 PAUL D CAMP CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
9160 RAPPAHANNOCK CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
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9629 MTN EMPIRE CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE OCC
9928 PIEDMONT VA CMTY COLLEGE VA STATE NON
3769 BELLEVUE CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3770 BIG BEND CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3772 CENTRALIA COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3773 CLARK COLLEGE WA STATE OCC
3774 COLUMBIA BASIN COL WA STATE NON
3776 EVERETT CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3779 GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE WA STATE/LOCAL NON
3780 GREEN RIVER CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3781 HIGHLINE CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3782 LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE WA STATE OCC
3784 OLYMPIC COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3786 PENINSULA COLLEGE WA STATE/LOCAL NON
3791 SHORELINE CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3792 SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3793 SPOKANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE WA STATE OCC
3796 TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3801 WENATCHEE VALLEY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3805 YAKIMA VALLEY CC WA STATE OCC
5000 FORT STEILACOOM CC WA STATE NON
5001 EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
5006 WALLA WALLA CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
5372 SO PUGET SOUND CMTY C WA STATE NON
9544 SPOKANE FALLS CMTY COL WA STATE NON
9704 NORTH SEATTLE CC WA STATE OCC
9705 SEATTLE CENTRAL CC WA STATE OCC
9706 SEATTLE CC SOUTH CAMPUS WA STATE OCC
10364 WHATCOM CMTY COLLEGE WA STATE NON
3816 STHN W VA CC WV STATE NON
38 2 G PARKERSBURG CMTY COLLEGE WV STATE NON
3829 POTOMAC ST C OF W VA U WV STATE NON
9054 WEST VIRGINIA NORTHERN CC WV STATE NON
3840 WESTERN WIS TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
3866 MILWAUKEE AREA TECH C WI LOCAL OCC
3897 UNIV OF WISCONSIN CTRS WI STATE *
4007 MADISON AREA TECH COLLEGE WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
* = MISSING DATA
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c o n t i n u e d
INSTITUTIONS IN SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL CURR
5297 LAKESHOHE TECHNICAL INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
5304 DISTRICT ONE TECH INST WI LOCAL OCC
5380 MID-STATE TECHNICAL INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
5387 NORTH CENTRAL TECH INST WI LOCAL OCC
5390 BLACKHAWK TECHNICAL INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
7669 STHWST WIS VOC TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
8919 NICOLET COLLEGE-TECH INST WI STATE NON
9256 MORAINE PARK TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
9257 NORTHEAST WIS TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
9258 WAUKESHA COUNTY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
9744 FOX VALLEY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL OCC
3928 CASPER COLLEGE WY LOCAL OCC
3929 EASTERN WYOMING COLLEGE WY LOCAL NON
3930 SHERIDAN COLLEGE WY LOCAL NON
3931 NORTHWEST CMTY COLLEGE WY STATE/LOCAL NON
3933 WESTERN WYO CMTY COLLEGE WY STATE/LOCAL NON
7289 CENTRAL WYOMING COLLEGE WY LOCAL NON
9259 LARAMIE CO CMTY COLLEGE WY STATE/LOCAL OCC
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
1162 CHABOT COLLEGE CA * 76
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 77
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 70
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 63
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 84
CHABOT COLLEGE CA STATE 85
1167 CITY COLLEGE SN FRANCISCO CA * 76
CITY COLLEGE SN FRANCISCO CA STATE/LOCAL 77
CITY COLLEGE SN FRANCISCO CA STATE/LOCAL 78
CITY COLLEGE SN FRANCISCO CA STATE/LOCAL 79
1571 GEORGIA MILITARY COLLEGE GA LOCAL 77
1577 KENNESAW JUNIOR COLLEGE GA * 76
KENNESAW JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 77
KENNESAW JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 78
KENNESAW COLLEGE GA STATE 79
1845 DES MOINES AREA CC-BOONE IA * 76
1648 SOUTHEASTERN CC BURLINGTN IA * 76
1849 INDIAN HLS CC-CENTERVILLE IA * 76
INDIAN HLS CC-CENTERVILLE IA STATE/LOCAL 77
INDIAN HLS CC-CENTERVILLE IA STATE/LOCAL 78
INDIAN HLS CC-CENTERVILLE IA STATE/LOCAL 79
1853 CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA * 76
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 77
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 78
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 79
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 80
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 81
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 82
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 83
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
NAME
IOWA LAKES CC
IOWA LAKES CC
IOWA LAKES CC
IOWA LAKES CC
IOWA LAKES CC
SOUTHEASTERN CC KEOKUK
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE 
MUSCATINE CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
CAPE COD CMTY COLLEGE
NEWTON JUNIOR COLLEGE
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE 
VERMILION CMTY COLLEGE
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STATE CONTROL YEAR
IA STATE/LOCAL 81
IA STATE/LOCAL 0 2
IA STATE/LOCAL 8 3
IA STATE/LOCAL 84
IA STATE/LOCAL 85
IA * 7 6
IA * 76
IA STATE/LOCAL 77
IA STATE/LOCAL 78
IA STATE/LOCAL 79
IA STATE/LOCAL 8 0
IA STATE/LOCAL 81
IA STATE/LOCAL 82
IA STATE/LOCAL 8 3
MA * 76
MA STATE 77
MA STATE 78
MA STATE 79
MA STATE 80
MA STATE 81
MA STATE 82
MA STATE S3
MA STATE 04
MA STATE 8 5
MA * 76
MN * 76
MN STATE 77
MN STATE 78
MN STATE 79
MN STATE 8 0
MN STATE 01
MN STATE 82
MN * 76
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 77
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 78
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 79
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 80
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 81
HIBBING COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 32
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN * 76
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 77
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 78
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 79
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 80
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 81
ITASCA COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 82
MISS GULF CST JC JACKSON MS * 76
MISS GULF CST JC JACKSON MS LOCAL 77
MISS GULF CST JC JACKSON MS LOCAL 78
MISS GULF CST JC JACKSON MS LOCAL 79
MISS GULF CST JC JACKSON MS LOCAL 80
MISS GULF CST JEFF DAVIS MS A 76
MISS GULF CST JEFF DAVIS MS LOCAL 77
MISS GULF CST JEFF DAVIS MS LOCAL 78
MISS GULF CST JEFF DAVIS MS LOCAL 79
MISS GULF CST JEFF DAVIS MS LOCAL 80
MISS GULF CST JC PERKNSTN MS * 76
MISS GULF CST JC PERKNSTN MS LOCAL 77
MISS GULF CST JC PERKNSTN MS LOCAL 78
MISS GULF CST JC PERKNSTN MS LOCAL 79
MISS GULF CST JC PERKNSTN MS LOCAL 80
CROWDER COLLEGE MO # 76
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 77
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 78
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 79
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 80
* = MISSING DATA
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2459
2546
2552
2557
2560
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APPENDIX B 
CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 81
CHOWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 82
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 83
CROWDER COLLEGE MO LOCAL 84
CROWDER COLLEGE MO STATE/LOCAL 85
SOUTHEAST CC FAIRBURY CAM NE * 76
SOUTHEAST CC FAIRBURY CAM NE LOCAL 77
SOUTHEAST CC FAIRBURY CAM NE LOCAL 78
STHEST CC FAIRBRY-BEATRCE NE LOCAL 79
STHEST CC FAIRBRY-BEATRCE NE LOCAL ao
STHEST CC FAIRBY -BEATRICE NE LOCAL 81
STHEST CC FAIRBY -BEATRICE NE LOCAL 82
MID PLAINS CC-MCCOOK NE * 76
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 77
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 78
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 79
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 80
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 01
MCCOOK COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 82
MID PLAINS CC-N PLATTE NE * 76
MID PLAINS CC-N ]PLATTE NE STATE/LOCAL 77
MID PLAINS CC-N PLATTE NE STATE/LOCAL 78
MID PLAINS CC NE STATE/LOCAL 79
MID PLAINS CC NE STATE/LOCAL 80
MID PLAINS CC NE STATE/LOCAL 81
MID PLAINS CC NE STATE/LOCAL 82
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE * 76
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 77
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 78
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 79
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 80
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 81
NEBRASKA WESTERN COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 82
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
2582 NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH * 76
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 77
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 78
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 79
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 80
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 81
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 82
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE G 3
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 84
NH VOC-TECH C MANCHESTER NH STATE 85
2656 NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM * 76
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 77
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 78
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 79
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 80
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 81
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 82
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 83
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 84
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INST NM STATE 85
2660 SAN JUAN COLLEGE NM STATE 83
SAN JUAN COLLEGE NM STATE 84
SAN JUAN COLLEGE NM STATE/LOCAL 85
2696 CUNY NEW YORK CITY CC NY * 76
CUNY NEW YORK CITY CC NY LOCAL 77
CUNY NEW YORK CITY CC NY STATE/LOCAL 78
CUNY NEW YORK CITY CC NY STATE/LOCAL 79
CUNY NEW YORK CITY CC NY STATE/LOCAL 80
CUNY NEW YORK CITY TECH C NY STATE/LOCAL 81
CUNY NEW YORK CITY TECH C NY STATE/LOCAL 82
CUNY NEW YORK CITY TECH C NY STATE/LOCAL 03
2698 CUNY STATEN ISLAND CC NY * 76
2866 FASHION INST TECHNOLOGY NY * 76
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
3177 SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK * 76
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 77
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 70
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 79
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 80
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 61
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 62
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 83
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 84
SAYRE JUNIOR COLLEGE OK STATE/LOCAL 85
3443 TRIDENT TECH C-PAIMER CAM sc * 76
TRIDENT TECH C-PAIMER CAM SC STATE 77
3017 STHN W VA CC WILLIAMSON WV * 76
STHN W VA CC WILLIAMSON WV STATE 77
STHN W VA CC-WILLIAMSON WV STATE 78
STHN W VA CC-WILLIAMSON WV STATE 79
STHN W VA CC-WILLIAMSON WV STATE 80
4009 MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN ■it 76
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 77
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 70
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 79
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 80
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 01
MESABI COMMUNITY COLLEGE MN STATE 82
4053 CUYAHOGA CC WESTERN CAM OH * 76
CUYAHOGA CC WESTERN CAM OH STATE/LOCAL 77
CUYAHOGA CC WESTERN CAM OH STATE/LOCAL 78
CUYAHOGA CC WESTERN CAM OH STATE/LOCAL 79
4074 SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA * 76
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 77
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 78
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 79
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 80
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 81
* = MISSING DATA
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CONTINUED
INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
4074 SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 82
SCOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 83
4502 SN FRISCO CC CTR SYS CA STATE/LOCAL 77
SN FRISCO CC CTR SYSTEM CA STATE/LOCAL 7fl
SN FRISCO CC CTR SYSTEM CA STATE/LOCAL 79
4506 COLO MTN COLLEGE WEST CAM CO * 76
COLO MTN COLLEGE WEST CAM CO LOCAL 77
COLO MTN COLLEGE WEST CAM CO LOCAL 78
COLO MTN COLLEGE WEST CAM CO LOCAL 79
COLO MTN COLLEGE WEST CAM CO LOCAL 80
4600 NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 80
NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 81
NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 82
NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 83
NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 84
NTHWST IOWA TECH C IA STATE/LOCAL 05
4681 MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI * 76
MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI LOCAL 77
MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI LOCAL 78
MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI LOCAL 79
MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI LOCAL 80
MACOMB CO CC-CENTER CAM MI LOCAL 81
4720 CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE * 76
CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 78
CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE NE STATE/LOCAL 79
4723 SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE * 76
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 77
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 78
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 79
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 80
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 81
SOUTHEAST CC MILFORD CAM NE LOCAL 82
* - MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
4816 SUFFOLK CO CC ESTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 01
SUFFOLK CO CC ESTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 82
SUFFOLK CO CC ESTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 83
SUFFOLK CO CC ESTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 84
SUFFOLK CO CC ESTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 85
4920 TRIDENT TECH C-NORTH CAM SC * 76
TRIDENT TECH C-NORTH CAM SC STATE/LOCAL 77
5247 SOUTHWEST ST TECH COL AL STATE 85
5258 U OF HAWAII H A W A H  'CC HI a 76
5260 J F DRAKE ST TECH AL STATE 85
5276 CENTRAL ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 81
CENTRAL ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 82
CENTRAL ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 83
CENTRAL ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 84
CENTRAL ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 85
5277 EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME * 76
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 77
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 78
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 79
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 80
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 81
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 82
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 83
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 84
EASTERN ME VOC-TECH INST ME STATE 85
5299 GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI * 76
GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI STATE/LOCAL 77
GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI STATE/LOCAL 78
GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI STATE/LOCAL 79
GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI STATE/LOCAL 80
GATEWAY TECH INST-RACINE WI STATE/LOCAL 81
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
5363 DENMARK TECH ED CENTER SC STATE 78
DENMARK TECH ED CENTER SC STATE 79
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE 80
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE 81
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE G2
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE 83
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE 84
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE 85
5523 BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA * 76
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 77
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 78
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 79
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 80
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 81
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 82
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 83
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 04
BLUE HILLS REG TECH INST MA LOCAL 85
5533 ST PAUL TECH VOC INST MN STATE/LOCAL 85
5691 SHELTON ST CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE 81
SHELTON ST CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE 82
SHELTON ST CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE 83
SHELTON ST CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE 84
SHELTON ST CMTY COLLEGE AL STATE 85
5692 REID STATE TECHNICAL C AL STATE 85
5693 JOHN M PATTERSON ST TECH AL STATE 85
5695 N F NUNNELLY ST TECH C AL STATE 85
5696 N W ALA ST TECH COLLEGE AL STATE 85
5697 MUSCLE SHOALS ST TECH C AL STATE 85
5698 DOUGLAS MACARTHUR ST TE C AL STATE 85
* = MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
5701 HOBSON STATE TECH C AL STATE 05
5704 BESSEMER ST TECH COL AL STATE 85
5705 HARRY M AYERS ST TECH C AL STATE 65
5706 ALABAMA TECHNICAL COLLEGE AL STATE 85
5733 WALKER STATE TECH C AL STATE 85
5734 TRENHOLM ST TECH COL AL STATE B 5
5736 CHAUNCEY SPARKS ST TECH AL STATE 85
5749 ALA AVN AND TECH COLLEGE AL STATE 05
57 60 NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 80
NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 81
NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 82
NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 63
NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 84
NTHN ME VOC TECH INST ME STATE 85
6139 UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ * 76
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 77
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 78
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 79
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 80
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 81
UNION CO TECHNICAL INST NJ STATE/LOCAL 02
6724 U OF KY CMTY COL SYS KY STATE 83
U OF KY CMTY COL SYS KY STATE 84
U OF KY CMTY COL SYS KY STATE 85
6775 RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE MN * 76
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE 77
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE 78
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE MN STATE 79
* = MISSING DATA
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NAME
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE 
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE 
RAINY RIVER CMTY COLLEGE
CUYAHOGA CC METRO CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC METRO CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC METRO CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC METRO CAM
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA 
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA 
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA 
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA 
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA 
GATEWAY TECH INST-KENOSHA
SAN DIEGO CC-EVENING C
SAN DIEGO CC--EVENING C
SAN DIEGO CC--EVENING C
SAN DIEGO EVENING C
SAN DIEGO EVENING C
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
SOUTHEAST CC LINCOLN CAM
PLATTE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PLATTE TECHNICAL CC 
PLATTE TECHNICAL CC
SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL INST
GEO C WALLACE ST CC-HNCV 
GEO C WALLACE ST CC-HNCV
STATE CONTROL YEAR
MN STATE 80
MN STATE 81
MN STATE 82
OH * 76
OH STATE/LOCAL 77
OH STATE/LOCAL 78
OH STATE/LOCAL 79
WI * 76
WI STATE/LOCAL 77
WI STATE/LOCAL 78
WI STATE/LOCAL 79
WI STATE/LOCAL 80
WI STATE/LOCAL 81
CA * 76
CA STATE/LOCAL 77
CA STATE/LOCAL 78
CA STATE/LOCAL 79
CA STATE/LOCAL 80
NE * 76
NE LOCAL 77
NE LOCAL 78
NE LOCAL 79
NE LOCAL 80
NE LOCAL 81
NE LOCAL 82
NE * 76
NE STATE/LOCAL 78
NE STATE/LOCAL 79
AR * 76
AL STATE 77
AL STATE 78
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
7871 GEO C WALLACE ST CC-HNCV AL STATE 79
GEO C WALLACE ST CC-HNCV AL STATE 80
WALLACE ST CC-HNCV AL STATE 81
WALLACE ST CC-HNCV AL STATE 82
WALLACE ST CC-HNCV AL STATE 83
WALLACE ST CC-HANCEVILLE AL STATE 84
GEO C WALLACE ST CC-HANCE AL STATE 85
8087 MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 77
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 78
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 79
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 80
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 81
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 82
MONTGOMERY TECH INSTITUTE NC STATE/LOCAL 63
MONTGOMERY TECH COL NC STATE/LOCAL 84
MONTGOMERY TECH COL NC STATE/LOCAL 85
8316 DES MOINES AREA CC-ANKENY IA * 76
8319 MACOMB CO CC MI LOCAL 82
MACOMB CO CC MI LOCAL 83
MACOMB CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL 84
MACOMB CMTY COLLEGE MI LOCAL 85
8403 INDIAN HLS CC-OTTUMWA IA * 76
INDIAN HLS CC-OTTUMWA IA STATE/LOCAL 77
INDIAN HLS CC-OTTUMWA IA STATE/LOCAL 78
INDIAN HLS CC-OTTUMWA IA STATE/LOCAL 79
8735 DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 77
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 78
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 79
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 80
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 81
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 82
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 83
DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 84
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
8735 DES MOINES AREA CC IA STATE/LOCAL 85
B73G INDIAN HILLS CC IA STATE/LOCAL BO
INDIAN HILLS CC IA STATE/LOCAL 81
INDIAN HILLS CC IA STATE/LOCAL 82
INDIAN HILLS CC IA STATE/LOCAL 83
INDIAN HILLS CMTY COLLGE IA STATE/LOCAL 84
INDIAN HILLS CMTY COLLGE IA STATE/LOCAL 85
8737 ESTN IOWA CC DIST IA STATE/LOCAL 84
ESTN IOWA CC DIST IA STATE/LOCAL 85
8740 SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 77
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 78
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 79
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 80
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 81
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 82
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 83
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 84
SOUTHEASTERN CMTY COLLEGE IA STATE/LOCAL 85
8763 MISS GULF CST JC MS LOCAL 81
MISS GULF CST JC MS LOCAL 82
MISS GULF CST JC MS LOCAL S3
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST JC MS LOCAL 84
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST JC MS LOCAL 85
8797 CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 80
CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 81
CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 82
CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 83
CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 84
CUYAHOGA CC DISTRICT OH STATE/LOCAL 85
8818 TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL 78
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL 79
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 80
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
8818 TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL 81
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 82
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 83
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 84
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 85
8898 TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 78
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 79
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 80
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 81
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 82
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 83
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 84
TARRANT CO JUNIOR COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 85
8899 TARRANT CO JC NTHEST CAM TX * 76
TARRANT CO JC NTHEST CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 77
TARRANT CO JC NTHEST CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 78
8900 TARRANT CO JC SOUTH CAM TX * 76
TARRANT CO JC SOUTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 77
TARRANT CO JC SOUTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 78
8906 MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS MI * 76
MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS MI LOCAL 77
MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS MI LOCAL 78
MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS Ml LOCAL 79
MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS MI LOCAL 80
MACOMB CO CC-SOUTH CAMPUS MI LOCAL 81
9007 COLORADO MOUNTAIN C CO LOCAL 81
COLORADO MOUNTAIN C CO LOCAL 82
COLORADO MOUNTAIN C CO LOCAL 83
COLORADO MOUNTAIN COLLEGE CO LOCAL 84
COLORADO MOUNTAIN COLLEGE CO LOCAL 85
9008 COLO MTN COLLEGE EAST CAM CO 76
COLO MTN COLLEGE EAST CAM CO LOCAL 77
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
9008 COLO MTN COLLEGE EAST CAM CO LOCAL 7&
COLO MTN COLLEGE EAST CAM CO LOCAL 79
COLO MTN COLLEGE EAST CAM CO LOCAL BO
9225 TEX ST TECH RIO GRANDE TX * 76
TEX ST TECH RIO GRANDE TX STATE 77
TEX ST TECH RIO GRANDE TX STATE 78
TEX ST TECH RIO GRANDE TX STATE 79
TEX ST TECH-HARLINGEN CAM TX STATE 80
TEX ST TECH-HARLINGEN CAM TX STATE 81
TEX ST TECH-HARLINGEN CAM TX STATE 82
TX ST TECH-RIO GRANDE CAM TX STATE 83
TX ST TECH RIO GRND C HAR TX STATE 84
9322 WILLIAMSBURG TECH ED CTR SC STATE/LOCAL 78
WILLIAMSBURG TECH ED CTR SC STATE/LOCAL 79
WILLIAMSBURG TECH C SC STATE/LOCAL 80
WILLIAMSBURG TECH C SC STATE/LOCAL 81
WILLIAMSBURG TECH C SC STATE/LOCAL 82
WILLIAMSBURG TECH C SC STATE/LOCAL 83
WILLIAMSBURG TECH COLLEGE SC STATE/LOCAL 84
WILLIAMSBURG TECH COLLEGE sc STATE/LOCAL 85
9826 KENNEBEC VLY VOC-TECH ME STATE 84
KENNEBEC VLY VOC-TECH ME STATE 85
9932 TEX ST TECH-SWEETWATER TX STATE 81
TEX ST TECH-SWEETWATER TX STATE 82
TEX ST TECH-SWEETWATER TX STATE 83
TX ST TECH-SWEETWATER CAM TX STATE 84
9933 TEX ST TECH MID-CONTINENT TX * 76
TEX ST TECH MID-CONTINENT TX STATE 77
TEX ST TECH MID-CONTINENT TX STATE 78
TEX ST TECH MID-CONTINENT TX STATE 79
TEX ST TECH AMARILLO CAM TX STATE 80
TEX ST TECH AMARILLO CAM TX STATE 81
TEX ST TECH AMARILLO CAM TX STATE 82
* = KISSING DATA
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TEX ST TECH AMARILLO CAM 
TEX ST TECH AMARILLO CAM
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
AMER
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
SAMOA
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
CMTY
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
COLLEGE
IND VOC TECH-SELLERSBURG 
IND VOC TECH-SELLERSBURG 
IND VOC TECH-SOUTHCENTRAL 
IND VOC TECH C-STHCEN 
IND VOC TECH C-STHCEN 
IND VOC TECH C-STHCEN 
IND VOC TECH C-STHCEN 
IND VOC TEC C-STHCE TE IN
TX
TX
cz
cz
C2
CZ
CZ
CZ
CZ
cz
cz
CZ
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
STATE
STATE
*
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
YEAR
83
84
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
IOWA LAKES CC SOUTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC SOUTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC SOUTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC SOUTH CTR 
IOWA LAKES CC SOUTH CTR
CUYAHOGA CC EASTERN CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC EASTERN CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC EASTERN CAM 
CUYAHOGA CC EASTERN CAM
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA
IA * 76
IA STATE/LOCAL 7 7
IA STATE/LOCAL 78
IA STATE/LOCAL 79
IA STATE/LOCAL 80
OH * 76
OH STATE/LOCAL 7 7
OH STATE/LOCAL 78
OH STATE/LOCAL 79
VIR I * 76
VIR I STATE 77
VIR I STATE 78
VIR I STATE 79
* = MISSING DATA
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NAME
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COLLEGE MICRONESIA 
CMTY COL OF MICRONESIA 
MICRONESIA, CMTY COL OF
IOWA LAKES CC NORTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC NORTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC NORTH CAM 
IOWA LAKES CC NORTH CTR 
IOWA LAKES CC NORTH CTR
DAKOTA CO AREA VOC-TECH 
DAKOTA CO AREA VOC-TECH 
DAKOTA CO AREA VOC-TECH
STATE CONTROL YEAR
VIR I STATE SO
VIR I STATE 81
VIR I STATE 82
VIR I STATE 83
VIR I STATE 84
VIR I STATE 85
IA * 76
IA STATE/LOCAL 77
IA s t a t e /l o c a l 78
IA STATE/LOCAL 79
IA STATE/LOCAL 80
MN STATE/LOCAL 83
MN LOCAL 84
MN LOCAL 85
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE 
HASKELL INDIAN JR COLLEGE
KS * 76
KS FED 77
KS FED 78
KS FED 79
KS FED 80
KS FED 81
KS FED 82
KS FED 8 3
KS FED 84
KS FED 85
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
SAN JUAN TECHNOLOGICAL CC 
TECHN C MUNICPY SAN JUAN 
TECHN C MUNICPY SAN JUAN 
TECHN C MUNICPY SAN JUAN
VIR I * 76
VIR I LOCAL 77
VIR I LOCAL 78
VIR I  LOCAL 79
VIR I LOCAL 80
VIR I LOCAL 81
VIR I LOCAL 82
VIR I LOCAL 8 3
VIR I LOCAL 84
VIR I LOCAL 85
* = MISSING DATA
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10684 ERIE CC CITY CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 81
ERIE CC CITY CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 82
ERIE CC CITY CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 83
ERIE CC CITY CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 84
ERIE CC CITY CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 85
10883 GATEWAY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 82
GATEWAY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 63
GATEWAY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 84
GATEWAY TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 85
10964 TARRANT CO JC NTHWST CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 77
TARRANT CO JC NTHWST CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 78
11011 INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 78
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 79
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED BO
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 81
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 82
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 83
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 84
INST AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS NM FED 85
11157 ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA * 76
ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA LOCAL 77
ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA LOCAL 78
ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA LOCAL 79
ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA LOCAL 80
ESSEX AGRL-TECH INST MA LOCAL 81
12033 BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 77
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 78
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 79
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 80
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 81
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 82
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 83
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 84
BOSSIER PARISH CC LA STATE/LOCAL 85
* - MISSING DATA
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NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
DEL TECH & CC WILMINGTON DE * 76
DEL TECH & CC WILMINGTON DE STATE 77
DEL TECH St CC WILMINGTON DE STATE 70
DEL TECH & CC WILMINGTON DE STATE 75
DEL TECH & CC WILMINGTON DE STATE BO
DEL TECH & CC WILMINGTON DE STATE 01
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE 78
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE 79
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR STATE BO
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR LOCAL 81
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR LOCAL 82
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR LOCAL B3
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR LOCAL 84
EAST ARK CMTY COLLEGE AR LOCAL 85
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 78
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 79
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 80
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 81
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 02
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 83
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 84
NORTH ARKANSAS CC AR STATE/LOCAL 05
CC OF THE AIR FORCE TX * 76
CC OF THE AIR FORCE TX FED 77
CC OF THE AIR FORCE TX FED 78
CC OF THE AIR FORCE TX FED 79
CC OF THE AIR FORCE AL FED 80
CC OF THE AIR FORCE AL FED 81
CC OF THE AIR FORCE AL FED 82
CC OF THE AIR FORCE AL FED 83
CC OF THE AIR FORCE AL FED 84
AIR FORCE,CC OF THE AL FED 85
ERIE CC SOUTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 81
ERIE CC SOUTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 82
ERIE CC SOUTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL e 3
* - MISSING DATA
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FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
12427 ERIE CC SOUTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 84
ERIE CC SOUTH CAMPUS NY STATE/LOCAL 85
12435 RICH MOUNTAIN CC AR STATE/LOCAL 85
12452 EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 77
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 78
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/ LOCAL 84
EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
12662 SAN DIEGO CC-MIRAMAR C CA STATE/LOCAL 78
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/ LOCAL 84
SAN DIEGO MIRAMAR COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
12693 STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 78
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 79
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 80
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 81
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 82
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 83
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 84
STATE TECH INST KNOXVILLE TN STATE 85
12713 SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 78
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 79
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 80
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 81
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 82
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NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL 83
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL B4
SAN JACINTO C NORTH CAM TX STATE/LOCAL as
SHAWNEE ST GEN AND TECH C OH STATE 77
SHAWNEE ST GEN AND TECH C OH STATE 78
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 79
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE ao
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 81
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 82
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 83
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 84
SHAWNEE ST CMTY COLLEGE OH STATE 05
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 77
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 70
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 79
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 80
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 81
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 82
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 83
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 84
JOHN WOOD CMTY COLLEGE IL STATE/LOCAL 85
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 77
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 78
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 79
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 80
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 81
STHN ST GEN-TECH COLLEGE OH STATE 82
STHN ST CMTY COL OH STATE 83
STHN ST CMTY COL OH STATE 84
STHN ST CMTY COL OH STATE 85
HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 77
HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 78
HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 79
HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 80
* = KISSING DATA
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12954 HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 81
HUDSON CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 82
HUDSON ■CO CC COMMISSION NJ STATE/LOCAL 83
HUDSON ■CO CC NJ STATE/LOCAL 84
HUDSON iCO CC NJ STATE/LOCAL 85
13140 IND VOC TECH C-WHITEWATER IN STATE 81
IND VOC TECH C-WHITEWATER IN STATE 82
IND VOC t e c h  c -w h i t e w a t e r IN STATE 83
IND VOC TECH C-WHITEWATER IN STATE 84
IND VOC TEC C-WHWTR TE IN IN STATE 85
13144 IND VOC TECH C-SOUTHEAST IN STATE 81
IND VOC TECH C-SOUTHEAST IN STATE 82
IND VOC TECH C-SOUTHEAST IN STATE 83
IND VOC TECH COL-STHEST IN STATE 84
IND VOC TECH COL-STHEST IN STATE 85
13145 IND VOC TECH C-NTHWST IN STATE 81
IND VOC TECH C-NTHWST IN STATE 82
IND VOC TECH C-NTHWST IN STATE 83
IND VOC TECH COL-NTHWST IN STATE 84
IND VOC TECH COL-NTHWST IN STATE 85
13146 IND VOC TECH C-EAST CEN IN STATE 81
IND VOC TECH C-EAST CEN IN STATE 82
IND VOC TECH C-EAST CEN IN STATE 83
IND VOC TECH C-EAST CEN IN STATE 84
IND VOC TEC C-E CE TE IN IN STATE 85
13204 SUFFOLK CO CC WSTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 81
SUFFOLK CO CC WSTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 82
SUFFOLK CO CC WSTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 83
SUFFOLK CO CC WSTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 84
SUFFOLK CO CC WSTN CAM NY STATE/LOCAL 85
29003 STHESTN NE TECH CC AREA NE LOCAL 83
STHESTN NE TECH CC AREA NE LOCAL 84
* = MISSING DATA
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29003 STHESTN NE TECH CC AREA NE LOCAL 85
29005 MID PLAINS CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 83
MID PLAINS CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 84
MID PLAINS CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 85
29007 CEN TECH CMTY COLLEGE NE LOCAL 77
CENTRAL TECH CMTY COLLEGE NE LOCAL 78
CEN TECH CMTY C AREA NE LOCAL 80
CEN TECH CMTY C AREA NE LOCAL 81
CEN TECH CMTY C AREA NE LOCAL 82
CEN TECH CMTY C AREA NE LOCAL 83
CEN TECH CMTY C AREA NE LOCAL 84
CENTRAL CMTY COLLEGE NE LOCAL 85
29027 COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 77
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 78
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 84
COASTLINE CMTY COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
29020 WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 77
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 78
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 79
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 80
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 81
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 82
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 83
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 84
WAYCROSS JUNIOR COLLEGE GA STATE 85
29029 PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE MO LOCAL 77
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE MO LOCAL 78
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE MO LOCAL 79
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PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
PIONEER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SN FRISCO CC DISTRICT 
SN FRISCO CC DISTRICT 
SN FRISCO CC DISTRICT 
SN FRISCO CC DISTRICT 
SAN FRISCO CC DISTRICT 
SAN FRISCO CC DISTRICT
CTY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CTY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CTY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CITY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CITY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CITY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CITY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C 
CITY C CHGO CITY-WIDE C
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE 
WOR-WIC TECH CMTY COLLEGE
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE 
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE 
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE 
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE 
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE 
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE
STATE CONTROL YEAR
MO LOCAL ao
MO LOCAL 01
MO LOCAL 82
MO LOCAL 83
MO LOCAL 84
MO LOCAL 85
CA STATE/LOCAL 80
CA STATE/LOCAL 81
CA STATE/LOCAL 82
CA STATE/LOCAL 83
CA STATE/LOCAL 84
CA STATE/LOCAL 85
IL LOCAL 78
IL LOCAL 79
IL LOCAL 80
IL LOCAL 81
IL LOCAL 82
IL LOCAL 83
IL LOCAL 84
IL STATE/LOCAL 85
MD LOCAL 78
MD LOCAL 79
MD LOCAL 80
MD LOCAL 81
MD LOCAL 82
MD LOCAL 83
HD LOCAL 84
MD LOCAL 85
TX STATE 78
TX STATE 79
TX STATE 80
TX STATE 81
TX STATE 82
TX STATE 83
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CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE TX STATE 84
CEDAR VALLEY COLLEGE TX STATE 85
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 78
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 79
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL BO
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 81
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 82
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 83
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 84
NORTH LAKE COLLEGE TX LOCAL 85
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 78
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 79
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 80
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 81
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 82
MONTGOMERY C GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 83
MONTGOMERY COL GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 84
MONTGOMERY COL GERMANTOWN MD LOCAL 85
ILL ESTN C CONT EDUCATION IL STATE 78
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 79
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 00
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 81
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 82
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 83
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 84
ILL ESTN CC FRONTIER CC IL STATE/LOCAL 85
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM FED 78
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM STATE 79
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM STATE 80
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM STATE 81
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM STATE 82
NTHN NM COMMUNITY COLLEGE NM STATE 83
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO CC NM STATE 84
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO CC NM STATE 85
* = MISSING DATA
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CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 78
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 79
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 80
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 81
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 82
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 81
CC ALLEGHENY CO NORTH CAM PA LOCAL 84
CC ALLEGHENY CO CNTR-NOR PA LOCAL 85
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 78
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 84
VISTA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 78
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 79
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 80
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 81
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 84
MISSION COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL BO
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 81
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 82
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 83
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 84
BROOKHAVEN COLLEGE TX STATE/LOCAL 85
OGLALA SIOUX CC SD STATE 80
OGLALA SIOUX CC SD STATE 81
OGLALA SIOUX CC SD FED 02
OGLALA SIOUX CC SD FED 83
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29166 PUEBLO VOCATIONAL CC CO STATE 80
PUEBLO VOCATIONAL CC CO STATE 81
PUEBLO VOCATIONAL CC CO STATE 82
PUEBLO VOCATIONAL CC CO STATE 83
PUEBLO COMMUNITY COLLEGE CO STATE 84
PUEBLO COMMUNITY COLLEGE CO STATE 85
29170 GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 80
GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 81
GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 82
GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 83
GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 84
GREATER NEW HAVEN TECH C CT STATE 85
29171 BOARD FOR ST ACAD AWARDS CT STATE 80
29206 ASHLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
ASHLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
ASHLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29207 ELIZABETHTOWN CMTY C KY STATE 81
ELIZABETHTOWN CMTY C KY STATE 82
ELIZABETHTOWN CMTY C KY STATE 83
29208 HENDERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
HENDERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
HENDERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29209 HOPKINSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
HOPXINSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
HOPKINSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29210 LEXINGTON TECH INSTITUTE KY STATE 81
LEXINGTON TECH INSTITUTE KY STATE 82
LEXINGTON TECH INSTITUTE KY STATE 83
29211 JEFFERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
JEFFERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
JEFFERSON CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
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29213 MADISONVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
MADISONVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
MADISONVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29214 MAYSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
MAYSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
MAYSVILLE CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29215 PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29216 PRESTONBURG CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
PRESTONBURG CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
PRESTONBURG CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29217 SOMERSET CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
SOMERSET CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
SOMERSET CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29218 SOUTHEAST CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
SOUTHEAST CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
SOUTHEAST CMTY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29219 HAZARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 81
HAZARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 82
HAZARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE KY STATE 83
29231 TRUCKEE MEADOWS CC NV STATE 81
TRUCKEE MEADOWS CC NV STATE 82
TRUCKEE MEADOWS CC NV STATE 83
TRUCKEE MEADOWS CC NV STATE 84
TRUCKEE MEADOWS CC NV STATE 85
29232 WIS VOC TECH AD ED DIST WI STATE 81
WIS VOC TECH AD ED DIST WI STATE 82
WIS VOC TECH AD ED DIST WI STATE 83
WIS INDIANHEAD TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 84
WIS INDIANHEAD TECH INST WI STATE/LOCAL 85
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29242 SOUTH MOUNTAIN CMTY C AZ STATE/LOCAL 81
SOUTH MOUNTAIN CMTY C AZ STATE/LOCAL 02
SOUTH MOUNTAIN CMTY C AZ STATE/LOCAL 03
SOUTH MOUNTAIN CMTY C AZ STATE/LOCAL 84
SOUTH MOUNTAIN CMTY C AZ STATE/LOCAL 85
29243 RIO SALADO COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL 81
RIO SALADO COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL 82
RIO SALADO COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL 83
RIO SALADO COLLEGE AZ STATE/LOCAL 84
RID SALADO CC AZ STATE/LOCAL 85
29245 U OF ALASKA NORTHWEST CC AK STATE 81
U OF ALASKA NORTHWEST CC AK STATE 82
U OF ALASKA NORTHWEST CC AK STATE 83
NORTHWEST CC AK STATE 84
NORTHWEST CC AK STATE 85
29246 CUYAMACA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL SI
CUYAMACA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 82
CUYAMACA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 83
CUYAMACA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 84
CUYAMACA COLLEGE CA STATE/LOCAL 85
29260 TRI-CITIES ST TECH INST TN STATE 82
TRI-CITIES ST TECH INST TN STATE 83
TRI-CITIES ST TECH INST TN STATE 84
TRI-CITIES ST TECH INST TN STATE 85
29271 GUAM CMTY COLLEGE PR STATE/LOCAL 82
GUAM CMTY COLLEGE PR STATE/LOCAL 83
GUAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE PR STATE/LOCAL 84
GUAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE PR STATE/LOCAL 85
29273 MERRIMACK VLY C NH STATE 82
MERRIMACK VLY C NH STATE B 3
MERRIMACK VALLEY COLLEGE NH STATE 84
MERRIMACK VALLEY COLLEGE NH STATE 85
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INSTITUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE
FICE NAME STATE CONTROL YEAR
29275 BRUNSWICK TECH C NC STATE 82
BRUNSWICK TECH C NC STATE S3
BRUNSWICK TECH C NC STATE 04
BRUNSWICK TECH C NC STATE 05
29204 LOS ANGELES METRO C CA LOCAL 82
LOS ANGELES METRO C CA LOCAL S3
LOS ANGELES METRO C CA STATE/LOCAL 04
LOS ANGELES METRO C CA STATE/LOCAL 05
29200 MICRONESIAN OCCUP C VIR I FED 83
MICRONESIAN OCCUP C VIR I FED 04
MICRONESIAN OCCUP C VIR I FED 05
29301 ALEXANDRIA AREA VOC-TECH MN STATE/LOCAL 83
ALEXANDRIA AREA VOC-TECH MN STATE/LOCAL 04
ALEXANDRIA VOC-TECH MN STATE/LOCAL 05
29321 ARROWHEAD CC-HIBBING CAM MN STATE 83
ARROWHEAD CMTY COL MN STATE 64
ARROWHEAD CC-HIBBING CAMP MN STATE 05
29326 WSTN TECH CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 83
WESTERN TECHNICAL CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 04
WESTERN TECHNICAL CC AREA NE STATE/LOCAL 05
29320 UNION CO COLLEGE NJ 21 83
UNION COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL 84
UNION COUNTY COLLEGE NJ STATE/LOCAL 05
29355 NORTHERN MARIANAS COLLEGE 65 STATE/LOCAL 84
NORTHERN MARIANAS COLLEGE 65 STATE/LOCAL 85
29367 COMMUNITY COL OF AURORA CO STATE 84
COMMUNITY COL OF AURORA CO STATE 85
29375 T STEVENS ST SCH OF TECH PA STATE 85
29383 SANTA FE COMMUNITY COL NM STATE/LOCAL 85
* = MISSING DATA
O
O
M
h
 
ft 
W 
X
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APPENDIX C
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
++ + + -----+. +. + + +. +----+ +
10000+
I
I
I
I
8000+ 1 
I 1 
I 1 
I
I 1 
6000+
I
I 11
S 11111
T  1 1 1 1 1 1 1
U 4000+1111111
D 11111111
E 11111111 11 1
N 11111111111
T 112211111111111 1 1
2000+133211111111111111 1111 +
R146321111111111111111 11111111 1 11 1 I
I 25432222211111111111111111111111 1 1111 I
111222211111111111111111111111111111111111 111 I
I 111111111111111 1 11 11 1 1 1
0+ +
++----+---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +----- + -r  -i- —  +
4000 12000 20000 20000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 *- 5 600 - 6
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APPENDIX D
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE*. ¥
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . X
MULTIPLE R .35789
R SQUARE .12 009
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .12797 
STANDARD ERROR 620.38682
R SQUARE CHANGE *12809
F CHANGE 1113 .2 393 2
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 4 39584804,42311 439584B 04.42311
RESIDUAL 7578 2992324815.50903 394869.99413
F = 1113,23932 SIGNIF F = .0000
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
X -.047233 .001416 -.357893 -.357893 -.357893
(CONSTANT) 1710.653451 9.997025
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
X -.357893 -33.365 .0000
(CONSTANT) 171.116 .0000
END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N ( * = 30 CASES, . ; = NORMAL CURVE)
132 5.84 OUT A A  A  *
40 11.61 3 .00 A
64 29. 61 2 .67 : *
66 67 . 62 2.33 A  ;
94 138.31 2. 00 A A A
146 253.40 1. 67 A  A  A A A *
212 415.88 1.33 A  A  A  A  A  A m
312 611.37 1.00 m
535 805.07 . 67 m
800 949.61 .33 A A A  A A A A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A  A
1255 1003.35 . 00 A  A  A  A  A  A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A ; A A A A A A A A A
1552 949.61 -.33 A  A A A  A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A ; A A A A A A A A A A A A
1253 805.07 -.67 A  A  A  A  A  A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  j  a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
718 611.37 -1. 00
321 415.88 -1.33
69 253.40 -1.67 A  A
10 138.31 — 2 . 00
1 67 . 62 -2.33 .
0 29. 61 -2 .67
0 11. 61 -3 . 00
0 5.84 OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P”P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
* *
*  *  A  A
* * *  *
* * *
* A
A  A
* *
A  A
A  A
, * *
I . *
I * *
I . **
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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APPENDIX D
CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT + H-- --------+- --- . i * *
3 + . ■ * m + SYMBOLS:
I . * m s I
I * m w p I MAX N
2 + » i i • * # + +
I m m * p ■ * I 94 *
I m m * t * * * I : 188,
1 + *+ r * + m p m * 376 .
I p p m m m ■ m m m m m m «
I *; - m m i + * + * * P # 1 * P l ■ 4
0 + **: A + * p ................
I III. * * t w P m * P ► ■
I m u * « « k f 1 « P I 4 » 1 * ■ * ♦
- 1 + m m * P P ■ * * * * * * P * p m »
I ■ * * ■ * * « * * * p m 4 ■ m * %
I p m m p ■ i * P
-2 + * +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT +  + -----
-3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT + +------+----- +............. .+■
3 . .......
-++
+ SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
84 . 0 
168 . 0 
336,0
0
* , , , , * » ■ * * •
-P m m *
9 ■ * ■ A i k* I P I * I B * I B I k B  *
-2
-3 + +
OUT ++----- +------+------+------+------+------ ++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
w
t
n
’u 
f
s
m
o
n
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APPENDIX D 
CONTINUED
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
■ + --------- + ----------- H-----------+ ---------- + ----------- 1-------------h--------- +■----------- 4
Y = a + bX
R1CFA8544 3
133222211111
11111111111 
111111111111 
1 111
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 GOOO 16000 24000 32000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2
400 - 4 500 - 5 800 - a 1000 - A 1200 - C
+  h
+
4 0000
300 - 3  
1500 - F
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A P P E N D I X  E
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE., R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1 . . X
MULTIPLE R .38611
R SQUARE .14908
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .14897
STANDARD ERROR 2.93622E-04
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
REGRESSION 1
RESIDUAL 7 578
F - 1327.68987 SIGNIF F = .0000
---------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ---------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
X 2.41026E-08 6.6148E-10 .386113 .386113 .386113
(CONSTANT) 6.77055E-04 4.6712E-06
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
X .386113 36.437 .0000
(CONSTANT) 144.941 .0000
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE
1327
CHANGE
14908
68987
0000
SUM OF SQUARES 
. 00011 
.00065
MEAN SQUARE 
.00011 
.00000
- E N D  B L O C K  N U M B E R  1 A L L  R E Q U E S T E D  V A R I A B L E S  ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
71 5.84
29 11. 61
46 29. 61
88 67 . 62
113 138.31
159 253.40
265 415-88
391 611.37
661 805.07
916 949-61
1207 1003.35
1285 949.61
1072 805.07
68 5 611.37
383 415.88
173 253.40
17 138.31
9 67 .62
0 29.61
10 11.61
0 5 .84
(* = 25 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE}
OUT * * *
3 . 00 *
2.67 :*
2.33 **:*
2.00 *****,
1.67 ******
1.33 ***********
I.00 ****************
,67 **************************
.33 *************************************^
, 00 ***************************************; * * * * * * * *
33 *************************************; ************ 
-. 67 *******************************:♦**********
-1. 00 ***********************i***
-1.33 *************** .
-1.67 *******
- 2.00  *
-2.33 
-2.67 .
-3.00
OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1-0
.75
O
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
. 25
* * *
**
A *
* *
■k A
**
*  * *
+ T* *
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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c o n t i n u e d
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - R
OUT ++-- • * f 4 . . . -p p p p 4 4- p ► * p p
3 + * ft * * i P 1 ft p SYMBOLS:
I * ■* P ■ 4 * 4 * ft p p
I * » | + * * 4 p « MAX N
2 4- * - * » t < , v 4 4 4 P P 4 4 P 4 ■ 4
I , , 4 « , , , * ...................* . * 90 .
I * ■ * 4 4 4 • : 1 8 0 .
1 + ■ * m m * 362 *
I m m m m
I . ; , ;
0 + . **:
I : **; 4 *
I **: *
-1 + **: . p m m
I : : , , 4 •
I 4 I
-2 + 4 ■» ■ +
I I
I I
+ +
OUT ++ — ----1-- ----1----- - + - ---- + ------+--- — ++
-3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT --- +--- —  ... p p 4 * ft p p ■ * 1 ■ * 4
3 + ft * p ■ 4 4 * P ■ + S Y M B O L S :
I p m p ■ 4 ■ « 4 l « 4 I
I p > * P P I MAX N
2 + * * * P ■ P a
I * ■ 4 » 4 *■■44 87 .
I 4 4 4 4 P P ■ ■ 4 ■ . .. ; 174 .
1 + m p ■ 4 P ft ft 4 4 ft4 P P 4 4 4 * * 3 51.
I . : . ■ * ft P P ■ P 4 4 1 p p p p 4 * ft *
I
0 + i **
I : * * P 4 4 ■ P ■ P 4 4 P ft 4- 4-
I * * : 4- ■ ■  ft 4 4 4
- 1 + * :  . 4 P 4 1 4 4 4
I
T
4 *
■ * * ft 4 * * ................. ---------
- 2
_L
+
. . . . .
! ! '
4 4 4 * P * P 4 4 4 P P
I B . , ,
I
-3 + ,
OUT + + -- -------+ -------- — + ---------- ----------+ ----- -------+ - - - --+
-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 OUT
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APPENDIX E
CONTINUED
10000
8000
6000
4000
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
.+ +------ + +------ +  + +-+ .
1/Y = a + bX 
R = a + bX
'+■
2000+ + 
R1C7 I
9A85444332222111 I
111111111111111111111111 111 11111 I
I 
R
4000 12000 20000 20000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 1 0 0 - 1  2 0 0 - 2  300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 700 - 7 800 - 8 900 - 9 1000 - A
1200 - C
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APPENDIX F
* * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE,, R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . S
MULTIPLE R ,38897
R SQUARE ,1513 0 R SQUARE
ADJUSTED R SQUARE ,15119 F CHANGE
STANDARD ERROR 2.93239E-04 SIGNIF F
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES
REGRESSION 1 .00012
RESIDUAL 7578 .00065
F = 1350.95170 SIGNIF F “ .0000
----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -
VARIABLE B SE B BETA
S 2394 68 .006515 -.388973
(CONSTANT) 9♦11535E-G4 4.6289E-06
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
S -.388973 -36.755 .0000
(CONSTANT) 196.922 .0000
S I O N  * * * *
S
CHANGE .1513 0
1350.95170 
CHANGE .0000
MEAN SQUARE 
. 00012 
.00000
CORREL PART COR 
-.388973 -.388973
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED,
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APPENDIX F
CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N f* - 2 5 CASES r : = NORMAL CURVE)
68 5.84 OUT * * *
30 11.61 3 .00 *
45 29.61 2 .67 : *
74 67 . 62 2.33 **:
103 138.31 2. 00 ***
179 253.40 1.67 * * *
285 415.88 1. 33 +
434 611.37 1. oo m
660 805.07 . 67
879 949.61 .33
1115 1003.35 . 00
1325 949.61 -.33 *** ******** * * * * * ****************;*******
1084 805.07 -.67 *** ******** * * * * * *********** ***********
683 611.37 -1. 00 ** * ******** * * *** **;***
392 415.88 -1.33 * * * ******** * *.
151 253-40 -1.67 * * *
73 138.31 -2 . 00 * * * .
0 67 . 62 -2.33
0 29.61 -2 . 67 *
0 11.61 -3 . 00
0 5 . 84 OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
0
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
* * *
* * *
**
* *  *
* *
* *
**
* *
**
A a
**
* *
. **
. * *
.**
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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APPENDIX F
CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - s DOWN - R
OUT + +-- ---+--- • 4 4 -  ,
3 + +
I H I
I # * I
2 + * ■ ■ a * +
I : ;..... , *
I A
1 + ** ............. ...................  , m
I m
I **** .
0 + ■ a m m ■ m m  m
I * *
I p *
-1 + ■ * ■ ■
I
I
— 2 + ■ m * t f i ■ w m *
I
I I
“3 + +
OUT ++--
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT 4 , , ■ * ■ -— + -- . . . . ________________ ---++
3 * ■ * * * * +
I
2
* 4 I
+
I
. «.
m p I
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
56 . 0 
112 . 0 
225,0
OUT
   : *
» i * » ; i
**
* j j  j 
; * # + ; ; 
i!!i****1
-l
I
I
-2 +
I
I
"3 + 
OUT ++- 
-3
- + -
*2
■ +  ■ 
■1
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
50, 0 
100 . 0 
200 . 0
3 OUT
(J 
o 
w 
E-I 
a* 
W
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APPENDIX F 
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
+ + -----+----+---- +---- H----- +---- +-----h-----H----- H----- + -- +
10000+ +
I
II 
II 
I
aooo+i l/y = a + b (l/X)
I
II R = a + bS
I
I
6000+1
II 
II 
II 
II
4000+1
II
III 
I 1 
I 1
2000+ 2 
I 9
R 1FAB5444 3 3222211111111111111111111111111 111 11111 
I
I R
0+ +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
O 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3 
400 - 4 500 - 5 800 - 8 900 - 9 1000 - A 1500 - F
H 
H 
+
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APPENDIX G
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. T
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
1. , X
MULTIPLE R .40208
R SQUARE .16167
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .16156
STANDARD ERROR 4.99358E-03
R SQUARE CHANGE .16167 
F CHANGE 1461.40593
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
1
7576
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
F = 1461.40593
SUM OF SQUARES 
.03644 
. 16896
SIGNIF F - .0000
VARIABLE
(CONSTANT)
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
B SE B
4 . 30055E-07 
.025559
1.1250E—08 
7.94 4 3E-05
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
MEAN SQUARE 
.03644 
.00002
BETA CORREL PART COR
402033 .402083 .4020B3
X
(CONSTANT)
.402083 38.228 
321.726
. 0000 
. 0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* = 2 3 CASES , . : = NORMAL CURVE)
38 5.84 OUT * *
32 11. 61 3 . 00 I
37 29 . 61 2 . 67 : *
84 67 . 62 2.33 **: *
133 130.31 2 .00 * * * * * ;
192 253.40 1. 67
294 415.88 1.33 *
4 69 611.37 1. 00
769 805.07 . 67 *********** * *******************
1010 949.61 . 33 *********** * **************************; * *
1168 1003.35 . 00 *********** * *****************************
1107 949.61 - .33 *********** * **************************;**
867 805.07 - . 67 *********** * ********************;***
578 611.37 -1.00 *********** * ***********
346 415.88 -1.33 *********** * *
244 253.40 -1.67 **********;
128 138.31 -2 . 00 *****;
65 67 . 62 -2 .33 ** •
6 29, 61 -2 . 67
9 11. 61 -3 . 00
4 5 .84 OUT
N O R M A L  PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
. 75
O
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
* 25
+ EXPECTED 
1.0
■k
* + + A +
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APPENDIX G
CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - T
OUT ++--- --+ - ---- ----- ■ ■ V * m
3 +
T
■ 4 * 4 ■ 4 m SYMBOLS:
1
I
i •  * 4
MAX N
2 + m
I ..........  85.
I * 4 * •
1 +
I 4 ;
I * * +
0 + ■
I
I * 4 ■ ■ * 4 m m m « * m m * m 4 4 4
-1 + * *: * a 4.
I 4 4 4-
I * I
-2 + 4 * +
I I
I 4- 4 I
-3 + 4 +
OUT + + --- --- + +
— 3 ~2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *FRED DOWN - *5RESID
OUT ++------+ ------  . ------ —  , .  . .
3 +    , + SYMBOLS:
I I
I   I MAX N
2 +   +
I   . I , 79.0
I    . . : 153 .0
1 +
I a * ■
I ** ;
0 + * * 4 ;
I * * * ;
I **: .
-1 + : : : .
I • *
I ■ ■ .
-2 + ■ ■ * . . 4 * 4
I
I *  m ■ ■ * 4
- 3 + 4
OUT ++ —
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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APPENDIX G
CONTINUED
IOOOO
8000
6000
4000
2000
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
.+ + + + + + +---- + .
I/SqrtY - a + bX 
T = a +■ bX
R1CF9
I 2854443322221111
11111111111111111111111 111
1 11111
0 + 
+ + -
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
- + 
+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
R 
■ +
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 800 - 8 900 - 9 1200 - C 1500 - F
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APPENDIX H
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. , Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1 . . X
MULTIPLE R .35789
R SQUARE .12809
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .12797
STANDARD ERROR 62B.38 682
R SQUARE CHANGE ,120 09
F CHANGE 1113.2 393 2
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 439584804.42311 439584804,42 311
RESIDUAL 7578 2992 324 015.509 8 3 394869.99413
F = 1113.23932 SIGNIF F ^ .0000
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION-----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
X -.047233 .001416 -.357393 -.357893 -.357893
(CONSTANT) 1710.653451 9-997025
------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
X -.357093 -33.365 .0000
(CONSTANT) 171.116 .0000
 VARIABLES NOT IN THE E Q U A T I O N ----------------
VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
X2 .540821 .232777 .161527 20.835 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2. METHOD: ENTER X2
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
2. . X2
MULTIPLE 
R SQUARE 
ADJUSTED 
STANDARD
R
R SQUARE 
ERROR
.41873 
.17533 
.17511 
611.16546
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE
CHANGE
434
04724
08105
0000
ANALYSIS OF
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
VARIANCE
DF
2
7577
SUM OF SQUARES 
601724155.69206 
2830185464.24080
MEAN SQUARE 
300862077.84603 
373523.22347
F = 805.47000 SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLE
—  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -■ 
B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
X
X2
(CONSTANT)
112590 
3.O87O2E-06 
1876.054755
.003426 
1. 4817E-07 
12.552364
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
-.853113 -.357893 -.342870 
.540021 -.240359 .217358
X
X2
(CONSTANT)
- .353225 
.232777
-32.065 
20.8 35 
149.458
. 0000 
. 0000 
.0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
CASES,N EXP N (* = 29
127 5. 84 OUT ****
46 11.61 3.00 **
52 29 . 61 2, 67 i *
76 67 . 62 2 . 33 * ; *
79 138.31 2 . 00 * * * „
152 253.40 1.67 * * ** *
201 415.88 1.33 *******
297 611.37 1. 00
508 805.07 .67
917 949.61 .33 *******
13 16 1003.35 . 00 *******
1527 949,61 -.33 *******
1138 805.07 - . 67 *******
683 611.37 -1. 00
331 415.88 -1,33
111 253,40 -1.67 * * * *
16 130.31 -2 .00 *
3 67.62 -2.3 3 .
0 29.61 -2.67 .
0 11.61 -3.00
0 5.84 OUT
= NORMAL CURVE}
***********************m 
************************* ; 
***********************;***********«*** 
******************************
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
O
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
. 25
** *
** * *
* * *
* *
**
* *
**
**
. **
I . **
+ * * * ------------- + ------------ h ------------
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLQT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT — +-_ — ■ , . ---- +-- -- ---+ +
3 + + SYMBOLS:
I I
r p + +* T * I MAX N
2 + * J , +
i I 94.
i 111. * » ..... * I : 188.
1 + ; , m * * 376.
i : . , P *
i * - * P P
0 + **:
i *+
i
-1 + ** V *
i
T
• « ■ ■ ■
-2 +
* • m * +
+
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT + +---
-3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - Y
OUT +H-- + + + ---++
3 + ■ ■ , + SYMBOLS:
I k , , I
I + + + + I MAX N
2 + p p p ■ +
I p » » » I . 205.
I I : 410.
I + * ; * p , m * 820.
I , : . .
I * * p
0 + *
I * * *
I * *
-I +
x
p l m m t
1
I
m m m
* *
i m *
-2 + , +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++ — ---++
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++-----. -----+— ............  — +------++
3 +    + SYMBOLS:
I   I
I   I MAX N
2 +   +
I   I - 45.0
I   I : 90.0
1 +    + * 183.0
I......................... : : : : . I
I * ..................................... I
0 + +
I .....I;:::::;;:::***:. I
I ........ :.; : . :******. , , I
-1 +  . . +-
I  : . . . . . I
I   . 1
-2 + . . . .  +
I I
I I
-3 +■ +
OUT + + ----- +------+ ------+ -----— +----- +  + +
- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2  3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT +------ ^—  .............  -+------+’
3 . ..............
2 +
1 -
0
I
I
-1 +
I
I
-2 +
I
I
-3 + 
OUT ++■ 
-3
1 * * * # * * ■ 
+ + * ■  k » ■ ■ * k * k
■ :****:
■ i k «■ ^  l * * t 4 f * 4  I ^  ^
♦ p 4 * 4  ■ *
•1 0 1
+ SYMBOLS:
I
I MAX N
+
I 45
I : 90
+ 180
I
I
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
■++
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- + + -   +-
3 + ...............
-++
I
I
-1
-2
I
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I............. ...............
I ...............
+■ . . .
I
I
— 3 +
OUT ++----- +----- +----- +----- + ------h- -
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
I
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
+ +
3 OUT
67 .0 
134.0 
269 . 0
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
+----- +----- 1-----+ ---- + -----H----- +---- +-----H----- H + -
lOOOO
- +
+
8000 Y = a +■ bX +■ cXsq
Y = a + bX + CX2
6000
4000
2000
11
13
9FA853
244332221
111
1 111
11111111
111111111111111111
---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- + ---- ,+---- .+-----R ---- +-- +
4000 12000 20000 2&000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLIMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 00 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 flOO - 8 900 - 9 1000 - A 1500 - F
+■ 
H
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE*. R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1, METHOD: STEPWISE Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R .44 03 6
R SQUARE .20103 R SQUARE CHANGE .20103
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .2009 2 F CHANGE 1906.67 BIO
STANDARD ERROR 2.84519E-04 SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 .00015 .00015
RESIDUAL 7578 .00061 .00000
F = 1906.67010 SIGNIF F = .0000
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z -.015004 3.4 3 62E-04 -.448361 -.448361 -. 440361
(CONSTANT) .001094 7.5059E-O6
----- VARIABLES IN THE-EQUATION-------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z -.448361 -43.666 .0000
(CONSTANT) 144.182 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 POUT = .100 LIMITS REACHED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* = 24 CASESt . ; =* NORMAL CURVE)
75 5. 84 OUT * * *
25 11.61 3.00 *
49 29. 61 2 . 67 : *
64 67. 62 2.33 * i ;
103 138.31 2 . 00 ** * *
170 253.40 1. 67 *******
271 415.8B 1. 33 *
408 611.37 1. 00
635 BOS.07 .67 A * A A A It A * A A * A + * A * * + -k h * * * ,
966 949.61 .33
1260 1003.35 . 00
1267 949.61 -.33
974 805.07 -. 67
722 611.37 -1. 00
335 415.88 -1.33 *
167 253.40 -1. 67
81 138.31 -2 . 00 ***
8 67 . 62 -2 . 33
0 29 .61 -2 .67 .
0 11. 61 -3 . 00
0 5. 84 OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
EXPECTED
1.0
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CONTINUED
-■ 4 4 4 4 4
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - R
OUT ++-----+—  ............. — +-
3 +
I 
I 
2 +
I 
I 
1 +
I 
1 
0 +■
I 
I
-1 +
I .......
I ......
-2 +
I 
I
-3 +
OUT ++------+----- +----- +-
'3 -2 -1 0
 , . . . .
****: :  :.........
******* r : :.......
* **********:;.,,. 
• *************;.„ 
. I ; * j * * * * * * * j ; ;;,
+ + 
+ 
I 
I 
+ 
I
SYMBOLS:
MAX N
27.0 
: 54 . 0
* 110.0
I
I
+
3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT + .........  + ..............  — +-
0 .
4 4 4 4
• 4
4 a *
4 a a a 4 4
* ! *
* ft * it it it if
*<
i . 
-l + 
i
i
-2 +
I
I
-3 + 
OUT ++-■ 
— 3
***********
-2 -1
-+■
1
-+ ■ 
2
-++
+
r
i
+
i
i
+
i
i
+
i
i
+
i
i
+
i
i
+
++
3 OUT
SYMBOLS :
MAX N
24.0
48.0 
97 „ 0
■-
ai
sr
au
ci
i-
ac
n 
w 
(tj 
t) 
>-3 
<n 
o 
n
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
++ + +-----+ + +-------- +. + + -+ + -- +
10000+ + 
II
I
II 
II
8000+ 1/Y = a + b {1/SqrtX)
I
II R = a + bz
I
I
6000+
II 
II
I
II
4000+1 
II
II
III 
I 1
2000+ 3 
R 88
I 8A8 5444332222111111111111111111
I 111111111 111 11111
I 
0+
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLDS USED: 100 - 1  2 0 0 - 2  3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 800 - 8 1000 - A
EC 
+
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. . Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER I. METHOD: ENTER V
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . V
MULTIPLE R .45292
R SQUARE .20513 R SQUARE CHANGE .20513
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .20503 F CHANGE 1955.67076
STANDARD EHROR 599.98148 SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 703998 016.51005 703 998016.51005
RESIDUAL 7578 2727911603,42289 359977.77823
F = 1955.67076 SIGNIF F = .0000
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION-----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
V 569509.72888 13330.39766 .452916 .452916 .452916
(CONSTANT) 1192.550651 9.470995
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
V .452916 44.223 .0000
(CONSTANT) 125.916 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
2 0 1
APPENDIX J
CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
r-inII*
129 5 . 84 OUT *** *
42 11.61 3 . 00 *
56 29. 61 2 . 67 : *
66 67 . 62 2.33 *:
99 138.31 2.00 * * *,
142 253.40 1. 67 * * **
200 415.88 1.33 ******
3 14 611.37 1.00
467 805.07 . 67
855 949.61 .33 ******
1261 1003.35 . 00 ******
1646 949.61 - . 33 ******
1327 605.07 -.67
649 611,37 -1. 00
212 415.88 -1.33 ******
77 253.40 -1.67 **
15 138.31 -2 . 00 .
10 67 . 62 -2.33 .
4 29. 61 -2 . 67 T
6 11.61 -3 .00
1 5. 84 OUT
32 CASES, - NORMAL CURVE)
********************
***********************:**«*****
********************** j ***************** *
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0  + + +----------
***
* * **
****
**
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
* *
* *
* *
**
* *
* *
. ***
***------ +----------+----------+---------- + EXPECTED
.25 .5 .75 1.0
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - V DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +----- + - ..........................
3 +■ ..........................  SYMBOLS:
I ..........................
I   MAX N
2 + ...........................
I   102.0
I . ........................  : 2 04.0
1 +   * 410.0
0 +     ... ,
I .....................
J............... ^*11*.......        .
-1 + **:: .................
I ........ . .  . . .  ..
I   I
~2 + . +
I I
I I
— 3 +■ +
OUT ++----- + ----- +----- +----- +----- + + +
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++----- +----- + - ..........................
3 + ....................  SYMBOLS:
I............................................
I   . . . .  MAX N
2 + ......................
I   88.0
I   : 176.0
1 +    * 355. 0
I ............................
I . * ...........................
0 +  ....................
I .
I **::.........................
-1 + . :...........................
I ............................
I............................................
— 2 +  . . . . .  ..
I . . . .
I . . . .
—3 + . . . .
OUT + +----- + ----- +----- +----- + ----- +------- .
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
w
o
c
h
k
 
sa
wt
) 
h
«
o
o
ao3
APPENDIX J
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS E N R O L M E N T
+ +  +  + 1 +  1- + + +  +  + --+
10000+ +
I I
I I
I 1
I  I
BOOO+ 1/Y = a + b ( 1/SqrtX) +
I I
I R = a + bZ I
I I
I I
6000+ +
I I  I
II I
II I
I I
4000+1 +
I I  I
1 1  I
III I
1 2  I
2000+ 6 +
R 5 F A 1  I
I 7544433222211111111111111111111111111 111 lllll 
I
I R
0+ +
++---- +-----H----- + ---- H------+----+---- +---- +-----+---- H---+
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
O 0000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 700 - 7 1000 - A 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * *  +
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
I . . Z
MULTIPLE R .448 3 6
R SQUARE .20103 R SQUARE CHANGE ,20103
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .2 0092 F CHANGE 1906.67810
STANDARD ERROR 2.84519E-D4 SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 .00015 .00015
RESIDUAL 7578 .00061 .00000
F = 1906.67810 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z -.015004 3.4362E-04 -.448361 -.448361 -.448361
(CONSTANT) .001094 7.5859E-06
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z -.448361 -43.666 .ODOO
(CONSTANT) 14 4.182 .0000
----------------  VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ---------------
VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
X2 .080733 .079393 .772670 6.933 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * *  + *
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2, METHOD: ENTER X2
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
2 . . X2
MULTIPLE R .45394
R SQUARE .20606
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .20585
STANDARD ERROR 2.83639E-04
R SQUARE CHANGE ,00504 
F CHANGE 48.06236
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
VARIANCE
DF
2
7577
SUM OF SQUARES 
.00016 
.00061
MEAN SQUARE 
.00008 
.00000
F - 983 .29084 SIGNIF F - 0000
VARIABLE
------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -■
B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z
X2
(CONSTANT)
— .013716 3 
17966E—13 3 
.001057 9
8971E-04 
14 40E-14 
2175E-06
-.409860
.080733
448361 -.360280 
276154 .070965
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z
X2
(CONSTANT)
-.374857 
.079393
-35.196 
6. 933 
114.698
. 0000 
. 0000 
.0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N {* = 2 5 CASES r . : =  NORMAL CURVE)
74 5. 84 OUT ** *
29 11.61 3 . 00 *
46 29 . 61 2 . 67 : +
75 67 „ 62 2.33 **:
99 13B.31 2 . 00 * + * * (
162 253.40 1. 67
260 415.86 1. 33
399 611.37 1. 00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
641 80S.07 . 67 **************************
969 949.61 .33 ************************+****++*+**** ; *
1287 1003.35 . 00
1262 949.61 33
979 805.07 -.67
714 611.37 -1.00
323 415.88 -1. 33
166 253.40 -1.67
88 138.31 —2 . 00 A *  * *
7 67 . 62 -2.33 *
0 29.61 -2. 67 ■P
0 11.61 -3 . 00
0 5.64 OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0 + +  +  +  *
I ***I
J * * * J
I ***, i
I *+ . I
. 75 + *** . +
I ** . I
0 1 * I
B I *+ . I
S I  ** . I
E . 5 + * , +
R I *. I
V I *+ I
E l *  I
D I ** I
.25 + ** +
I . * I
I . ** I
I . +* I
I . ** I
+ * *--------■+---------- +---------- + -----------+ EXPECTED
.25 ,5 .75 1.0
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - R
OUT ++----- +—  ............  — +  . . . ++
3 +    + SYMBOLS:
I   . I
I   I MAX N
2 +    +
I * *. :.....................  . 1  . 27. 0
I . : : : :  : 54,0
1 +    . * 110.0
I ,*****;*•;..........
I .:*******::;................. I
0 +  ,::**********:t..
I ,,;* + #*********;;..............
I..............................................
-1 +
1~ i i i  i
I ............................
-2 + ....................
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++------+----- +------+------+----- + ------ ■+ +
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3  OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - R
OUT ■+ + — ------- +- * P ■ m * 4 ■ ■ * ■ “ 4 ■** p .
3 + * .p . . SYMBOLS:
I i a * a
I # 4 4 4 a a. a MAX N
2 + P p * 4 * * 4
I * * 4 4 4-4 ■ 4 4 * ■ ■ ■ * ■ 4 4 ........  205.0
I * „ * 4 - 4 4 4 * 4 , , . , : 4 1 0 * 0
1 + * « ( 4 * 4 ( 1 p , p p + ■ * . 4 4  * 021.0
I ** 4 4 » f l 4 ■ * * * 4 4 4 - 4 4
I . I
0 + m * a 4 * 4 m m ..................
I * * 4 4 -4 P .................. * * -4
I + * * 4 * * w « 4 «  * , a- *
-1 + a * a
I 4-4 *
I a « I
-2 + a p +
I 1
I I
-3 + +
OUT +  +  - - ------- + - ---------- +  — -  +  - - --------+ ----- ------- +  .------- — +  +
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3  OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT + + ........ +   ++
3 +    + SYMBOLS:
I .   I
I   I MAX N
2 + .   - +
.........................  I . 27.0
....................................... I : 54.0
1  :  * 111. 0
...........
. . .     .
0 , . . ...... ..I::************:....,... . +
.... .... ..I .j*;***********;  . I
.... ....I:::******:**::...... I
— 1 + .    . +
I  : . . . :.........  I
I ........................
—2 + ........ ... .
I
I
-3 + +
OUT ++----- +----- +----- +----- +----- + + +
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2  3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - R
OUT ++- -----------+ — p f « t « « i - +---- i 1
3 + ................. + SYMBOLS:
I 4 * 4 4 4 » I
I i i « p i f » * » , * 4 - I MAX H2 + i » , » k i i k 4-
I : ................ i • i I 47 +
I £ * * * , « , m h : 94,
1 + m m v . ft * 190,
I ■ ■ * *
I t , *
0 + ****; ; * : ; :
I **: : : : : > * ♦ ♦ w w 4
I I P m w w w I
-1 + , t 1 * k [ » * * m
I 1 (- 1 * k t 4 4 * 4
I t 1 T 4 » * 1 , » ,
-2 + r *
I i
I i
-3 +
OUT ++-
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - R
OUT ++-- i 1 * + P + +
3 + 4 4 SYMBOLS:
I *
1 * 4 MAX N
2 + n w
I ■ . > 105.
I * i * • 4 P fr » 4 l* 4 m i 2 10 .
1 + * * p m m m » ► * m ► * 420.
I * ♦ 1 * 4 4 4 * 4 *
I 4r * * ■ ■ »
0 + *  * * * * *
I * * 44 m w p *
I * : a « ! i k 4 P l *
-I + * : 4 p 4 4 4 P * * ■ P * * 4 4
I #
I , p , 4
-2 + P , t ft
I „ * I
1 I
-3 + +
OUT + + -- “ + +
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++ + +-----+ + + + + +----+ ■+ -
10000+
I 
I
I
I I
8000+ 1/Y = a + bfl/SqrtX) + cXsq
I
I R = a + bZ + cX2
II 
II
6000+1 
II 
II
I
I I
4000+1 
I I
I I
III 
I  1
2000+ 3 
R 88
I 8A8544 4 33222211111
I 1111111111111111111111 111 11111
I  
0+
++---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +----+-----+----+R- +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 800 - 8 1000 - A
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A * + * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  + + * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. R
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER I. METHOD: ENTER V
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
1. . V
MULTIPLE R .45752
R SQUARE .20933
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .20922
STANDARD ERROR 2.S3O37E-04
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
REGRESSION 1
RESIDUAL 7576
F = 2006.23341 SIGNIF F = .0000
-----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
V -.006443 1.4385E-04 -.457522 -.457522 -.457522
fCONSTANT) .001257 1.0B24E-05
------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
V -.457522 -44.791 .0000
(CONSTANT) 116.154 ,0000
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE .209 3 3
2006.23341 
CHANGE .0000
SUM OF SQUARES 
.00016 
.00061
MEAN SQUARE 
.00016 
.00000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTDGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* = 25
75 5*84 OUT ** *
30 11*61 3 . 00 *
45 29 . 61 2. 67 X *
74 67 . 62 2.33 ** ;
101 138.31 2.00 **** .
163 253.40 1. 67 ******
257 415.88 1.33
400 611.37 1. 00
633 805.07 . 67 ******
989 949.61 . 33 ******
1280 1003,35 . 00 ******
1269 949.61 33 ******
955 805.07 -.67 ******
722 611.37 -1. 00 ******
331 415.88 -1.33
162 253.40 -1. 67
86 138.31 -2.00 ***
fi 67. 62 -2.33 .
0 29 . 61 -2 . 67 m
0 11.61 -3,00
0 5.84 OUT
- NORMAL CURVE)
* * A * * * * * * * * * * * *
***************************:**
*****************************.***6***
*********
******
************* >*****
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0 +  +  +<
I
E X P E C T E D
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - V DOWN - R
OUT ++— ,, . . -+ +
3 + . . f » t i 1 ( 1 1 1  ■ + SYMBOLS:
I . i i 4 4 p ■ ■ ■ * * * , I
I . I MAX N
2 + +
I . I . 28 .
I . . I : 56.
1 + ■ * P ■ * * B . + *  1 1 2 .
I ■ ^• A ; * * * : : : : .......................... I
I . . 4 A 4 m ****■
0 + r m* *********** * i i +
I ; ***;********* >
I •**»***■•■
-1 +
I ■ *
I ____:...........
- 2 + , , » i i i 4 m m
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++--
-3 -2 - 1 0  1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++ . . . . . , —  ............... — l----——+ +
3 +    + SYMBOLS:
I .   I
I   I MAX N
24- i , ,    . ■  +
I   I . 2 3,0
.......................................... I : 46.0
l , , ., ...................................... + * 92.0
 ..................................i
i a  i i » i a * i  f t 1
0 +
. , .  ...............;j ;***************; j, J
, , , ,..... I::::**********:::,, I
” 1 +  . +■
I    I
I   I
- 2 +  „ :   +
I . . .  I
I I
-3 + +
OUT + +----- +------+ ------+ ------+------+------ ++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
+  +  — . — + -------~ + --------- ■+--------- + ----------+ ---------- + ----------+ ----------+ - - - - + - - - - 4 ------ +
10000+ 4
I I
I I
I I
I I
B000+ 1/Y = a + b {1/CuberootX) +
I I
I R = a + bv I
I I
I I
6000+ +
II I
I I
II I
II I
4000+1 +
I I  I
II I
III I
I I  I
2000+ 4 +
R 8A I
I 6AQ5444 3 32 222111111 I
I 11I111I11111111111111 111 11111 I
I I
0+ +
++-----+---+---- +---- +---- +.---- +---- +---- +.---- + ---- +R- +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 1 0 0 - 1  2 0 0 - 2  3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 800 - 8 1000 - A
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APPENDIX M
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * + *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. S
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER U
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . U
MULTIPLE R .45972
R SQUARE .21134
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .21124
STANDARD ERROR 7.04240
R SQUARE CHANGE ,2 113 4 
F CHANGE 2030.72527
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 100714.48920 100714.48920
RESIDUAL 7578 375B33.40744 49.59533
F = 2030.72527 SIGNIF F - .0000
---------------------- VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION-----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
U 7051.008468 156.460042 .459719 .459719 .459719
(CONSTANT) 34.206491 .111168
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
U .459719 45.064 .0000
(CONSTANT) 307.702 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
84 5 .84
39 11.61
65 29.61
86 67 . 62
118 138.31
162 253.40
268 415,88
375 611.37
610 805.07
909 949.61
1222 1D03.35
1261 949.61
1133 805.07
670 611.37
342 415,88
132 253.40
62 138.31
16 67 , 62
13 29.61
5 11. 61
8 5. 84
(* = 24 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE)
OUT ****
3.00 **
2.67 : **
2.33 **:*
2.00 *****.
1.67 *******
1.33 ***********
1.00 ****************
,67 *************************
,33 ************************************** ,
,00 **********************************++****+;******
-.33 *************************+*************;+***++**
-.67 *********************************;**********+** 
- 1.00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * *
-1.33 **************
-1.67 ******
- 2.00 * * *
-2.3 3 * .
-2.67 :
—3 . 00 
OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1. 0
EXPECTED
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - U DOWN - S
OUT ++----- +■ +- ...................
3 +.................. ........................... S Y M B O L S :
I ...........................
I   MAX N
2 + ............................
I   81.0
I.............................................  : 162.0
1 +  .............................  * 327.0
I .............................
X * 1 * * * • I • * + + 4 * *
0 + , * : : :
I : :
I * * : *
-1 + ** ! ' , , , . . .
I ¥ ¥ * 4
I P
~2 + » » I « 4 ■ * +
I * 4 ■ » B I
I 4 I
-3 + * +
OUT + ■)---
— 3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++--- — +- * „ . *
3 + 4 ■ * »■ *a SYMBOLS:
I *44*4* 1 ■ ft 4 4 « *. * * *
I 4**4"" - - *■ » MAX N
2 + "44*4"" * ft 4 1 4 t 4 * *
I 44**h*r* ft ft f i ■ t■ i 4 ft 71.
I * 4 m * ¥ ¥ .. .. : 142.
1 + *«*■*■- ..... ... . * 286.
I 4 ♦ 4 * » + ft ft ft ft 4 * 4
I 4 ■ ft ft 4 44***4
0 + i ♦ ♦ 4 i 4.....
I * * »■ m * 44 4 4 * *
I ■ »<«■■ .....
-1 + » 1 1 4 » *ft ft ft ft i 4 4 4*4
I ........ *■1*41 .....
I ........ ■♦*444
-2 +
x
........ 4 * 4 1 * *
_L
I .
■ *
4 4 4
-3 + . *
OUT ++--- — -+----- ■+--- - 4 4 4
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
 ^
5! 
M 
D 
C 
H 
In 
£ 
M 
*0 
*3 
Cn 
O 
O
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++----+---- +----- +--- +----+ ---- +---- +---- +■----f----- +
10000+
I 
I 
I
I
8000+ SqrtY
I I
II s
I
II
6000+1 
I 
I
I
II
4000+1 
II
II
III 
r 2
2000+ 5 
R 6F3
I 88544433222211111111111111111111111111 111 11111 
I 
I  
0+
+ +---- +---- +-----+----+----- +---- +-----+---- H----- +-----h--
4000 12000 20000 2B000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 800 - 8 1500 - F
= a + b(1/XJ 
= a + bU
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE,. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER H
VARIABLE (S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. * H
MULTIPLE 
R SQUARE 
ADJUSTED 
STANDARD
R
R SQUARE 
ERROR
.48232 
.23263 
.23253 
509,51307
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE ,23 2 63
2297.26966 
CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
1
7578
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
F - 2297,26966
SUM OF SQUARES 
798360156.96946 
2633549462.96348
SIGNIF F - .0000
MEAN SQUARE 
798360156.96946 
347525.66152
VARIABLE
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION —  
B SE B BETA
H 9294.437693
(CONSTANT) -1216.066545
193.917557
56.653467
,482316
CORREL PART COR 
482316 .482316
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
H .402316 47.930 .0000
(CONSTANT) -21.465 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
32 CASES,N EXP N
127 5. 04
33 11. 61
59 29.61
65 67.62
108 138.31
127 253.40
206 415.88
201 611.37
536 805.07
041 949 .61
1361 1003.35
1675 949.61
1066 805.07
625 611.37
317 415.88
85 253.40
34 138.31
6 67.62
5 29.61
3 11.61
0 5.84
1
1
1
-1
-I
-I
-2
-2
-2
-3
OUT 
3 . 00 
2 .67 
2.33 
2 . 00 
67 
33 
00 
. 67 
.33 
. 00 
-.33 
-.67 
00 
33 
67 
00 
33 
67 
00 
OUT
= NORMAL CURVE)<* ~
+ * **
*
: *
*:
4 * 4 „
A * * * |
4 4 * 4 * 4  
4*4*44*44
* 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 * * * * 4 *  w
4 * * 4 4 4 * * * 4 * * 4 4 4 4 * 4 * 4 * * * * * *
* * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * * 4 4 * * * 4 * * * * * * 4 4 : 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 *  
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * 4 4 4 4 * * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  * 4 4 4 4 4 * * * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4  
4 * 4 4 4 4 * * * * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * 4 4  * * * * * * * * * *  
* 4 * * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * * 4 * : *
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * *  a
*** +
4
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
** *
+ **
E X P E C T E D
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED 
ACROSS - H
OUT
3
++*
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I
I
-3 + 
OUT ++- 
-3
-1
-2
SCATTERPLOT
DOWN - 
 +- ......
.......
, , ; ; j ;******
*;**********;;t 
*********; ; ; •
-2
-+«
-1
'+■
0
'+*
I 2
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
. . I 
, I 
. +
I 
I 
, +
I
I
+
I
I
+
■+ +
3 OUT
36.0
72.0 
146. 0
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN -
OUT ++---- +— .............
3 + .........
I.........................
I
*SRESID
-1
- 2
-3
O U T
2 +
I
I
1 +
I
I
0 +
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+ 
++-
, ;
; #; * j * j
**************;
■ * + *
-3
— +■ 
-2
— +■
-1
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
0
, I
I
+
I
I
+
-++
3 OUT
32 .0 
64.0 
128. 0
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
 +  +  _+ + +  + + +  + + -_ t
10000+ +
I I
I I
I
C I
O 8000+ Y = a + b (1/LogX)
S I
T I Y = a + bH
I
P I
E 6000+
R I
I
S I
T I
U 4000+
D I
E II
N II
T 111
2000+ B1
R FA7
I 15444332222111111
I 111111111111111111111 111 11111
I 
0+
+ + -+  + + + 1, +  +  1-  + -- +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 6000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 700 - 7 1QOO - A 1100 - B 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * + + *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. T
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER I. METHOD; ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
I. . Z
MULTIPLE R .4 0356
R SQUARE .23304
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .23373
STANDARD ERROR 4.7 7382E-03
R SQUARE CHANGE .23384 
F CHANGE 2312.82072
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
I
7578
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES 
.05271 
.17270
MEAN SQUARE 
.05271 
.00002
2312.82072 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------- VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -
VARIABLE B SE B BETA
(CONSTANT)
*.277272 
. 033184
.005765 
1. 2728E-04
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z -.483565 -48.092 .0000
(CONSTANT) 260.716 .0000
CORREL PART COR 
-.483565 -.483565 -.483565
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N ( 4  - 2 3 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE)
46 5.84 OUT 4 4
25 11.61 3, 00
43 29. 61 2. 67 ; 4
58 67.62 2.33 44 :
118 13B.31 2 .00 4 4 4 4 4 ,
195 253.40 1. 67 4 4 44 4 44
306 415.88 1.33
494 611.37 1. 00 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4  44 44 44  4 44 4
738 805.07 . 67 4 44  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1052 949.61 . 33 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  ; 4 4 4 4 4
1205 1003.35 . 00
1089 949.61 - . 33 r
827 805.07 - . 67
584 611.37 -1.00
377 415.88 -1.33
198 253.40 -1. 67 4 4 4 4
127 138.31 -2.00 4 4 4 4
47 67.62 -2. 33 4 4  .
51 29.61 -2 . 67 : *
0 11. 61 -3. 00 *
0 5.84 OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1 . 0
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
**
* *
* £
**
44
4 4
4 4
* *
* *
* *
4 *
* *
44
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
APPENDIX O
CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED 
ACROSS - Z
SCATTERPLOT
DOWN -
OUT
3
T
-1
-2
— 3 
OUT
4+------+ -
4 
I 
I 
4 
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
4 
I 
I
4  i : .....
I  : :.............
I ...........................
+ , „    .
I ....................
I
+ . . .  
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2
-4 + 
+ 
I 
I 
4 
I
. . . . .
****
: * 4 4 4 * 4 4 ;  , m m , 
; 4444444; ; ; ; , 
; ; 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ;  
, ,44444444444 
:*****
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
27 ,
: 54 ,
* 108.
+
— ++
3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN
OUT ......  + ........
•» * f i « I i 4 4 B B 4
- *SRESID
I.
* If * ^ J
0
-l
i .
i
- 2  +
I
I
-3 +
OUT ++---
-J -2 -1 O 1
-+■
2
+ SYMBOLS:
I
1 MAX N
+
I . 23
1 46
+ * 92
I
I
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
-- k +
3 OUT
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
+ +---- +--- i■+■iiIi+IIil+llil+*ltI+iIll+IlII+liii+iIil+i - i
10000+ +
I I
I I
I I
c 11 I
0 8000+1 1/SqrtY = a + b (1/SqrtX) +
s 11 I
T 11 T = a + bZ 1
I I
P I I
E 6000+ +
R I I
I I
S II I
T 11 I
U 4000+1 +
D 11 I
E 11 I
N 111 I
T I 1 I
2000+ 4 +
R 7D I
I 3A854443322221111111111111111111111111 I
I 1 111 11111 r
I i
0 + +
++---- +--- *+IliI+l)(i+IlIi+lIll+iiIi+illI+lIIl+llII+I -+
4 000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 700 - 7 BOO - a 1000 - A 1300 - D
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER I. METHOD: ENTER Q
VARIABLE(SJ ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Q
MULTIPLE R .48404
R SQUARE .2 34 29
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .2 3419
STANDARD ERROR 588.87276
R SQUARE CHANGE .23429 
F CHANGE 2318.75713
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
I
7578
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
804078023.44291 804078 02 3.44 291
2627831596.49002 346771.12648
F = 2318.75713
VARIABLE
SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
B SE B
Q 14413.486649 299.323916
(CONSTANT) 445.596055 22.518325
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
BETA CORREL PART COR
484040 .484040 .484040
.484040
(CONSTANT)
48.153 
19.788
. 0000 
. 0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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HISTOGRAM -
N EXP N
127 5. 84
36 11.61
57 29. 61
63 67 . 62
110 138.31
120 253.40
206 415.88
289 611.37
52 S 805.07
038 949.61
1370 1003.35
1687 949,61
1092 805.07
619 611.37
305 415.88
85 253.40
34 130.31
6 67.62
5 29 . 61
3 11.61
0 5.84
OUT 
3 -00 
2 . 67 
2.33 
2 . 00 
1.67
I
1
-1
-1
-I
-2
-2
-2
-3
33 
00 
67 
33 
00 
33 
67 
00 
33 
67 
00 
33 
67 
00 
OUT
[* = 32 
****
*
; +
*:
*
A 
*
CONTINUED 
SSIDUAL 
CASES, = NORMAL CURVE)
***********
J + ***********
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
0
E
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
* **
* * * *
* * *
* **
**
**
* *
* *
**
* *
**
* *
***. ■-+.
25
 +.
. 75
 + EXPECTED
1. 0
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Q DOWN
OUT ++----- +------+- ....
3 +
- Y
-I
-2
-3
OUT
# * **********j 
*********;■*; 
*****
+ - 
-3
— +■ 
-2
--+■
-1
•+*
0
•+-
I
*+-
2
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++---- +— ......................
3
-1
-2
j ********;» j * j j ; 
***************
-3
OUT ++----- +■
-3 -2
-+■
-I 0
-+■
1
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
38 . 0
76.0 
154 . 0
, +
I 
I 
, +
I
I
+
I
I
+
-++
3 OUT
SYMBOLS;
MAX N
34.0 
68 . 0
136 . 0
-+H
3 OUT
^
Z
W
D
C
H
t/
1
 
VO 
M 
*T3 
i-3 
tn 
O 
O
330
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
+ +---- +-----1----- 1----- +----- 1----- H-----+---- + + -
10000
8000 Y = a + b(1/CuberootX)
Y = a + bQ
6000
4000
II 
II 
112 
2000+ B1
R FAS
I 2544433222211111111
I 1111111111111111111 111 11111
I 
0+
++---- +---- +-----h---- +----- 1----- 1----- +---- +--- R+ ---+ —
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 1000 - A 1100 - B 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * * 
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R .48478
R SQUARE .2 3501 R SQUARE CHANGE .23501
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .23491 F CHANGE 2328,06880
STANDARD ERROR 588,59592 SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 806548198.964 66 B06548198.96466
RESIDUAL 7578 262 5 361420.9682 8 346445.15980
F = 2328.06889 SIGNIF F = ,0000
---------------------- VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION-----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z 34299.183542 710.B62932 .484783 .484783 .4B47B3
(CONSTANT) 796.519149 15.693373
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z .484783 48.250 .0000
(CONSTANT) 50.755 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
128 5.84
36 11.61
60 29.61
63 67 . 62
ioe 138,31
128 253.40
196 415,88
3 02 611.37
498 805.07
845 949.61
1334 1003.35
17 3 9 949.61
1114 805.07
614 611.37
276 415.88
98 253.40
27 138,31
6 67. 62
4 29.61
4 11.61
0 5. 84
(* = 33 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE)
OUT ****
3 . 00 *
2.67 :*
2.33 *:
2.00 ***.
1.67 ****
1.33 ******
1.00 *********
,67 ***************
.33 ************************** .
.00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;  * * * * * * * * * *
— 4 33 A***************************;*ft**************** 
— , 67 ft**********************:**********
-l.oo ******************;
-1.33 ********
-1.67 ***
-2.00 * .
-2.33 
-2,67 .
-3.00
OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0 +  +  + - -
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
***
* ** *
***
***
**
**
**
**
* *
* *
. **
. **
.25 .5 .75 1,0
E X P E C T E D
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT + + ------+------ H—
3 +
I 
I 
2 +
I 
I 
1 +
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I
~2 +
I
£
-3 +
OUT +H------ + ------+ ------+----- +---
-3 - 2 - 1  0 1
O
-1
* *
* * m *
2
I
+
I
I
+ 
H—f 
3
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
4 5.0 
SO. 0 
180. 0
OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT + + ------+ ... .................................
3 +   . SYMBOLS:
I .............................
I . . * HAX N
2 +   * ...... . .
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . p . .  . .  . 48.0
I   : 92.0
1 +   * 185,0
I  :........................
I ....................
0 + , ; * * * * * ; .......
I . . . .
I i :....... .
-1 +  : :.......................
I ..............................
I .........................
— 2
I . . . .  a
I . . . .
— 3 + . . .
OUT + + ------+ ------+------+■------+ ----- + + +
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
H
H
P
j
a
c
i
^
c
n
 
^
a
i
o
n
2 34 
APPENDIX Q 
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++ +  + + + + 1- + 1 +  + - - +
10000+ +
I I
I I
I I
I I
8000+ Y = a + b (1/SqrtX) +
I I
I Y = a + bZ I
I I
I I
6000+ +
I I
I I
I I
I I
4000+ +
II I
II I
II I
112 I
2000+ A +
R 1FA5 I
I 45444332222111111111111111111111 I
I 11111 111 11111 I
I I
0+ +
+ + -----+ ----- + ----- + -----+ ----- + ----- + ----- + ----- + ----- + - R —  + —  +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 0000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 1000 - A 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER I. METHOD: ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R 
R SQUARE
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 
STANDARD ERROR
.48478 
.23501 
.23491 
598.59592
R SQUARE CHANGE .23501
F CHANGE 2 328.06889
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
1
7578
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
F 2328.06889
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
806548198.96466 806 548198.964 66
2625361420.96828 346445.15980
SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLE
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
B SE B
Z 34299.183542 710.862932
(CONSTANT) 796.519149 15.693373
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
BETA CORREL PART COR 
484783 .484783 .484783
.484783
(CONSTANT)
48.250
50.755
.0000 
. 0000
----------------  VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ---------------
VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
X2 '.011931 -.011990 .772670 -1,044 ,2966
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * *  + *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE. . Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2. METHOD: ENTER X2
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
2 , . X2
MULTIPLE R 
R SQUARE
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 
STANDARD ERROR
.4 8490 
.23512 
.23492 
588.59245
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE
CHANGE
.00011 
1.08948 
. 2966
ANALYSIS OF
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
VARIANCE
DF
2
7577
SUM OF SQUARES 
806925641.28201 
2624983978.65093
MEAN SQUARE 
403462020.64100 
346441.06885
F - 1164.59293 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------- VARIABLES IN THE E Q U A T I O N ------------------------
VARIABLE SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z 33896.720669
X2 -6.80998E-08
(CONSTANT) 80 7.933507
908.699068 
6.5243E-08 
19.127609
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
.479094
-.011931
484783
240359
.421132
-.010487
Z
X2
(CONSTANT)
.433851
-.011990
41.
-1.
42
915
044
239
0000
2966
0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
129 5.84
36 11.61
58 29.61
63 67 . 62
107 138.31
128 253.40
198 415.88
3 04 611.37
490 805.07
845 949.61
1350 1003.35
1723 949.61
1115 605.07
613 611.37
283 415.88
97 253.40
27 138.31
6 67 . 62
4 29.61
4 11.61
0 5. 84
(* = 3 3 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE)
OUT ****
3.00 *
2.67 :*
2.33 *:
2.00 ***,
1.67 ****
1.33 ******
1.00 *********
.67 ***************
.33 **************************
.00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : * * * * * *  
-.33 ****************************:******* 
-.67 ***********************;********** 
- 1.00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;
-1.33 *********
-1.67 ***
-2.00 * .
-2.3 3 .
-2.67 .
-3 . 00 
OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
I. 0
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
. 25
■+- *+■
***
* * **
* * *
* * *
**
**
* *
* *
. *  *  
*
**
. **
* *
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - V
OUT ++------4-------+- ...........................
3 +................. .............................
I ...........................
I ................................
2 + ..............................
I ..............................
I ................................
1 + ................................
I...............................................
I............ ....... ..........................
0 + ...............
I , , j ********; i J, (t ,,,,,,,,, ,
I ,****#;**;•;...........
- 1 +  ....................
I ...............................
I t I
-2 + . +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++----- +------+------+ ------+------+------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
45.0 
90. 0 
180. 0
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN
OUT + +----- + ------ +-
3 +
-1
-2
-3
O U T
- Y
++
+
I
I
+
I
I
+--
-3
-+--
■2
-+ —  
-1
 +-
0 1
SYMBOLS:
MAX N
205.0 
: 410.0
* 820.0
+
I
I
+
-+ +
3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++----- +...................................
3 + .  . . SYMBOLS:
I ........................
I  ......... MAX N
2 + ...............................
I   . 40.0
I   : 80.0
1 +    * 162. 0
I  : :..........................
0 +  .
I ..I************;.:..,..........
I ................
-1 + ....................
I  :...............
I ..........................
-2 ^ « « . » ..... ■ i .
I . . . . .
I  . . .  ■
-3 + . . .
OUT ++----- V----- h----- +----- +------H------ ++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT ++ — -------- + - ---- . . .
3 + * + m p * * ■ p * p p * + SYMBOLS:
I ■ « * + p
I » * * » r , MAX N
2 + * « «- r t *
I * > « * p p * 85.
I * # - * + * : 170.
1 + • ■ « * , + * , * 342.
I * ■ * ■ * m p * m
I * * + -p m # * + m m m  i
0 + ! ! , 4 * ♦ m + * * p
I **: : ■ p m
I **: : + * * * +
-1 + ■ * p ■
I , , t 4 + * * + m m m m m
I * + * ■ * p * * . I
-2 + * a + +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT +H--- ------- +  +
-3 -2 -I 0 1 2 3 OUT
0
-1
-2
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X 2 DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +---- + - ................... +---
3 "I ...... . i
I ...............
I ............
2 + .............
I ...........
I ......... . . .
1 + ......................
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I
-3 +
OUT ++--
* ; ,
*: : 
* * i
*: :
-3 -2 -1
■+-
0
-+■
1
+
I
I
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
I
I
+
I
I
+
-+ +
3 OUT
149.0 
2 9fl . 0
599.0
u
o
t
n
h
 
a
w
e
;
 
w 
 ^
d n 
w 
a 
^
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++---- +---- +---- H----- +---- +■---- h-----+---- +---- +---- + --1
10000+ 4-
I 
I 
I 
I
8000+ Y = a + b(l/SqrtX) + cXsq
I
I Y = a + bZ + cX2
I 
I
6000+
I 
I 
I
I
4000+
II 
II 
II 
112
2000+ A
R IFA5
I 3544433222211111111111111
I 1111111111111 111 11111
I 
0+
+ + ---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +-----+----+R---+--
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
E N R O L M E N T  PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 1000 - A 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. V
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD; ENTER Z
VARIABLE (S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R .484 78
R SQUARE .23 501
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .234 91
STANDARD ERROR 588.59 592
R SQUARE CHANGE .23501 
F CHANGE 2320.06889
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 1 80654B198.96466 80654 8198.96466
RESIDUAL 7578 2 62536142 0.96828 346445.15980
F = 2328.06889 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z 34299.183542 710.862932 .484783 .484783 .484781
(CONSTANT) 796.519149 15.693373
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z .484783 48.250 .0000
(CONSTANT) 50.7 55 .0000
----------------  VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ---------------
VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
X -.023401 -.018715 .489296 -1.629 .1033
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * *  +
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE*. ¥
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
2* . X
MULTIPLE R .48506
R SQUARE .23 528
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .2350B 
STANDARD ERROR 588.53167
R SQUARE CHANGE .00027
F CHANGE 2.654 80
SIGNIF F CHANGE .1033
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
2
7577
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
807467739.79447 4 037 3 3869.8972 3 
2624441880.13847 346369,52358
F - 1165.61603 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z 33115.996625 1016.138354
X -.003088 .001895
(CONSTANT) 835.182123 28.448093
.468060 .484783 .327406
-.023401 -.357893 -.016369
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z .350631 32.590 .0000
X -.018715 -1.629 .1033
(CONSTANT) 29.358 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* =
129 5. 84 OUT ****
35 11.61 3 . 00 *
60 29 . 61 2 . 67 : *
61 67.62 2.33 *:
108 138.31 2 . 00 * + * ,
126 253.40 1.67 * * * *
198 415.88 1.33 ****
307 611.37 1.00 ****
496 805.07 .67 * ***
832 949.61 . 33 ****
1354 1003.35 . 00 * * * *
1723 949.61 -.33 *** *
1119 805.07 -.67 ****
609 611.37 -1.00
285 415.88 -1.33 ****
95 253.40 -1.67 ***
29 138.31 -2 . 00 *
6 67 . 62 -2.33 +
5 29.61 -2. 67
3 11.61 -3 . 00
0 5 . 84 OUT
3 3 CASES, = NORMAL CURVE)
******
**************** t 
********************;*********** 
************************************** 
**************■**********
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
I. 0
.75
0
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
. 25
* * *
* * * *
* * *
* * *
**
**
* *
**
**
* *
. **
* * *
.25 .5 .75 1.0
EXPECTED
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT ++-- ....... ..... * T t , <
3 + * * i * » i ■ 4 w ► » 4 mm SYMBOLS:
I v r » * * » 4 4 *
I * i i 4 4 » 4 , , » MAX N
2 + * * + * * 4 m 4 4- m m T r i
I i i 4 4 4 4 + + , 4 4 4 4 4-4 45.
I 4 m m * ‘ + 4 . . . . 1 1 t * : 90.
1 + * * * - > ............. * 180.
I 4 # + + * ......
I * * ► w * w# * * V * 4- *44 + 44
0 + ■ ► w * * r * it "h * ■ + 4 4 r *
I ,.;**** * *** j * ** + f + m 4 4 4 4
I „ + + * * * * , m m m
-1 +
■T
„+***; ■ ■ + m » + + ■ ■ *
1
I !!!!!'
« * « ■ ■ ■ < * *
I
-2 + _ +
I I
I I
— 3 + +
OUT ++ —
— 3 -2 -i 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT ++■’■■”— ........ "•“■4  h +
3 +   + SYMBOLS:
I   I
I   . I MAX N
2 +    +
I   I . 94.0
I   I J 188.0
1 +  ::  . .  * 376.0
I : :.................
I .........................
0 +  .**:........................
I .**:::......................
I
-1 + 
I 
I
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++ ---+----— +----- ■+■----- +----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++----- +...................................
3 +   , . SYMBOLS:
I ........................
I v X tT
2 + .................................
I   . 38.0
I   : 76.0
I +   * 154.0
I . ..........................
I *.
0 + .........
I
I , * * * : * * ; ......................
-1 +  .
I  :....................
I ........................
-2 +* ' k* t 1 *1114 * ■*
I * « . . .
I.................................. .........
-3 + . . .
OUT ++----- +----- +----- +------+----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT  ^^  i t p .
3 ■+................ ............................. SYMBOLS:
I................ .............................
I   MAX N
2 + .............................
I   99,0
I   : 198.0
1 +   * 399*0
I................ .............................
I :............................
0 +   .
I ....................
I ** ; , . ■ . p • ■ • . ..
-1 + * :.................
I................ .......................
I p , ...
—2 + > ...
I . I
I I
-3 + +
OUT +H------ +----- + ------+------+ ----- + + +
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2  3 OUT
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +----- + .................. .... . +
3 +    . +■ SYMBOLS:
I   . I
I   . I MAX N
2 + .........................
r ............... *. .. , i i4* o
I   : 228.0
1 +   * 45S.0
I :...........................
I * : ..........................
o +  ........................
I **::............. .
I ..........................
-1 + ;............................
I ......................
I   I
— 2 +    . * +
I . . . . .  I
I . . . .  I
-3 + . . .  +
OUT ++----- + ------+ ----- + ------+----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
+ +------ + +-------+ +- + -+ .
Y = a + b (1/SqrtX) + cX
Y = a + bZ + cX
++ + --
10000+
I 
I 
r
i
8000+
I 
I 
I 
I
6000+
I
I
I
I
4000+
II 
II 
II 
112
2000+ A
R I FAS
I 35444332222111111111111
■ f
+
I
I
0+
111111111111111 111 11111
++- -+■ -+- -+- -R- -+■
I 
I 
+ 
■ +
4000 12000 20000 2SOOO 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1  2 0 0 - 2  3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 1000 - A 1500 - F
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* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.* Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R .4B478
R SQUARE .23501
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .2 3491
STANDARD ERROR 588.59592
R SQUARE CHANGE .2 3501 
F CHANGE 2328.06889
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
1
7570
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
806548198.96466 80654 8198.964 66
2625361420.96028 346445.15980
F - 2328.06889 SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLE
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
B SE B
Z 34299.183542 710.062932
(CONSTANT) 796.519149 15.693373
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
BETA CORREL PART COR
4B4783 .484783 .484783
(CONSTANT)
VARIABLE
.484783 48.250 
50.755
.0000 
. 0000
■ VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ---------------
BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
X
X2
-.023401 -.018715 .489296 -1.629 .1033
-.011931 -.011990 .772670 -1.044 .2966
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * *  M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER I DEPENDENT VARIABLE,. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
2 . . X
MULTIPLE R 
R SQUARE
ADJUSTED R SQUARE 
STANDARD ERROR
.48506
.23528
.23508
588.53167
R SQUARE CHANGE .00027 
F CHANGE 2.65480
SIGNIF F CHANGE .103 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
2
7577
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
807467739.79447 40373 3869.8972 3
2624441080.13847 346369.52358
F = 1165.61603 SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z 33115.996625 1016.138354
X -.003088 .001895
(CONSTANT) 835.182123 28.448093
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
468060 .484783 .327406
023401 -.357893 -.016369
Z
X
(CONSTANT)
.350631 
-.018715
32.590 
-1.629 
29.358
. 0000 
. 1033 
. 0000
VARIABLE
X2
- VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION 
BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER
,043637 .015547 .061472
T
1.353
SIG T 
. 1760
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * *  +
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. Y
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 3. METHOD: ENTER X2
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
3 . . X2
MULTIPLE 
R SQUARE 
ADJUSTED 
STANDARD
R
R SQUARE 
ERROR
. 48525 
.23547 
.23516 
588.49937
R SQUARE 
F CHANGE 
SIGNIF F
CHANGE
CHANGE
. 0 0 0 1 8  
1 .  8 3 1 6 5  
. 1 7 6 0
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
3
7576
REGRESSION
R E S ID U A L
SUM OF SQUARES 
808102099.26308 
2623807520.66986
MEAN SQUARE 
269367366.42103 
346331.51012
F - 777.77320 SIGNIF F = .0000
VARIABLE
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION —  
B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
Z
X
X2
(CONSTANT)
31995.456893 
-.009855 
2 ,49078E-07 
878.150819
1310.698128 
.005347 
1.S404E-07 
42.628701
.452222 
-.074676 
.043637
.484783 
.357893 - 
.240359
24 5 2 2 4  
0 1 8 5 1 5  
0 1 3 5 9 6
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
Z
X
X2
(CONSTANT)
.270038 
-.021170 
.015547
24.411
-1.843
1.353
20.600
. 0000 
.0654 
, 1760 
. 0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 3 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
129 5.84 OUT
34 11. 61 3 .00
SI 29 . 61 2 .67
61 67 , 62 2.33
107 138 . 31 2 . 00
124 253.40 1.67
201 415.88 1. 33
294 611.37 1. 00
511 805.07 . 67
839 949.61 .33
1350 1003.35 .00
1720 949.61 - . 33
1115 805.07 -.67
608 611.37 -1. 00
291 415.88 -1. 33
89 253.40 -1. 67
32 138 .31 -2 . 00
6 67 . 62 -2. 33
5 29. 61 -2 . 67
3 11. 61 -3 . 00
0 5.84 OUT
* = 33 CASES,
* * * *
*
; *
*:
* * * „
* * * *
******
* * *
* * * 
*
= NORMAL CURVE)
* * * *
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P“P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1. 0
.75
O
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
.25
' + ■
** +
* ** *
* * *
* * *
**
* *
* *
* *
**
* *
, **
. **
.25 .5 .75 1.0
E X P E C T E D
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +------+- ..........................
3 +................ ...........................  SYMBOLS:
I ..........................
I   MAX N
2 + ............................
I   45.0
I............. ...............................  : 90.0
1 +   * 100.0
I ................................
0 + ........
I , . : * * * * * * * * • ; ......
I .*****:**;;;,,.........
- 1 +  . ,
I........... ...............................
I . I
— 2 + . +■
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++----- H------ +----- +----- +----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +■......  +----- +------++
3 +   + SYMBOLS:
I   I
I .........  . I MAX N
2 +   +
I   I . 94.0
I   I : 180,0
1 +  .............  * 376.0
I : :.................
I : * :..........................
0 + .**:........................
1  .....
I......................... ...................
-1 + . . . :.........................
I ■ ....
I ■■ . ,*
- 2  + . +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++----- +—  ---+■------+----- +----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - Y
OUT + + -- p i * *■ ^1 '
3 + » , * + SYMBOLS:
I * , f I
I * p m * . I MAX N
2 + m p ■ ♦ +
I ■ * ■ i I 205.
I I : 410,
1 + *+ 4 p m p * B20.
I l . . ■ 1
I - * p , * ,
0 + p « , « *
I , , , , t p * * ■ > ■ •
I p * : - * - ■ 1 ■ 1 1 i • * » * *
-I + ■ + + * + * P T T 1 P * « ■ * ■ *
I * ♦ 4 t 4 *
I ................ ► ■ . *
-2 + , +
I I
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++-- -----------++
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT ++----- +—  ................................
3 +   . . SYMBOLS:
I .......................
I.............. .......................  . MAX N
2 + .................................
I *   * . . , 3 5.0
I   : 70.0
I +   * 142.0
I ..........................
I ..:***::::::...................
0 +
J ; ; ; ..............
I .....
I ......... :...................
I .......................
-2 ^ . . .
I . . . . .
I .........
—3 + . . .
OUT ++------+----- +----- +-----+------ +---- ++
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDISED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - Y
OUT ++..... +■.......   .
3 +   . . SYMBOLS:
I .................  I
I   . 1  MAX N
2 +   , +
I ..................... . 91,0
.    . : 182.0
1 . ..................  .. * 365.0
o  : * * :  ........... :....... .
« 4k « * + •
V I I  V I I I  i t l  l l 4 l » l l » » * * * 1 * l t i « t  *
I 4  I
1 l n ...............   *
— 1 + 1 1
I . :........................
I   I
-2 +    +■
I . i « + . 1
I . . . .  I
-3 + . . +
OUT ++----- +■----- +----- +----- +----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3  OUT
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT
ACROSS - X2 DOWN - Y
OUT ++ - --+ ................  +----- ■+ + +
3 +  - .   + SYMBOLS:
I   I
I .................... I MAX N
2 +  . ............. ■+
I   I , 108.0
   : 216.0
1 . .   . * 433,0
■ i ■ « +  + + i > v * * * * i i i i i *  * I r -i
0 ,   ........
. . . :  ...................
-1 . .
I   I
— 2 3" ^
I . . . . .  I
I   I
-3 + . +
OUT ++----- +------+----- +----- +----- +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - Y
OUT ++----- +....................................
3 + ............................  SYMBOLS:
I ....... . **14 < t l f f l
I   . . . MAX N
2 +   * . . . . .  . .
I   64.0
I ............................  : 328.0
I + ............................  * 259.0
I . :......................
I.............................................
o *...............
 .
♦ if ic m m m
- 1   :.........................
4 4
—2 .... . . . .
I . . 1
I I
-3 + +
OUT ++----- +■----- +----- +----- +----- +------ ++
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3  OUT
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APPENDIX T
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++ +  + ----- + + +--------+. +. + -+
10000+
I
I
I
I
8000+ Y = a + B (1/SqrtX) + cX + dXsq
I
I Y = a  + bz + cX + dX2
I
I
6000+
I
I
r
I
4000+
II 
II 
II 
112
2000+ A
R 1FA6
I 354443322221111111111111 111
I 1I1111111I1111
I 
0+
++--- +----- + ---- +---- + ---- +---- +.---- +----- +----p
4000 12000 20000 2BOOO 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED; 100 - 1 2 0 0 - 2
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 1000 - A 1500 - F
11111
 +--
4 0 0 0 0
300 - 3
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A P P E N D I X  U
* i t * *  M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * *  +
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. U
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER Z
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1. . Z
MULTIPLE R .50189
R SQUARE .2 5189
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .25179
STANDARD ERROR 6.85896
R SQUARE CHANGE .25189
F CHANGE 2551* 55831
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
1
7578
REGRESSION
r e s i d u a l
F - 2551 * 55831
SUM OF SQUARES 
120038 - 77251 
356509.12412
SIGNIF F = .0000
MEAN SQUARE 
120030.77251 
47.04520
VARIABLE
(CONSTANT)
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION 
B SE B
418.436338 
29.306455
8 .283744 
. 182876
BETA CORREL PART COR 
501889 .501889 *501889
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
(CONSTANT)
.501889 50.513
160.253
. 0000 
. 0000
- E N D  B L O C K  N U M B E R  1 A L L  R E Q U E S T E D  V A R I A B L E S  E N T E R E D .
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APPENDIX U 
CONTINUED 
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* - 27 CASES, , : = NORMAL CURVE)
83 5.84 OUT ***
37 11.61 3 . 00 *
67 29.61 2 . 67
82 67 . 62 2.33 **:
125 138.31 2.00 * ** :
163 253.40 1.67 * ** **
262 415.88 1,33
374 611.37 1. 00
595 805.07 . 67
896 949.61 . 33
1230 1003.35 . 00 ** * ********************************
1430 949.61 -.33 ** * ********************************
1052 805.07 - . 67 *** *************************;******
565 611.37 -1 .00 *** *****************
362 415.88 -1.33
163 253,40 -1.67 * ** A it
68 138.31 -2 . 00 *** •
27 67 . 62 -2.3 3 * .
11 29.61 -2 . 67
4 11. 61 -3 . 00
6 5.84 OUT
******
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
0
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
. 25
**
* ** *
* * *
** .
* * *
**
* *
* *
**
* .
**
* *
**
. **
, **
*25 .5 .75 1,0
EXPECTED
★ * *
* * * *
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - Z DOWN - U
OUT + + ------H------+ - ............................
3 + ...........................  SYMBOLS:
I................. ............................
I   MAX N
2 + ..............................
I   38.0
I .................................  : 76,0
1 + .................................  * 155.0
I .................................
I ..............
0 + :***::    .....
X t ; ; *******; I ! I , . t , f , , , t , , I
I  ^ 4 ^     t
-l + . * * * * .............
I . : : : : ..........................
I   . . I
_  T J- +
I   . I
I . I
-3 + . +
OUT + + ------ -^----- +------ K------+------ h + +
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT + +......H.... -+ +
3 +    . , + SYMBOLS:
I  I
I   MAX N
2 +■ .................. .. . .
I   31.0
I........... ................................... : 62.0
1 +   . * 126.0
I .....................
I .....
o + ,********;;***,      .....  ..
j ...... . . . . . .
-1 + ......................
I ...... : , . , :.....................
I .................................
—  2 + ......................
I .   I
I . . .  . . . .
-3 + . . .
OUT ++------ +------+----. ------ H-----
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
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APPENDIX U
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
+ + -----+  + +  1 +  +■ + +  +  + -- +
10000+
I 
I 
I 
I
8000+ SqrtY = a +
I
I U = a +
I 
I
6000+
I 
I
I
II
4000+1 
II 
II 
II 
112 
2000+ 7
R 4 F9
I 2S5444332222 11111111111111111111111111
I 111 11111
I
0+ +
+ + - ’---+-----+-----+ -----+ -----+ -----+ -----+-----+ -----+  R+-- +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
O 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 0 0 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 700 - 7 800 - 8 900 - 9 1500 - F
b(1/SqrtX)
bZ
2 62
APPENDIX V
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE -. S
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD: ENTER V
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
1. . V
MULTIPLE R .50405
R SQUARE .2 5407
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .25397
STANDARD ERROR 6.84B99
R SQUARE CHANGE .2 54 07 
F CHANGE 2581.06933
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF 
1
7578
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
F - 2581.06933
SUM OF SQUARES 
121074.39380 
355473.50283
SIGNIF F - .0000
MEAN SQUARE 
121074,39380 
46.90B62
VARIABLE
{CONSTANT)
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
B
176.866713 
24.951573
SE B
3.481339
.261903
  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION -----
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
BETA CORREL PART COR 
504049 .504049 .504049
.504049
(CONSTANT)
50.804
95.270
. 0000 
. 0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED-
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N
84 5.04
34 11.61
64 29 . 61
87 67. 62
121 1 3B.31
157 253.40
2 67 415.88
374 611,37
600 805.07
897 949.61
1254 1003,35
1415 949.61
1019 805,07
546 611.37
3 66 415.88
174 253,40
69 138.31
31 67.62
9 29 . 61
5 1 1 . 61
5 5 .84
(* = 2 7 CASES, . : = NORMAL CURVE)
OUT ***
3.00 *
2.67 : +
2.33 **:
2.00 ****.
1.67 ******
1.33 **********
1,00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
,fi7 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
.33 ********************************* , 
,00 A*********************************** 
-.33 ********************************** ;*,
-.67 ******** ******* **************.** + ** + , 
- 1.00 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
-1.33 **************.
-1,67 ****** .
- 2.00 * * *  .
-2.33 * .
-2,67 .
-3, 00 
OUT
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL
1.0
.75
O
B
S
E . 5
R
V
E
D
. 25
* *
* + **
* * * .
**
* **
**
**
+ +
* *
**
, * *
, **
. **
+ * *
.25 .5 .75
EXPECTED
1. 0
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED 
ACROSS - V
SCATTERPLOT
DOWN -
OUT
3
++ +  +-
+
I
I
2 +
I
I ......
1 +
I 
I
0 +
I 
I
-1 +
I 
I
-2 +
I 
I
— 3 +
OUT ++-■
-3
■ »»***
**********;;; 
**********' ; ; * r 
***#****; . ; *
SYMBOLS:
MAX N
30 .0 
: 60. 0
* 123.0
-2 -1
+
I 
I 
. +
I
I
+
I
I
+
-+ +
3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT
ACROSS - *PRED DOWN - *SRESID
OUT
3
0
-I
-2
-3
OUT
++----- + —
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I
+ . . .
I
I . . :
+
I 
I 
+
I .....:: :
I ...........
+ , ,  ..........
I
I
+
—3 -2 -1 0
•ii****;;;:*:;;it:
, ;**#***********;*»
. . ;: : :
1
+ +
+ SYMBOLS:
MAX N
26.0 
: 52.0
* 106.0
I
+■
I
. I
+
-++
3 OUT
Ml
fl
U)
 
^
C
r
t
O
O
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APPENDIX V
CONTINUED
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT
++- -+-
SqrtY = a + b(1/CuberootX) 
S = a + bV
10000+
I 
i 
I 
i
8000+
I 
I 
I 
I
6000+
I 
I 
I
I
4000+
II 
II
II
III 
2000+ a
R 4FA1
I 75444332222111111111
I 111111111111111111 111 11111
I
0+ +
+H-----H-----+---- +---- +---- +----- 1-----+-< k------ + R---+ -- +
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
ENROLMENT PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 300 - 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 700 - 7 800 - 8 1000 - A 1500 - F
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APPENDIX W
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * *  +
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. LNY
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 1. METHOD; ENTER LNX
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER 
1.. LNX
MULTIPLE R .50065
R SQUARE .25065
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .25056
STANDARD ERROR .34769
R SQUARE CHANGE .2 5065 
F CHANGE 2534.82237
SIGNIF F CHANGE .0000
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF
1
757B
REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
SUM OF SQUARES 
306.43895 
916.11703
MEAN SQUARE 
306 . 43895 
.12089
2534.82287 SIGNIF F “ OOOO
VARIABLE
LNX
(CONSTANT)
VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
B
-.212187
8.923338
SE B
.004214 
.034165
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
LNX -.500654
(CONSTANT)
-50,347 .0000
261.181 .0000
BETA CORREL PART COR 
-.500654 -.500654 -.500654
----------------- VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION --------------
VARIABLE BETA IN PARTIAL MIN TOLER T SIG T
.142192 080815 .242060 7, 058 0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 1 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
* * * * M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N  * * * *
EQUATION NUMBER 1 DEPENDENT VARIABLE.. LNY
BEGINNING BLOCK NUMBER 2. METHOD: ENTER X
VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP NUMBER
2. , X
MULTIPLE R .50552
R SQUARE .25555 R SQUARE CHANGE .004 89
ADJUSTED R SQUARE ,25535 F CHANGE 4 9.81175
STANDARD ERROR .34 658 SIGNIF F CHANGE .000 0
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
REGRESSION 2 312.42224 156.21112
RESIDUAL 7577 910.13374 .12012
F = 1300.48102 SIGNIF F = .0000
----------------------  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION ----------------------
VARIABLE B SE B BETA CORREL PART COR
LNX -.264652 .008539 -.624446 -.500654 -.307225
X 1.12004E-05 1.5870E-06 .142192 -.401449 .069958
(CONSTANT) 9.291012 .062239
-----  VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION------
VARIABLE PARTIAL T SIG T
LNX -.335442 -30.995 .0000
X .080815 7.058 .0000
(CONSTANT) 14 9.280 .0000
-END BLOCK NUMBER 2 ALL REQUESTED VARIABLES ENTERED.
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CONTINUED
HISTOGRAM - STUDENTIZED RESIDUAL
N EXP N (* " 24 CASES
43 5.84 OUT a A
29 11. 61 3 .00 *
33 29.61 2.67 !
94 67 . 62 2.33 * * *
139 138.31 2. 00 ** * A  *
190 253.40 1. 67
300 415.88 1.33
501 611.37 1.00
711 805.07 .67
964 949.61 .33 *** A A A  A  A  A  A
1208 1003.35 .00 AAA A  A A  A *  A  A
1221 949.61 - . 33 A A A A  A A  A  A  A  A
866 8 05.07 -.67 A A A A A A  A  A  A  A
517 611.37 -1.00
319 415.88 -1.33
221 253.40 -1.67
96 138.31 -2.00 A A A 4
57 67 . 62 -2,3 3 A A  „
43 29. 61 -2. 67
11 11. 61 -3 . 00
17 5,84 OUT A
. : - NORMAL CURVE)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA * 
AAAAAAAAAAA*AAA**AA**A:A 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA; AAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA * * A
NORMAL PROBABILITY (P-P) PLOT 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL 
1.0
.75
O
B
S
E .5
R
V
E
D
.25
* **
***
EXPECTED
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APPENDIX W
CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - LNX DOWN - LNY
OUT +H  ■ . . . > i i +*■— 1-~+------ 1--- •” '■++
3   + SYMBOLS:
  I MAX N
2     < a ft-
I ............. :............ I . 27 * O
I ............ : :................  I : 54.0
1 +   :::::::::............ + * 10S.O
I I!:!**:*:,:.:..,,    I
I   ;♦******; ; * ; ; ;......  , , , J
0 +  ; * * * * * * * * *  : * ■ * : ;   +
I < < • • . . . ! : ********* j ; ;......  I
■    "  H  i » » 1 * 4 t X
— 1 +■ +     : t i , +
I    I
I   I
-2 + .   +
I - -   I
-3 +   +■
OUT ++ + . — + —  . . . - . ------ . . ------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - X DOWN - LNY
OUT ++- * * “-+—
3 + + SYMBOLS:
I I
I I MAX N
2 + m m m p » . . +
I ■ ■ ft ► i * I 76
I +* * 1 | ! 4 ; 152
I + * ..... ft * 4 1 I * 4 « 4 * 3 06
I * : __________ 4 1 i i l 4 « « f t 1 i  4
I * * ; . .  . < < 4 f t i i 4 4 4 i f t  r 4 ■■ 4
0 + * * : .  . . 4 « l 4 i * « f t f t f t f t i  ft■ * «
I ■ I 4 1 i a p * 4 p 4 i f t * 4 ft ft
I * 4 ft * + + ■ * * * 4 r f t 4 p 4 f t f t 4 f t 4 i f
- 1 + i l I - m ft f t f t i f t f t * p i 4 l f t f t l
I * » » i 4 i I 4 « f t | 4 4 « f l f t p f t
I , 4 4 4 , p i i i f t *  4 ■ » * ft ft 4
-2 + ft ft * ft » ft-
I 4 4 ■ ft i | * * 4 i
I • * » , 1 l i f t  * I
-3 + 4 4 4 ■ 4 +
OUT + + - ------------+ ---------------. ■ ■ . -  + -------------- + --------- * ft
-3 —2 - 1 0 1 2 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED SCATTERPLOT 
ACROSS - *PKED DOWN - *SRE5ID
OUT
3
-1
- 2
-3
OUT
; ; ; * ; 
: : *** 
* ** * *
++ + +*- *
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I 
I 
+
I . ,
I 
+
+ ♦ *  +
 + +
+ 
I 
I 
. + 
I
#;*******;; 
***************;* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;
+
I
I
+
I
I
+
 + +
SYMBOLS: 
MAX N
21.0 
42 . 0 
S4 .0
-3 -2 “1 O 3 OUT
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CONTINUED
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT 
ACROSS - LNX DOWN - LNY
OUT + *  a a * + T ---+ --------------+ - ----++
3 * + * p + p «- p » p ..... + SYMBOLS:
T
* + * * * + 1
I MAX N
2 p * m- m m p * p * *
* + * a m a p * p p p I . 56.
* ■ p * * m p p p p * I : 112.
1 ...... + * 225.
T
+ + ■ ■ * '
: p :
L
i
0 p * p * p p ; ; * +
I : : *** i
I . p m + + + -p : : : ** i
-1 + * * : *
I * ** 4 * * 4 i
I . t , p a l r
-2 + a * p m p -p * m +
I 4 * * * * p p p p •» p- p i
I p p p p p a a 4 i
—3 + , * w r +
OUT ++- --- . ---- + --- „ p p * ---- +_
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 OUT
STANDARDIZED PARTIAL REGRESSION PLOT
ACROSS - X DOWN - LNY
OUT ... . . . , , .
3 +   + SYMBOLS:
I ...... . . . . . . . .
I   MAX N
2 + ............................
I   55.0
I ............................  : 110.0
i +  :::.......................  * 221.0
I *; ; ;..........
I ..................
0 +  .
j
I ......................
-l + :::........................
I : :...........................
I ..................
-2 +   +
I * I
I ...... ..... . . I
■~3 + . . . . .  . . .  +
OUT ++----- +-------   . . , +------++
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 OUT
i
^
t
n
o
o
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APPENDIX W
CONTINUED
+ + - -
10000+
I
eooo
COST PER STUDENT VERSUS ENROLLMENT 
*+---- + ----- 1------+----- + ----- h-----+ ----
6000
4000
2000
Y - (a) (X**-b) (EXP**(cX) ) 
LnY = LnA - b(LnX) + cx
1
II
7
6F0
385444332222111111 111 11111
111111111111111111111
I
+
+---- +---- +---- +----- 1----- +---- + ----- 1-----+ ------+-R— H--+
4000 12000 20000 28000 36000
0 8000 16000 24000 32000 40000
E N R O L M E N T  PER INSTITUTION
FREQUENCIES AND SYMBOLS USED: 100 - 1 200 - 2 3 00 * 3
400 - 4 500 - 5 600 - 6 700 - 7 800 - 8 1500 - F
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ABSTRACT
ECONOMIES AND DISECONOMIES OF SCALE IN THE AMERICAN TWO-YEAR 
COLLEGES
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Chairman: Professor James M. Yankovich
The economies of scale concept holds that as an enter­
prise increases its output, the cost per unit of output 
decreases. The concept also holds that as the production 
output increases further a point is reached at which the 
cost per unit of output increases, marking the start of 
diseconomies of scale. Furthermore, the concept holds 
whether the enterprise is a manufacturing or education 
institution.
Community college financial, enrollment, and award data 
for the ten years between 1976 through 1985 were obtained 
from the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES). 
Appropriate data selection produced a sample of 758 state, 
local, or state-local community colleges in existence for 
each of the 10 years between 1976 and 1985. This was nearly 
80 per cent of the public community college total.
A parabolic relationship between cost per student and 
enrollment was hypothesized. The hypothesis was tested by 
using regression analysis with forced entry of the 
independent variable(s).
The hypothesis was not supported. Emerging from 20 
models with various terms expressing direct and inverse 
relationships between dependent and independent 
variables(s), Y-(a)(X**-b)(EXP**(cX)) was the best fit.
This decaying exponential model possessed the highest 
multiple R of any of the 20 equations tried. Furthermore, 
the decaying exponential, after being transformed to the 
natural logarithm form, met regression analysis1 assumptions 
for the underlying data (normality, linearity, and equal 
variance) better than any of the 20 equations modelled.
